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Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
Thank you for the nice article concerning
our Square Dance Center in your October
issue. We do appreciate the interest shown in
our achievement of building and operating
our own hall. You will be glad to hear that we
held a "bond burning" dance in April of this
year. The Center is now free and clear of all
indebtedness. We are now planning to raise
$30,000 to pave the parking area, install security measures and provide a more heatefficient entrance.
Julie and Doug Hyslop
Nampa, Idaho
Dear Editor:
We do enjoy your magazine. I am saving
them all although they are passed around to
other dub members to read in hopes that they

(ISSN 0037-2889)

will get a subscription and enjoy it all the
more.
Jack and Thelma Bousfield
Milton, Ontario, Canada
Dear Editor:
The Premium Records you so graciously
gave us at the National Convention are being
put to good use. We have a young caller just
starting and these records are a big help.
Thanks again and again.
Doc and Agnes Karts
Alamogordo, New Mexico
Dear Editor:
Congratulations on your 33 years of continuous service to square dancers. Not only do
you provide a fine magazine, you also provide
information and supplies essential to the activity. May you continue for many years more.
Russ Moorhouse
Warehouse Point, Connecticut
Dear Editor:
We have danced many miles to your Premium Records and enjoyed them immensely.
Keep it up!
Bill and Jean Dyck
Vernon, British Columbia
Dear Editor:
I find that the most important single item in
teaching beginners to square dance is language. I must say that SIOASDS does a very
Please see LETTERS, page 55
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RV's
Welcome

McCLOUD

Summer of
'82

"DANCE COUNTRY"
cp
006

Square and Round Dance
VACATIONLAND

Cod
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9 miles off Interstate 5 at the foot of MT. SHASTA
Corner of Main and Colombero
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NO RESERVATIONS NECESSARY other than for PACKAGES*

DAVE ABBOTT calling "OPEN" DANCES every FRIDAY and SATURDAY
— McCLOUD —
FLEA MARKET

OPENING MEMORIAL WEEKEND

FricCLOUD
"DANCE COUNTRY"

May 28, 29 & 30

June 11 & 12

Sunday
June 6th

— DARK —

NEIL GURR & DAVE ABBOTT

Let's All Go To
Yreka
GOLD DIGGERS DANCE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY EVENING DANCING
ROUNDS 8:00, SQUARES 8:30

FIESTA DAYS

FRI: DENNY LANTZ
SAT: KEN BOWER

July 31 & Aug. 1
May 3 1—June 4

Monday—Friday
"FOCUS on ROUNDS"

June 6-10
Sunday—Thursday

June 13-17
Sunday—Thursday
WADE DRIVER

June 20-24
Sunday—Thursday

HORACE & BRENDA MILLS
LLOYD & ELISE WARD

KEN BOWER

Texas

DAVE HOFFMAN

*Package Only

*Package Only

*Package Only

Arizona
ADVANCED
*Package Only

4th of July Weekend
2nd & 3rd

July 9 & 10
SAT .RON TELFORD
FRI: DAVE ABBOTT

July 18-22
Sunday—Thursday
JERRY HAAG

July 25-29
Sunday—Thursday

LOREN COCHRAN

July 4-8
Sunday—Thursday
MARTY

Oregon

FIRSTENBURG

Texas

Oregon
* Package Only

San Jose, CA
ADVANCED

DAVE ABBOTT

July 11-15
Sunday—Thursday

Aug. 1-5
Sunday—Thursday

Hemet, CA

(DARK)

MIKE SIKORSKY

Aug. 8-12
Sunday—Thursday
MIKE DEGMETICH

Reseda, CA

RON WELSH

Aug. 15—
15-19
Sunday—Thursday

GARY SHOEMAKE
Texas

BILL DAVIS

RANDY DIBBLE
Sacramento, CA

(DARK)

*Package Only

*Package Only

—

ROUNDS
with
WARD & JOYCE
FOSTER
CASEY & SHARON
PARKER

Santa Maria, CA
*Package Only

*Package Only
*Package Only
dm■
mm.■
Aug. 22-26
Aug. 29—Sept. 2
Sunday—Thursday
Sunday—Thursday

San Jose, CA

Modesto, CA

*Package Only

BOB FISK

June 27—July 1
Sunday—Thursday

CLOSING

—

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
September 3, 4, & 5
JOE SALTEL & DAVE ABBOTT
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY EVENING DANCING

ROUNDS 8:00, SQUARES 8:30

*Package Only

HOSTS
DAVE & SUZANNE
ABBOTT
(916) 964-2252
P.O. BOX 81
Mc CLOUD, CA
96057

*PACKAGE INCLUDES: "PROGRESSIVE" Square and Round Dance Workshops with dancing
every evening, two Buffet Suppers and After Parties, plus a Potluck Picnic.
Pre-Registration requested 30 days prior to date of PACKAGES

18-Square Capacity.

Everything for
square dancing!

JOHN R. YOUNG,
PRESIDENT

Fully air conditioned

SARA ELAINE YOUNG,
VICE PRESIDENT

11128 BALBOA BLVD., GRANADA HILLS, CALIF. 91344
213-363-0131

Forty-square raised
hardwood floor

Mix and Match Sets
A
Colors

Colors

Orange
Red
Blue
Black
Yellow
Brown

'otyle A

Ladies and men's apparel
and accessories
All sizes, colors and styles

Gingham Pinafore
$39.95

White
Black
Brown
Red
Navy
Lt. Blue
Burgundy

Style B

Sizes: Petite-Sm.-Med-Large
19" 21" 22" 23"
(State 1st & 2nd Color Choice)

C-1

2 Piece Dress
$49.95

C-2 D
Colors
White
Red
Black
Brown
Navy
Lt. Blue
Burgundy

Style C-1 Blouse $15.95
Style C-2 Skirt $35.95

Prices subject to
change without notice
holesale deuler inquiries invited
ON■.11•••••■
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Name:
Address:

11128 BALBOA BLVD. (Dept. F-1)
GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344

City, State, Zip:

Bust

lust

MEASUREMENTS
Skirt
Back
Waist
Length Length

Items being ordered
Name

Style

Color

Price

Back

Vaist
Skirt LI Check
Visa #
M/C #

Money Order

(6c/ Sales Tax—Calif. Only)
Shipping & Handling

I

Total

2 00

lets and so the size of the viewing public was
probably limited.
It appears that the South Carolina project
will be an exception. According to the information received from production manager,
Hall, the series, which will feature caller,
Ralph Thrift, and a square of dancers, will
cover Callerlab's Basic through Mainstream
plateaus, sticking religiously to the styling and
timing definitions as outlined in the current
Illustrated Basic and Mainstream Handbooks.
Technical assistance will come from a number
of sources with Cal Golden providing tips for
February, 1982
callers and with a coverage of the history of the
activity interspersed throughout the proONDER OF WONDERS — It appears that
square dancing might, at long last, grams.
From the outline it does appear that the
be getting a TV series devoted to the
activity. This is the goal of Larry Hall, who is program is headed in the right direction.
serving as production manager on a project Showings of the series will be handled
through South Carolina's Educational televi- through local Public Service Stations and
sion channel, WNSC-TV 50. If Larry's efforts when the series is ready for release, we will let
materialize in this direction, the first of a you know so that you can alert the local public
planned 26 program series will already have service channel in your area regarding the
been shot with samples ready for viewing at availablity of the series.
the Reno Callerlab Convention in April.
Over the years, square dancing has re- A Promise — Are We Keeping It?
ceived exposure on commercial television and
in motion pictures. Except for a few instances,
OW MANY TIMES have you attempted to sell
the television presentations have been geared
a non-dancing couple on the joys of
to entertainment, as one might expect, and square dancing? To the best of our knowledge,
motion picture use of square dancing has, for more than 75% of those attracted to the activthe most part, been relegated to background ity have been "sold" by a friend or neighbor,
atmosphere. While there's nothing wong with relative or acquaintance, who is himself a
this, square dancing brought before the public happy dancer. Figuring that you have done
in this way frequently is misinterpreted or your share of "selling, how many people have
simply does not have the impact of convincing you promised that square dancing is not only
a non-dancer that square dancing just might enjoyable but is a fun-filled and inexpensive
be worth his consideration as a possible hobby? You may also have spread the word
hobby.
that square dancing is easy to learn, requires
The Phil Donahue hour a couple of years only a limited amount of time to enjoy and,
ago, where square dancing received a plus during those periods when a person is square
portrayal, was one of the exceptions. We are dancing, tends to remove him from his worstill getting "feedback" from people who saw ries and cares and transport him into a joyous
the program and became interested in the care-free recreation.
activity as a result.
Once "sold" and the non-dancer has been
The recent public service T. V. presenta- wooed into a class and eventually into a club,
tion syndicated from Seattle, Washington, how many of those promises have you been
showing the National Square Dance Conven- able to keep? It's important that we look realtion of last year, together with personalized istically at our sales points. Is the activity ininterviews, also received favorable notices, expensive? Yes, when compared to a number
although as in the case of many such shows no of other recreations and other forms of enterpublicity was put out ahead of time as to when tainment, it's still a bargain and it is an activity
public showings would be in the various out- that the husband and wife can enjoy together.

H
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Is it friendly? Folks we have been interviewing said "yes" and point out that their best
friends are square dancers.
Square dancing does mean different things
to different people and in our area, things may
be a bit different than they are in yours. However, there is no reason in the world why the
promises we make to the new dancer can't be
fulfilled. As we mentioned earlier in our column, a poll taken by Legacy showed that by
far the weakest point in square dancing today
is the realm of etiquette. "Why is that so important?" a person might ask. Certainly while
good manners play an important role in most
everything we do, seldom do we come in as
close contact with others as we do when we
dance with seven others in a square. Each
individual who square dances is in a position
to help retain or discourage others with whom
he dances. It's not a bad idea to check your
own score card on square dance behavior
every once in a while and see if you are the
type of person you would enjoy dancing with
or whether your attitudes need a bit of polishing.
DISCOVERY this month (page 13), reminds us of some of the pluses and minuses on
the subject of square dance etiquette. We
invite you to check it out.

A Story Begins to Unfold

at this point, we only have bits
1A.and pieces, shreds of what may become a
most interesting story, we'll pass along to you
what we have heard so far. Not long ago,
several square dancers in Germany happened
to be visiting friends in the sector behind the
Iron Curtain — in East Germany. They left
their car, which proudly displays a square
dance decal, in a public parking area at the
Leipzig Fair, and spent the next few hours
seeing the sights.
While they were away several residents of
the area spotted the decal and waited by the
car. Eventually the car owners did return and
after an initial conversation, it was discovered
that there are active square dance groups in
the towns of Leipzig, Magdeburg, Plauen and
Halle. In at least one of these areas they dance
to German calls and a live band.
Little else is known about the groups at this
time, how many dancers are actually involved
LTHOUGH

in these or other cities in the communist
block, whether they have their own callers,
how they keep in touch, etc. It's stimulating to
think that perhaps in an area of which we know
so little, American Square Dancing may actually have a toehold. It is known that the.
sending of printed informational material of
any kind through the mail to East Germany is
prohibited. However a contact address has
been established, so as we learn more, we'll
pass the word along to you.
This brings up a point. Here in the office of
SIOASDS we try to maintain a current list of
where square dancing is being enjoyed —
around the world. Service men and women
stationed overseas comprise a good portion of
this list but were especially interested in
keeping up to date with all overseas activity.

This month

LINEUP
9 Square Dance Vacations 1982
13 Discovery
16 Now I Can Hear the Caller
18 Vox Saltatoris
19 A Place For Singles in a
Couples Class
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31 Roundancer Module: by Betty and
Clancy Mueller
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Marvin and Floriene Martin
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92 Meet Our Advertisers
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SQUARE DANCE
VACATIONS
1982
I ACATION — a period spent away from home
V or business in travel or recreation
(Webster). . . . Square and round dancers
night add to that definition: Time spent
enjoying their hobby to the fullest with
similarly-minded enthusiasts. Indeed square
dance vacation institutes are booming. The
well-established locales are catering to satisfied repeaters as well as to first-timers, while
new square dance vacation establishments
seem to be On the increase. Such institutes
range from weekend events to week-long arrangements as well as to those areas which
provide camping facilities for an entire
summer. Programming varies from structured schedules of workshops and party
dances in rounds, squares and contras to informal dancing in the evening only. Some
areas have full outdoor recreational facilities,
specializing in what their particular geographic location includes. Some have specialized programs for children, either with or separate from their parents.
No two vacation institutes are exactly alike.
Most offer brochures or flyers about their faThe Gymnasium at Keene State College, Keene, New
Hampshire, is the location of Ralph Page's Year End
Camp of squares, contras and ethnic folk dances.
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The Parrish Ranch, Berthoud, Colorado, a peaceful and
restful spot to relax, enjoy the scenery and outdoor life
as well as some outstanding dancing.

cilities and by writing to them, you can see for
yourself what might suit you. The accompanying list includes those vacation institutes
known as of this date. Read it through. See
what area and what time period might work
for you. Write the institutes directly and then
sit back and be prepared to enjoy a very special vacation. Only don't wait; many of these
sell out year after year and an early reservation
is necessary.
As a sample of the variety which is available, here are short descriptions of three different vacation arrangements. Parrish Ranch,
in the foothills of the Rockies in Colorado, is a
real 2,000 acre working cattle ranch, owned
and operated by Vaughn and Jean Parrish.
Dancers who enjoy camping may set up tents
or take advantage of the full RV hookups.
Some cabins are available. The summer
schedule of dancing in the recreation building
on the grounds includes calling by Vaughn as
well as by a variety of guest callers. Fishing,
swimming, horseback riding, hayrides, cookouts and Sunday morning Christian fellowship
services are all available.
Representative of the shorter vacations —
the weekend — are those held at Potawatomi
Inn in Pokagon State Park near Angola, Indiana. Started in 1965 by caller, Bill Peterson,
this year a choice of five weekends are scheduled. Different square and round dance
leaders are on staff for each institute. Square
and round dance workshops are held in the
daytime on Saturdays with party dances on
Friday and Saturday evenings. A final dance
session winds up the event on Sunday morning. Meals, lodging and all dance sessions are
included in the package. A large dance hall
holds more than 100 couples. The surrounding area offers hiking, camping and swimming
in the summer and tobogganing, ice skating
9

and cross country skiing in the winter for those
who wish to participate. A great sense of cornradery prevails and lasting friendships are
made through the closeness of living, eating
and dancing "under one roof."
Dating back to an early beginning in folk
dancing, Ralph Page has successfully combined American squares, contras and rounds
with dances of other countries at his various
dance camps. Offering both weekend and full
week camps in New Hampshire and New
York, these institutes stress the traditional
along with the importance of good music,
good styling and timing, and the belief that all
dancing — whatever kind it is — should be

fun. Ralph also believes in the importance of
excellent food, particularly that from New
England. Different staffs are on hand for each
camp, including those who specialize in the
dances or music of one particular country.
Callers and leaders who attend these sessions
as participants are frequently included in the
evening programs.
So — what will it be for you — a full week's
vacation of dancing and making friends;one or
more shorter weekend sessions; a summer in
your RV stopping here and there to enjoy the
area and the dancing? Whatever you are looking for, someone, somewhere, is offering it.
Have a great square dance vacation!

Vacation Institutes —1982
ARKANSAS
Arkie Stars Memorial Day Weekend, May 28-29,
Arkadelphia. Contact Sharon Golden, PO Box 2280,
Hot Springs 71913 (501) 624-7274.

CALIFORNIA
Asilomar (SIOASDS) Square Dance Vacation, July
25-30, Pacific Grove. 32 years of square dance vacation
fun. Write SQUARE DANCING Magazine, 462 No.
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 90048.
The Best Little Weekend, Apr. 9-10, Richmond Auditorium, Richmond. Free RV parking. Benefits
Squarenaders Exhibition traveling fund. Write Dave and
Diane Kinsey, 321 Murindo Pl., San Ramon 94583.
Square Esta, May 28-30, Griswold's Inn, Claremont.
Advanced level. Information 6559 Coldwater Canyon,
North Hollywood 91606 (213) 763-5973.

4-Day Day Holiday, Feb. 14-19, Keltic Lodge, Ingonish,
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. Square, folk and social dancing. Contact Dept. of Tourism, Brenda Morgan (902)
424-5000.
House of Roth, July-Labor Day, Clementsport, N.S.
Camping and children's program available. Write Gloria
Roth, 1050 W. State St., Coopersburg, PA 18036. (After
May 1 write House of Roth, Clementsport, Nova Scotia
BOS 1A0.)
COLORADO
Dance Ranch, June-August, Estes Park. Week-long
sessions. Write Frank Lane, PO Box 1382, Estes Park
80517.
Parrish Ranch, May 15 to Labor Day, Bethoud Write
Vaughn and Jean Parrish, Rt. 2, Parrish Rd., Berthoud
80513.

Square Dance Vacations, July, Pacific Grove. Write
Continental Squares, 39256 Paseo Padre Pkwy., Fremont 94538.

Fun Valley, Spring to fall, South Fork. Write Mack and
Jean Henson, 2050 Elmwood Dr., Abilene, TX 76905.
(From May to October write Fun Valley, Box 208, South
Fork 81154.)

McCloud Dance Country Vacations, Memorial Day to
Labor Day. Write Dave and Suzanne Abbott, PO Box
81, McCloud 96057.

Peaceful Valley, June to September, Lyons. Full outdoor program as well as dancing. Write Karl Boehm,
Star Route, Lyons 80540.

Spring Fling '82 Weekend, Mar. 6-7, Saugus. R.V.
parking for self-contained units. Information (805) 2522549.

Lighted Lantern, Golden. Write Beryl and Kerrie Main,
756 Lookout Mountain Rd., Golden 80401, (Wintertime
write 2516 E. Elmwood, Mesa, AZ 85203.)

CANADA

Shay, Foundation Slimmer Dance `vVeek, July 5-11,
YMCA Camp, Granby. Emphasis on contras and traditional. Write Don Armstrong, 511 Wagon Rut Loop S,
New Port Richey, FL 33553.

Alberta Square Dance Institute, June 20-26, Banff
Center, Alberta. 26 years of squares and rounds. Write
Ernie Power, 12035 52 St., Edmonton, Alberta T5W
QQ -7
✓
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CONNECTICUT
Winter Whirl Weekend, Feb. 26-27. Nottawasaga Inn.
Alliston, Ontario.AdvancedandChallenge. Contact
Lilen McLean (705) 726-9355.

U)

Fun & Frolic Weekend, Feb. 19-21, Enfield. Write Earl
Johnston, PO Box 2223, Vernon 06066.
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

FLORIDA
Lehigh Resort, Year-round weekends. Write Dance
Vacations, S/D Lehigh Resort, 225 East Joel Blvd.,
Lehigh 33936.

Superior Mainstream Plus II Weekend, Mar. 26-28,
W. Yarmouth. Write Earl Johnston, PO Box 2223, Vernon, CT 06066.
Early Bird Weekend, Mar. 26-28, South Egremont.
Write Dick Hair, PO Box 362, Leicester 01524.

GEORGIA
The Square Dance Resort at Andy's Trout Farm,
April-October, Dillard. Relaxed week-long programs.
Write Jerry and Becky Cope. PO Box 129, Dillard
30537.
GERMANY

MICHIGAN
A 1 Camping Weekend, May 14-16; Family Weekend,
June 18-20, Waffle Farm Campground, Coldwater.
Contact Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia 48154.

2nd International Friendship Vacation, Aug. 15-21,
Waging am See, Bavaria. Write Val Meyer, Pelkovenstr.
72, 8000 Muchen 50, West Germany.

"Funny Farm" Campground Weekends, 4th of JulyLabor Day, 45 mi. SW Traverse City. Write Bernice
Prior, 334 Isle 3 N.E. Leisure Beach, Pt. Richey, FL
33568.

INDIANA

MISSOURI

Potawatomi Dance Weekends, Apr. 2-4, Apr. 23-25,
Sept. 17-19, Oct. 8-10, Angola. Varied staffs. Contact
Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia, MI 48154.

Kirkwood Lodge, May to October, Osage Beach. 12
weeks and 2 mini-weeks, featuring national leaders.
Write Square Dance Vacation, Kirkwood Lodge, Osage
Beach 65065.

Turkey Run Inn, Mar. 26-28, May 14-16, June 4-6,
Turkey Run State Park, Marshall. Squares and rounds,
varied staffs. Contact Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook
Dr., New Whiteland 46184 (317) 535-4437.
Fallin' Leaves Frolic, Sept. 24-26, Pokagon State
Park, Angola. Contact Duane Gluth, 9525 Hawthorne
Dr., Munster 46321.
KENTUCKY
Winter Weekend Square & Round Dance, Feb. 5-6.
Lure Lodge, Lake Cumberland. Sponsored by Kentucky
Dept. of Parks. Contact Dave Hommel, 4915
Chenoweth Run, Louisville 40299 (502) 267-5222.
June Jubilee S/R/D Weekend, June 11-13,
Rivermont. Contact Jim Long, 328 Indiana Ave., Sullivan, IN 47882.
Septemberfest, Sept. 18-25, Kentucky Dam Village
State Park. Full or partial participation. Write Kent and
Janice Berkley, 231 No. 4th St., Mayfield 42066.
MARYLAND
Thanksgiving Weekend, Nov. 25-28, Hunt Valley.
Squares and rounds at the Marriott Hunt Valley Inn.
Write S/D Festival, Box 283, College Park 20740 (include self-addressed envelope).
MASSACHUSETTS
Advanced Weekends, Apr. 2-4, Old Orchard Beach;
Apr. 30-May 2, Hidden Valley Ranch; May 14-16,
Berkshire Hilton, Ittsfield. Contact Red Bates, 222
Glendale Rd., Hampden 01036.
Square Dance Weekends, Feb. 5-7, Northwood; Mar.
26-28, West Yarmouth; May 21-23, Lake Shore Farm;
July 16-18, Sheraton Inn, Boxborough. Mainstream
Plus II, varied staffs. Contact Paul Schatz, 27 Dunbar
St., Sharon 02067.
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

MONTANA
Lionshead Resort and Dance Ranch, May 28 to September 11, West Yellowstone. Varied staffs. Write Buck
and Alice Jones, West Yellowstone 59758 (406) 6467296.
The Square & The Round Dance Center, May 28 to
September 6, Lolo. Weekends and week-long programs. Write Ray and Afton Granger, 9955 Highway 12
W., Lolo 59847
MINNESOTA
Rochester Holiday Weekends, Feb. 19-21, Mar.
12-14, Holiday Inn, Rochester. Plus II squares and
rounds. Write 1817 16th St. NW, Rochester 55901.
NEBRASKA
Dance-O-Rama S/R/D Weekend, May 28-30, Camp
Calvin Crest, Fremont. Write Harold Bausch, 2120
Jaynes, Fremont 68025.
NEVADA
Jackpot Festival '82, Aug. 8-12, Las Vegas. Plus II to
Challenge. Contact Charles Supin. 924 Niblick Dr., Las
Vegas 89108.
Double R Squares Weekend, Mar. 26-28, Las Vegas.
Part-time participation accepted. Contact Ray and
Donna Rose, 13440 Erwin St., Van Nuys, CA 91401.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Folk Dance Weekend, May 7-9, The Inn, East Hill
Farm, Troy. Folk dancing, contras and lancers. Contact
Ralph Page, 117 Washington St., Keene 03431.
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Square Dance Weekend, Nov. 5-7, The Inn, East Hill
Farm, Troy. Squares, contras, English country dances.
Contact Ralph Page (see address above).

Round-A-Cade, Feb. 13-51, Yorktowne Hotel, York.
Write Joe and Es Turner 7409 Masters Dr., Potomac,
MD 20854.

Annual Year End Camp, Dec. 28-Jan. 2, Keene State
College, Keene. Squares, contra and folk dancing. Contact Ralph Page (see address above).

Special Spring Weekend, Apr. 16-18, Wilkes-Barre.
Squares and rounds at the Master Host Inn.
SOUTH CAROLINA

NEW YORK

Annual Fall Camp, Sept. 7-12, The Inn, East Hill Farm,
Troy. Squares, folk and contra dances. Contact Ralph
Page (see address above).

Charles Towne Square & Round Up, Feb. 19-20, July
23-24, Charlston. Contact Barbara Harrelson, 419
Hawthorne Rd., Lancaster 29720.
TENNESSEE

Challenge Weekend, Apr. 16-18, Tamarack Lodge,
Greenfield Park. Write Lee Kopman, 2965 Campbell
Ave., Wantagh 11793.

Pinewoods '82, July 17-Sept. 4. Full weeks of American and English dance and music. Write for brochure to
Country Dance and Song Society, 505 Eighth Ave., New
York 10018.

NEW MEXICO

Red River Community House, June through September. For the family; camping facilities or motels. Write
Toots Richardson, Rt. 1, Box 42, Clinton, OK 73601.
(Summers, write Box 213, Red River, NM 87558.)

Round Dance Clinic, May 28-30. Oct. 22-24,
Montgomery Bell State Park. Write Ronald Grendell,
544 Bell Rd., Antioch 37013.
TEXAS
Alamo Assembly, Feb. 19-21, San Antonio. Mainstream and Quarterly Selections; February Institute,
Feb. 26-28, Advanced. Write Richard Wasser, 4917
Flagstone Dr., St. Worth 76114.
Smith Bros. Institute, Feb. 27-28, Oasis Motor Hotel,
Bay City. Write Harper Smith, Rt. 2, Box 47 AM, Celina
75009.

NORTH CAROLINA
VIRGINIA

Fontana Village Resort, April to October, Fontana
Dam. Write Al (Tex) Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort,
Fontana Dam 28733.

Mini-Week, Aug. 24-27, Natural Bridge. Challenge.
Contact Chuck Stinchcomb, Box 304, Beltsville, MD
20705.

NORTH DAKOTA

Square Dance Weekend, Feb. 26-27. Carrington. Contact Sharon Golden, PO Box 2280, Hot Springs, AR
71913.

OHIO

Lazy R Campground, May 14-16, May 29-31, July 2-5,
Aug. 20-22, Sept. 3-6, Sept. 18-19 — Challenge weekends; July 11-13 — Advanced; July 30-Aug. 1, Aug. 5-8
— Plus II. Contact Harry and Polly Reed, 2340 Dry
Creek Rd NE, Granville 43023.

Annual Honeymoon Weekend, Mar. 19-21, Burr Oak
State Lodge, Glouster. Write Janet Marlow, 3795
Pamela Dr., Gahanna 43230.

VERMONT
Wing Ding, May 29-30, Stratton Mt. Plus II. Contact
Red Bates, 222 Glendale Rd., Hampden, MA 01036.
WASHINGTON
Hayloft Weekends, Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor
Day. Lynnwood. Write Bob and Bea Wright, 15320 3513
Ave. W, Lynnwood 98036.
Circle 8 Ranch, Memorial Day to Labor Day Weekends. Rt. 4 Box 54C, Cle Elum 98922
,

WISCONSIN
Weekend, May 12-14, Atwood Lodge, Dellroy. Contact
Bill Peterson, 30230 Oakview, Livonia, MI 48154.
DREGON
Labor Day Weekend, Sept. 3-5, North Bend. Write
Sand Dune Sashays, 553 8th Ct., Eastside 97420.

Sweetheart S/D Winter Weekend, Feb. 12-14,
Oconomowoc. Write Earl and Esther Thompson, 1431
Cleveland Ave., Racine 53405.
Chula Vista, April to November, Wisconsin Dells. Write
Judy and Fred Kaminski, Chula Vista Resort, Wisconsin
Dells 53965.

PENNSYLVANIA
4dvanced and Challenge Weekends, Village Square,
Jowington. Write Cliff and Gussie Irons, Rt. 322,
uthriesville, R.D. #1, Downingtown 19335.
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Royal Interlaken Weekends. March to May and September to November, Lake Geneva. Different staffs,
different levels. Contact Bill Blevens, 1257 Frankline
Lane, Buffalo Grove, IL 60090.
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DISCOVERY
Dear Square Dancer
Those who square dance come from varied
backgrounds. They are city people and country folk. They're in the office nine to five, five
days a week; or they're retired; or they run a
farm which means sometimes that they're out
on the land from daylight to dusk seven days a
week. And, though their jobs dictate much
about the way they live, square dancing imposes upon them certain rules of getting along
well with each other.
In a way this is a function of communications which also affects the way in which we
dance. As you know, we have a universal systern of plateaus which divide the basics into a
number of categories. Each basic has its
agreed-upon definition, a standardized way of
doing each movement and a suggested number of steps required to do these basics comfortably. These rules allow us to dance anywhere in the world where contemporary
square dancing is being enjoyed. It means that
we can learn to dance with one caller in one
section of the country and then dance across
town, across the state or even in another country with no fear of being embarrassed or
"tricked" by ways of doing the basics that are
not familiar to us.
Of equal importance are our attitudes as
dancers. Most of these come under the heading of common sense or common courtesy.
Square dancing is exercise — sometimes
vigorous, with the natural result that we tend
to perspire, sometimes profusely under a cer-

DEPARTMENT
FOR ALL
SQUARE
DANCERS

tain degree of strain. Our thoughtfulness requires us to respect those with whom we
dance by maintaining personal cleanliness.
--de.""Yea.'n'

We don't always know
that we offend

No one needs to be a rough or inconsiderate dancer. Roughness can consist of yanking
or jerking or shoving someone through a

Even our best
friends may not
tell us

--- Rough dancers
win few popularity polls

movement. One dancer may be doing less or
more than his share in a turn with the result
that each person with whom he works is put of
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82
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balance. It could mean that by forcibly twirling someone, catching him or her off guard, or
holding a hand too long might cause that
dancer to lose balance and fall.
If you're looking for an activity where you
are applauded for doing your own thing while
disregarding the comfort and pleasure of
others, then you may discover that square
dancing is not for you. Conforming to a
thoughtful and gracious manner not only adds
to your own pleasure but makes the whole
activity more enjoyable for others. As one
dancer told us recently when being asked
about pet peeves and her idea of what makes a
good dancer, she responded, "The most important rule of all in square dancing is the
golden rule.
If you enjoy having people fill your square
quickly, then think twice before you pass a
three-couple, incomplete square to join another group across the floor.
If you were ever one of three couples made
to sit out while waiting for a fourth couple to
arrive and complete the square then make it a
point to arrive on time to avoid causing others
to sit one out.
Avoid being coaxed to get into a square.
Don't forget, however, that there are times
when people physically need to pace themselves, so they sit out. Rather than risk a
health hazard, it's important that we respect
the may-we-sit-this-one-out request of others.
Have you ever experienced the embarrassing situation of having a couple leave your
square while the dance was still in progress?

Committing
the unpardonable sin

'4

To many, this is the unpardonable sin. It is one
of the most painful infractions of the rules of
square dance etiquette. Unless there is an
emergency, a sudden illness or an understandable reason, leaving six others in the
lurch is simply inexcusable. When there is an
emergency, a brief explanation to one of the
dancers in the square will help. If time allows,
bringing in a substitute couple will smooth
things out.
What of the talkers ? They come in several
varieties and all of them defy good rules of
square dance etiquette. The pseudo-instructor is so many times the culprit. This is
the caller-within-the-square, the person who

Teaching? Let
the caller do it

knows what you should be doing but, in trying
to move you around, disrupts the entire traffic
pattern himself. The man behind the microphone is the one in charge. Let him do his job.
This is not to infer that an experienced dancer
cannot help one who is having trouble. Sometimes at the break, if asked for, a helping hand
can save future embarrassment particularly if
the caller is not available. As a general rule,
the experienced dancer is of the greatest help
when he or she is simply in the right place at
the right time. The offender is also the one
who talks during the instruction making it
impossible for the others in the square to hear
the caller.
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

into our home deserve to be treated like guests
with courtesy and thoughtfulness — not with
contempt or disinterest.
We've said these things before. The Square
Dancing Indoctrination Handbook includes
many of these and other pointers on good

iNDOCTRi NATION.
HANDBOOK
HANDS
OI, f revisec0

If you have something to say —
wait until the tip is over

Etiquette involves more than just one individual reacting to another. Club etiquette is
equally important. Have you ever heard anyone say, "You won't catch us going to the
Allemanders Club again — it's an unfriendly
club." To its members the club may be warm
and hospitable but its members may be less
than congenial to those coming in as guests.
Perhaps you've had the experience of attending a club where the only person smiling was
the treasurer who met you at the door. He
greeted you with outstretched hand — but
only to take your money. Make sure that your
club isn't afflicted with this "dollar-signs-in-

Don't let the dollar signs show

the-eyes" syndrome. How insincere the welcome that invites guests primarily to increase
the size of the crowd (and the treasury) while,
once inside the door, leaving guests to fend for
themselves. Look at it this way: The club is
our square dance home. The guests, coming
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

etiquette but each year thousands of new
dancers come into the activity and it never
hurts to run over the ground rules again.
They're spelled out in their entirety in the
Indoctrination Handbook* but here's the list
to check over for yourself: Be a good listener,
Get into squares quickly, Be a courteous
dancer. Be on time for class and club. Be a
thoughtful dancer. Be a cooperative dancer.
Take it easy. Be a friendly dancer. You're
never through learning. Enjoy yourself — have
fun.
Because the International Legacy poll
taken last summer shows that more than 30%
of those questioned felt that etiquette needed
attention above all else, we have included
these thoughts as a part of Discovery. What
other pointers having to do with etiquette in
square dancing concern you? If you are
bothered by couples who leave the square
without saying "thank you" or if there are
other situations that you feel should be
touched upon — drop us a line. We'd like to
hear from you.
*Indoctrination Handbook available from The Sets in Order
American Square Dance Society, 462 No. Robertson Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90048 — 30v per copy, $20.00 per 100, plus
postage.
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electronic miracle
makes it possible for
this man to square dance
modern

Now I Can
Hear The Caller
by John M. Centa, Hayden Lake, Idaho
couldn't understand the
1. calls over the beat of the music and the
hubbub of shuffling feet, clapping hands and
the happy noises of the square dance crowd.
dancing I'd go home far
After an evening
more exhausted from
from the strain of trying to
hear, than from the dancing itself.
Now I have a new lease on life and dancing,
thanks to the Carron Audio Loop. m
With the permission of the local dance hall,
I strung my 70 ft. loop on hooks in the ceiling
so that it hung over the front squares; plugged
it into the special amplifier, taped my microphone to the cooperative caller's microphone;
set my hearing aid on its telephone position
and — Glory,Be! — I was back in business!
The caller s voice is crystal clear, thanks to
RY AS I WOULD, I

"Hey, I'm dancing." Hearing im, paired John
Centa in the
square.

Not long ago, John Centa was a very frustrated man coping with a progressive hearing
loss that was gradually forcing him to give up
square dancing, an activity he had enjoyed for
over thirty years. The miracle of the Audio
Loop has changed all that and john is anxious
to share his good fortune with any dancers
who today are feeling the strain of no longer
being able to clearly hear the calls. John became aware of Audio Loop systems while attending a White House conference studying
the needs of the hard of hearing. — editor

The hearing aid (below) goes on with a flip of the switch.
Installing the loop (right) is no big chore.
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the directional microphone provided with the
Carron Loop, with just enough music pickup
to give me the beat. And all the distracting
noise and echos from the dancers and hall
have disappeared. I suspect I hear the caller
more clearly than most of my hearing friends
in the back of the hall.
At the end of my first evening on the loop,
one of my long term dancing friends commented, John, you look like you're (lancing
on air, and you're on the beat, not lagging
behind as usual. How come?" "Simple," I exulted. "I can hear and understand the calls
instead of having to wait for visual cues from
my partners to know what the figure is. It's
heaven!"
Now I'm dedicated to taking this message
of help to thousands of hearing-impaired
square dancers who can benefit equally from
using this technique. (The Carron Loop is just
one of several excellent systems available.)
With the Loop, a hearing aid with telephone
setting must be used. A tiny inductance coil in
these aids picks up the loop signal and the
volume is controlled by the volume control in
each aid. Other more expensive "loop" systems do not require use of a hearing aid; they
provide individual "receivers." However, in
most cases, severely hearing-impaired users
will require both the sound amplification of
the loop system plus the amplification proved
by their own hearing aids.
I can only encourage my hearing-impaired
peers to try the loop. You'll love it!

Observations by the Author
Any number cif dancers can tune to the loop
for there is no loss in signal strength with
people "load."
•,
Hearing is excellent within the perimeter
of the loop (maximum of 10 to 15 feet).
Each user must have his own receiver.

John Centa's caller,
Wes Read, using his
microphone along
with the loop's mike.

These systems cannot help those who have
no, or too little, residual hearing. They will
not help those with problems which prevent
understanding, even though the sound is
heard.
If you are helped by a hearing aid, the
systems can give you a tremendous assist.
All systems provide excellent sound quality. In some cases they minimize or eliminate
the echoes, reverberations and intrusive
background noises common to most halls.
They make it possible to hear in accoustically
bad rooms where even the hearing have problems.
For further personal comments contact
John Centa, 10555 Friar Drive #13, Hayden
Lake, Idaho 83835. Please send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
For technical or price data contact:
IPAS International Corp. , 1440 Broadway
#2250, New York, New York 10018;
Phonic Ear Inc. , 250 Camno Alto, Mill Valley,
California 94941;
Desmond J Carron, 10541 Farnham Drive,
Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

John adjusts his
amplifier prior to an
evening of dancing.
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OX SALTATORIS
THE SQUARE DANCER SPEA
On Square Dance Club Presidents
as well as square dancing have the same experience with
their officers, i.e. an ego complex but no administrative ability. This usually causes
a club to end up with a low attendance or a falling away of membership. My wife and I
have not only done some square and round dance teaching but we have also been
presidents of several square and round dance clubs. I don't profess to have any great
amount of administrative ability but I have found that clubs worked best when run by
an executive committee consisting of the elected officers and the immediate past
president. (Our officers always included husband and wife combinations.) No matter
how much experience a president has had, he should always act according to the
committee's decisions. When a president starts thinking he is a one-man genius, you
can expect trouble in the club.
It is not my intention to be hard on club presidents because they and the other
elected officers have their hands full keeping everyone happy. But a president must
realize there are others to lean on. When all officers work together as a unit, the club
members are more likely to work together and fewer clubs will fall by the way.
Art Peavey, Bata Vista, Arkansas
THER FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

—

On What Is a Square Dancer
you are a square dancer — not a Mainstream or a Plus I
1dancer, but a square dancer! Sure there are levels of dancing, as there have always
been, although never as clearly defined as now. It is all for the good as a dancer can
check out an advertised level and tell if he can handle what will be called.
I say we are all square dancers whether we dance Mainstream or Plus 2. I hesitate to
include Advanced or Challenge dancers since their do sa dos and promenades, along
with some other basic figures, are not what we teach. I think they should be given
another name and could come under the broad general head of American Folk
Dancing, just as round dancing and mixers do.
It should not take an act of Congress to establish what our National Folk Dance is. It
includes contras, squares, clogging, Kentucky running sets, etc. Have you ever asked
people who do not dance what they think the National Square Dance is? Some of them
will tell you it is the Virginia Reel. I suggest we quit trying to get Congress to pass an act
and just assume we know best what is our National Folk Dance. It would save a lot of
time and effort that some people are putting into politicing which end result will, in my
opinion, have very little effect in increasing the popularity of the dancing we each
Hal R. Trait, Baltimore, Maryland
enjoy.
F YOU ARE A SQUARE DANCER,

—

On Fashions for Beginners
took our class to a dance nearby, which included a fashion
show by a local square dance shop. It was nice for the students to see dresses and
materials they had never dreamed of, but when one model showed an outfit with a
price tag of over $120.00 (dress, slip, shoes), there were gasps. Later in our own class,
we put on a fashion show of some 20 women who sew their own clothes and included

D
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information about the cost. The new dancers were glad to see that with talent, time and
effort, a square dance wardrobe could be put together at a reasonable cost.
— Leonard Capozziello, Milford, Connecticut

On Setting Up Squares
I have been wondering if Callerlab
may possibly be evolving a kind of caste system among today's dancers? Even
workshops, which are supposed to be learning experiences, seem to offer blatant
setting up of squares, often with the seeming approval of the callers, who perhaps are
fearful of losing some of their most experienced dancers. Ego must be a factor. Callers
ego must be gratified by the rapid assimilation of new figures by those who learn most
quickly. Dancers have their egos boosted by "looking good" in the set. However, what
about the egos of those in a set in which there is such a struggle that everybody sits
down and many are so discouraged they leave the dance? What about dancers forced to
sit out because they do not believe in this practice of setting up squares? What does it
feel like to approach empty spaces in a set and be told this set is closed.
Callers, in the position of leadership, are the only people with enough clout to
discourage cliques and setting up squares. Effectiveness would depend upon early
announcements and periodic reminders. Also dancers can be "mixed" from one set to
another during calls or sets can be arranged by the use of a computer.
Beginning dancers are enticed into classes by being told that if they can walk they
can square dance. Then some callers provide no place for their graduates to go. If they
walk into unfamiliar workshops or dances, will they continue their enthusiasm for the
activity if they find themselves closed out of sets? Man's inhumanity to man should not
Shirley Baitinger, Long Island, New York
be encountered in square dancing.
FTER PARTICIPATING IN SQUARE DANCING since 1950,

'

—

A Place for Singles in a Couples Class
by Don Byrne, Dublin, Virginia

A

our club, the New
River Squares, started its new series of
lessons. Out of habit, we advertised for couples and advised any singles to try to find a
partner, if they wished to come.
A week before the lessons started, I called a
one-night stand for a singles' club whose
members included two men and 15 women.
They all liked the evening so much that I
started thinking about the number of singles
that feel left Out of the fun of square dancing.
On top of that, one of the members had belonged to a club until her husband died and
she felt out of place after that, so she stopped
dancing.
Two nights later a single man showed up at
Our club meeting and wanted to know if he was
welcome. We welcomed him. He told me of
other single clubs he had known in other
states and how they worked. Our club members agreed that it would be nice to try to get
T THE END OF SEPTEMBER,
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singles involved.
Through this gentleman and the lady from
the singles' club, I had the word spread that
singles were welcome to our lessons and
would not need partners. Our club members
were going to help make up the couples. As a
result, in a week.and a half, we had 27 people
enrolled in class. We had three married couples, 14 women and seven men. Each tip we
had everyone up on the floor.
I feel that if we had this kind of turnout in
the little time we had to get the word out,
what would happen if we really had taken the
time to let all the single groups know about the
lessons?
It is hard to tell how many will go on after
the lessons, but I am hoping that they will stay
on and help us recruit for the next class. I feel
we have just scratched the surface of a large
group of people who would like to get involved but fear they may feel left out.
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The Birth
of a
Chain
by Les Gotcher, Zephyrhill, Florida

how a "Chain" was
accidentally worked out and how the
dancers thought they were doing a figure but
did not remember exactly how it went so they
put their heads together and came up with a
really beautiful figure. Here is that true story.
Back in 1947 I was calling a state festival in
Austin, Texas, (my home state) and a group at
the festival put on an exhibition. I happened
to be sitting in the balcony watching when this
group did what was, to me, one of the greatest
sets of figures that I had ever seen in square
dancing. A lady by the name of Pat Morrison
Lewkowicz had worked this figure out and
taught it to an Austin square dance club, the
group that was performing.
After the session was over I asked to see this
lady and after complimenting her on working

T
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HIS IS THE TRUE STORY of

out something so beautiful, asked if I could
have a copy of the call she had used. She said,
"Sure, but what do you want with it? You can't
possibly teach it to the average square dancer
unless you take hours doing it. This is strictly
an exhibition number." I told her that I would
like to have it anyway, and she gave me her
copy of the call.
_ We talked for quite a while and I asked her
how she came up with the name Teacup
Chain. She said she started working on it one
night after the club dance, where she had
come on to the idea for a chain figure. She told
me that she had had two sets of dishes of
different colors. She used four cups of one
color for the ladies and four of the other color
for the gents and in this way she could keep
them straight. She said that she had turned
the cups upside down and on the bottom of the
cups she used a marking pencil and put the
number One on one pair, the number Two on
another pair. etc.
The Name Came Naturally
The sun was beginning to rise and was just
starting to shine in her dining room window
when she finished the figure and had written
out the pattern exactly as the dancers were to
do it. She just hoped she would be able to
teach it to them. After she worked out the
choreography and knew that it would work
she looked around and noticed the cups she
had used and decided that she would call it the
Teacup Chain.
That was the birth of the Teacup Chain,
which was not an accident in any way. It took a
lot of hard work and a lot of determination.
Now, I would like to tell you a different
"chain" which did happen by chance. This is
a true story concerning the accidental birth of
another most beautiful chain.
In 1948 and 1949, I had been working on a
new idea called Sight Calling. I had learned
that the dancers were either in or out of sequence, and I had learned that I could get
dancers in a certain position and do things that
I wanted to do with them. I had been working
out ways to get them into positions in the
square without memorizing the calls. I didn't
like to memorize all the calls and I was sure
that the dancers were not happy having to
memorize everything.
At this point, let me tell today's newer
callers that back in the 40's and early 50's, not
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

only did the caller have to memorize the calls,
the dancers had to memorize all the figures. A
caller was not expected to change things
around. Everything was set. He must call it
that way because that was the way the dancers
had memorized it. Along about that time I
started doing what we called hash. The
dancers did not know what I was going to call.
I had a very good group of dancers to work
with and I went by their reaction to the
changes I was working out. They didn't like
memorizing any better than I liked it, so we
got along beautifully. Actually, that was the
birth of hash.
In 1950 I started booking dates to go to
different places and teach and call. The callers
were wanting something different; the
(lancers were wanting something different. As
a result, I did not book one-night stands like
callers do today. All engagements were for
either two or three days. I would hold morning classes for callers, showing them how to
sight call and then we would have an afternoon workshop for the dancers, showing them
how to listen to the caller — up to this point,
listening hadn't been all that important. Then
we would have a night dance. This worked out
well for everyone, the callers, the dancers and
for me.
Too Tough for the Dancers?
On one of my tours in 1952 I decided that I
was going to teach the Teacup Chain to groups
that were considered to be good dancers. Of
course I had been led to believe that the figure
was just too much for the average dancer, but I
had to see for myself. I started teaching the
Teacup Chain all over the country, and it
worked. This soon became the yardstick that
dancers were judged by. If you could do the
Teacup Chain then you were considered to be
one of the better dancers in any area. So the
Teacup became the epitome of square dancing all over the country.
On one of these tours, a caller by the name
of Paul Hunt of Long Island, New York, contacted me and asked if he could book me for
just a one-night dance for one of his better
groups. The night I was to be there Paul had a
calling date over in New Jersey and could not
be on hand. He had eveything all set up and
there were about 18 squares. I soon found out
that they were good dancers so decided to
teach them the Teacup Chain. We worked on
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

it and after several runs they were good
enough to do it right. I used it for the remainder of the evening, throwing it in every once
in a while. They were able to do it alright and
they loved it and were really happy with
themselves.
The following week when the club met for
their weekly dance Paul asked them if they
learned anything new from me. They told him
they had learned to do the Teacup Chain. Paul
asked them to show him how it went and,
believe it or not, none of them could remember the pattern. Some thought it went one
way and some thought it went the other way.
Paul told me they worked nearly all evening
trying to figure out how to do the Teacup
Chain and, according to Paul, they finally
worked it out. On my next tour through the
northeast, Paul asked me to call for the same
group, and he promised this time he would be
there too.
When we started out that night Paul asked,
"Les, can I call the first tip so you can see ifwe
are doing the Teacup Chain correctly?" I said,
Fine." Paul squared them up and called the
"Teacup Chain." I sat there amazed. The
(lancers were doing a beautiful figure but it
did not even slightly resemble the Teacup
Chain. When the dance was over, Paul asked,
"Did we do it right?" I had to tell him that it
was not the Teacup Chain at all but it was a
beautiful figure. Paul asked me to reteach
them the Teacup Chain, which I did. But I
kept thinking about the chain figure they had
shown me. It was really a beautiful thing to
watch.
A Chain is Born
When the dance was over, I asked Paul to
show me again what he had called to them. Of
course, he was happy to do so. "Well, it's not
the Teacup Chain," I said, "but it is really a
nice chain figure. Why don't you write it up
and send it to me and I will put it out in some
of my caller's material that I am sending out
quarterly." Paul said, "That's fine but we don't
have a name for it." After some thought, he
said, "This group is called the Island Squares.
These people worked it out so why don't we
call it the Island Chain?" And that was the
birth of the "Island Chain" — accidentally, of
course.
Note: There's more to the Island Chain
story. Watch for it in a coming issue.
"
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some words on

ADVANCED DANCING
/n

Davis, Sunnyvale, California

y N MOST PARTS of the country tape groups have wishing to do Advanced dancing tends to
I played a significant role in the training of
Challenge dancers and, to some degree, Advanced dancers also. The appropriateness and
desirability of tape dancing has been, and still
is, the subject of some controversy. Let's look
at the practice and see what the pros and cons
are.
To start with, what is tape dancing? In a
nutshell it is the practice of forming a group of
four or more couples and then using taped
recordings of other dances/teaching sessions
to both learn and enjoy Advanced and Challenge dancing. (Tape dancing is not confined
exclusively to Advanced levels, but that is the
particular area covered here.) The fact that
such groups are very widespread is clear evidence of their utility' in the minds of many
dancers. The primary motive/force behind
Advanced/Challenge tape groups is that there
are more groups of dancers wanting to learn
Advanced dancing than there are competent
callers to teach them. In addition, since Advanced dancers are small in number in many
areas, they are not able to afford the expense
of a competent caller, even if one were available. (In many cases this tends to be selfcorrecting in that the existence of dancers

bring forth competent callers who are willing
to put in the effort to learn.)
Other factors also tend to create tape
groups. A major one is the relative abilities of
dancers. A critical factor in the compatibility
of a group strongly oriented toward learning is
the speed at which the learning can proceed.
Square dancing may be unique in that it is
very difficult for a fast learner to proceed on
his own. He can go only as fast as the group.
The larger the group, the higher the probability that there will be dancers in the group
that, at best, will hold it back and, at worst,
will prevent the group from reaching a degree
of competence desired by the faster learners.
Thus, learning groups at the Advanced/ Challenge levels tend to he as capable as their
weakest dancers. In recognition of this, the
better dancers often form small groups that
are able to learn fast. However, limited size
also limits the financial resources to support a
proficient caller. Tapes offer a reasonable solution to their dilemma. Three factors, then,
appear to be primary in motivating tape
groups: 1) financial resources; 2) equality in
learning rate (necessitating small groups); 3)
lack of qualified callers. Any one of these

Looking Back with
SQUARE DANCING
to our traditional square dance as the
true folk dance of America and, when possible, have emphasized that fact with our covers. Square dancing done in circles,
squares and lines has always been a part of this nation's heritage
and over the years we've told of square dancing in the White
House, in New England, in the regions of Kentucky and across
America as this country grew. Our cover this month was drawn for
us in 1943 by our Hall-of-Fame artist, Gene Anthony, and first
appeared as a cover of the February, 1951, issue of Sets in Order.
Were pleased to repeat it this month
thirty-one years later.
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factors is sufficient, and all three may be
behind any group.

Desire for Variety
Other considerations also exist. One is the
desire for variety. Through tapes, dancers can
experience the choreography of just about any
caller they may wish to hear. Another is the
opportunity for an experienced dancer to become a leader/teacher without the necessity
of having the talent to he a caller. There are
many very good teachers and leaders in
square dancing who have a contribution to
make but who realize that they will never be
good callers. By running tape groups these
people can gain both self-satisfaction as well as
the appreciation of the dancers they train. By
and large, we feel that tape dancing is a desirable, and even necessary, part of Advanced/
Challenge dancing in today's environment.
However, there are also abuses and negative
aspects to taping that should be aired. Many
tapes these days are sold by the callers who
make them. However, many more are merely
made at a dance with the permission of the
caller. Some dancers abuse the privilege
granted by the caller by using the tape to
compete with other callers — including the
one that allowed the taping. The situation is
illustrated by the case in which a caller comes

Coming
Attractions

into an area to do an Advanced/Challenge dance and has a small crowd of less than
six squares. The dance is taped, and one week
later that tape is danced by more than six
squares who may have even paid (a smaller
fee) to dance to the tape. This, of course,
seems quite unfair to the caller who has provided the tape. It is known to have happened,
however.
A practice that is considered by many to be
an abuse of taping privilege develops when
tape dancers proselytize dancers from larger
(usually caller taught) groups but are not willing to support the source group by their presence and. financial contributions. Since the
tape groups tend to skim off the best dancers,
the residual groups suffer doubly from the
action. Most responsible tape dancers continue to dance with and support the source
groups. They are, of course, the dancers who
really have their own long-range interest in
mind.
We have not touched on the requirements
of running a successful tape group. Perhaps
we shall get to that in the future. In the meantime, if you are involved in a tape group, be
considerate and aware of those with whom you
interact both outside the group as well as
within it.

MARCH & APRIL)1
cl,

Callers, would-be callers and never-should-be callers hit the spotlight next month as
we cover the behind-the-scenes action of caller schools and caller training.
Who should call and why? . . . What percentage make it to the top? . . . Who are the
dropouts? . . . Is it money or love? . . . What of the risks? . . . The rewards?
You'll get these answers and more from accredited leaders in the calling field, along
with a glimpse of what they never taught in caller school!

In April, Square Dancing Magazine turns to travel with talk of tours, cruises and
caravans for the square dance pleasure of groups ranging in size from a few couples to
hundreds.
There'll be pictures and stories along with a reference listing of travel sources,
informationally equipped to bring you up to date on everything you ever wanted to
know about travel experiences designed for square dancers.
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82
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WIDIES DR THE SQUARE
RECYCLING
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
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cast toward rising prices and and associations are picking up the recycle
another on quality and fashion, many plan and are providing members with a means
square dance ladies are turning toward the of selling and buying used clothing. In addipossibility and opportunity to recycle square tion some commercial square dance stores
dance costumes. This plan has many plus have added a recycle section to their floor.
Recycling has not replaced the individual
factors to be considered.
The new dancer may find a second-hand square dance seamstress nor ,the commercial
dress or skirt a satisfactory, low cost way of manufacturer but has become one more
obtaining her first oufit to wear during classes. method by which the square dance gals (and
By purchasing from a knowledgable, long- guys) can obtain clothing.
time dancer, she is certain to come out with a
Idea Catching On
In scanning current area square dance
dress meeting all the requirements for comfortable dancing, i.e. a full enough skirt to publications, we found several advertiseaccommodate a petticoat, sleeves that allow ments for recycled clothes. Here are a few
for adequate arm action and a fabric that is examples:
easy to care for.
Play It Again Fashions, California (takes
The seasoned square dancer who desires to used clothing and accessories on consignadd to her wardrobe but has run out of closet ment)
The Dance Store, California (includes a respace or who seeks a "new look," finds, in the
recycle rack, a commissionable way to earn a cycle rack of previously owned dresses, slips,
little money which will help pay for new ma- shoes, shirts, ties and accessories)
terial or new outfits. In addition the recycling
Almost New Dance Togs Outlet, Pennsylprocess offers many ladies an opportunity to vania (offers men's and ladies' clothing in all
purchase just "one more dress" to add to their sizes and prices)
collection.
Squarewear Swap-Around, Missouri (two
It has been noted that in many areas across local clubs accept un-new articles on conthe square dance world, more and more clubs signment).
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A corner of the Circle
Right Shop — a lot
can be displayed in a
small space.

Representative of square dancers who have
pursued this type of endeavor are Dot Hess
and her assistant, Trudy Austin, and their
Circle Right Shop in Rockaway, New jersey.
The shop came into being when Dot read an
article wondering what happened to all the
pretty square dance clothes after a person no
longer danced. Dot and Trudy met in square
dance lessons five years ago. Dot is an expert
at bookkeeping and accounting. Trudy is a
former fashion model. The two put their heads
and talent together. They started by sending
"help" flyers to clubs asking for used but good
square dance clothing. Letters were mailed to

former square dancers letting them know the
shop would take their clothes on consignment. As with all such stores, clothes must be
clean and in good order. Today, the Circle
Right Shop receives clothing in person, by
Parcel Post and by United Parcel. The shop is
located in an unused recreation room and,
while it is small, there is a constant turnover of
items. It has become a unique community
square dance service and a successful parttime business.
So ladies — and men — don't discard your
danceable attire — recycle it. Help yourself;
help others. Keep the dance floor beautiful!

For Devotion to the
Square Dance Activity
THE SILVER SPUR
Awarded to
Gladys and the late Ted Sparshatt
of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
on the 30th day of May, 1981
The presentation scroll read:
As a tribute to the memory of Ted and in recognition of the inspiration and tireless
devotion of a very special couple to square dancing — we salute you
If friendship is square dancing's greatest reward, then you, as a team set an example
for all to follow. Your continued efforts over more than two decades to spread goodwill
provided a bond of strength and the kind of liason within the square dance network that
has been instrumental in keeping the foundations of the activity secure. You deserve
thanks, not only for generating the very essence of squaredancemanship but for the
boundless energy and keen vision with which you inspired so many to begin dancing, to
stay dancing and to echo your love of square dancing. Your work linked dancers, callers
and clubs. Your performance on behalf of Associations, the Cross Trail News and
special events such as the Trans Canada Square Dance Train brought you in touch with
all phases of square dancing in a truly international sense, and with sensitivity you
wove a thread of kindness through it all.
Y ou are held in the highest esteem and we join your many,square dance friends in
Canada, the United States and overseas to say "thank you.
Like the knights in the clays of the crusades. . . . "You have done your work well
and indeed, you have "won your spur."
The Sets In Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
speaking for
Square Dancers, everywhere
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a feature for dancers
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RELEASE THE COLUMN
SECOND SELECTION OF
CURRENT QUARTERLY
MOVEMENTS

BARBARA
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BARBARA: Joe and I find the two current
Quarterly Selections enjoyable.
JOE: Actually, we get a kick out of the
Quarterly Selections particularly when they
are reasonably intelligent, can be danced.
smoothly and when our caller has plenty of
time to introduce us to each movement and
then lets us work with it for a while until it
becomes a part of our automatic reaction process.
BARBARA: New movements are a problem when they come too rapidly and when we
have virtually no time to practice them. We
both feel that the system of a universal selection of these figures is the answer, because we
can be introduced to a pattern by our caller
and then dance the movement at any of the
other clubs we visit.
JOE: Last month we talked about hinge
. and flutter and if you remember, Release the
Column was also described in that issue.
We're going to take a look at the pattern starting from a right hand column formation (A).

FD

ID
F

BARBARA: As indicated by the arrows, the
four men in this example occupy the second
and fourth positions in each of the columns.
These individuals will move diagonally out
and forward to pair up with the dancer in front
of them (B).
JOE: Momentarily this puts them in off-set
two-faced lines with couples one and four in
one off-set line and couples two and three in
the other.
BARBARA: We bring that up because from
this point the movement continues on like a
Ferris wheel.
JOE: Those couples facing in move forward
momentarily making a two-faced line (C).
While those facing out do their part of a wheel
and deal (D), those in the center wheel and
deal (E) and the movement ends in a double
pass thru formation (F).
BARBARA: When our caller introduced
this to us in the workshop section of one of our
regular dances, he simply called it directionally and we had no problems.

The Dancers t
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ANOTHER 10 COMMANDMENTS
IM BLACKWOOD of

Quincy, Illinois, shares his
10 Commandments of Square Dancing
Which he uses in his two square dance classes.
He feels they apply to all square dancers and
are most apropos to new dancers. It is one of
the "tools" he works with to help people find
fun in their dancing by "dancing to the music,
dancing stylishly, dancing correctly, listening
to the caller, understanding and abiding by
etiquette and taking pride in all of it."

j

1. Thou shalt learn to listen. This should
probably be items one, two and three to emphasize its importance. Dancers must be able
to follow the caller's instructions. To do this,
they must hear what is said, and to hear, they
must listen. Most of us have forgotten how to
listen. To be a good square dancer, one must
relearn the art of listening.
2. Thou shalt not hesitate to ask questions
if you don't understand a call or figure. But,
ask the caller, rather than a dancer. The caller
is the instructor.
3. Thou shalt always do the figure correctly. As time passes, you will see many examples of improper dancing. Most of these
gimmicks destroy timing and interrupt the
smooth, graceful flow .of the dance. The considerate dancer has fun and takes pride in
dancing correctly and stylishly. The inconsiderate dancer does his own thing, unconcerned
that he is creating problems for the other
dancers and for the caller.
4. Thou shalt always be a smooth and
graceful dancer. A great deal of pleasure in
square dancing comes from flowing gracefully
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

to the beat of the music from one figure to the
next. Smooth, stylish dancing should be your
goal — not rough, jerky dancing. High kicking, rough swinging, hip bumping, etc. are
never in good taste and are potential sources
of injury to others. Don't do anything which
might cause injury to others.
5. Thou shalt always dress properly. For
men this means western style attire and long
sleeve shirts — even in warm weather. For
ladies this means a square dance dress, petticoat and pettipants. Always wear your name
badge. Looking like a square dancer helps you
feel like a square dancer.
6. Thou shalt bathe diligently so that the
sweet aroma of soap and bathing lotion may fill
,the air around you.
7. Thou shalt take care that the words of
thy mouth are not scented with garlic or other
offensive odors.
8. Thou shalt avoid partaking of schnapps,
lagers and all other spirits of fermentation and
distillation before and during the dance.
Square dancing requires a clear head.
9. Thou shalt not let any stranger in thy
midst sit on the sidelines and cool his heels nor
fail to speak to him.
10. Thou shalt not be -a snob, considering
thyself too good to dance with any and all,
sitting out the mixers or leaving a square, lest
thou be required to dance with those whom
thou deemest unworthy, for the gods of retribution will visit their mischief upon thee, and
thou will be the one to goof the square.
27

CLUBS

THAT ARE NAMED AFTER THEIR AREAS

NE POPULAR AND LOGICAL direction to turn

when selecting a name for a square dance
club is to look at the town or area in which a
group meets and consider naming a club after
its location. This month we present four clubs
and their badges which honor their home
locale. They are from four different states and
include four widely divergent types of club
organization.

Arizona
The Cottonwood Roadrunners was formed
almost four years ago and dances in Cottonwood, Arizona. The club meets on Saturday nights with a beginners class held on
Wednesday evenings. Dances held during the
summer months are fun dances to bring the
class up to the club level. When choosing a
name, a vote of the membership was taken
with Cottonwood Roadrunners winning out.
The roadrunner bird is native to the Cottonwood area. A third-dimensional, yellow
roadrunner is centered on a dark green background on the badge.
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interest in square dancing in that area. The
blue and white dub badge portrays a large
waterfall cascading down a mountain with a
pine tree at one side.

COTTONWOOD ROADRUNNERS
COTTONWOOD ARIZONA

North Carolina

In a mountainous, wooded area of North
Carolina is situated the town of Brevard. The.
surrounding county is known as the land of
waterfalls. Also located in Brevard is the SylTexas
van Square Dance Club. Sylvan means
wooded and the club selected this name aproThe Bay Area Solos Square Dance Club
pos of its surrounding geography. The club was formed in Seabrook in 1979. The group
began two years ago to rekindle an earlier chose the name as the club serves not only
28
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Seabrook but much of the Galveston Bay area.
As the name implies, the club is a singles'
group and attracts many dancers from the
Johnson Spacecraft Center. The club badge is
three dimensional with an orange sunset and a
"solo" seagull in the foreground. The background is "oiler" blue (as in Houston Oilers).
California
20 miles southeast of Yreka is Scott Valley.
This beautiful area is surrounded by the Trinity Alps and the Salmon and Marble Mountains. Scott River runs through the entire Valley. The Scott Valley Mountaineers meet in
Etna, the largest town in the Valley, with a
population of almost 800. The club caller
travels from Tulelake, 125 miles away, once a
week for a workshop and once a month fbr a
party dance. The perimeter of the badge is in
green which encircles the brown mountains
and blue sky and river in the center of the
badge.
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I find the 35 square dance terms
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hidden in the accompanying puzzle.
The words run horizontal and vertical, forward and backward. Circle
those you find and then check your
solution with page 36. Jim Spence on
our production stafi put this together.
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By Ed Butenhof, Rochester, New York

are usually bits and wanted dancing at their wedding also. I felt a
1pieces of other dances put together differ- wedding dance should display the bridal couently. If the dancers like a particular cornbi- ple and so put the following dance together.
nation, it lives; if not, it dies. Every caller who
uses traditional figures experiments with new
ANN AND KEN ARE WED
combinations. I imagine it satisfies some cre- Music — a moderate tempo reel to start
ative urge .within us to do so. The dancers Formation — a big circle of couples with one
benefit because they get variety without the couple in the center
Center couple bow
necessity of memory work. The caller has to
Bow to others
'
do the memory work. In any case, here are a
Swing partner
couple of my contributions for your use — if
you like them.
, Promenade inside the ring
RADITIONAL DANCES

BUTTERFLY PROMENADE
a brisk march tempo reel
Music
Formation
square
—, Heads promenade full around
—

—

Promenade inside acknowledging each coupie, but aiming, if desired, for a specific couple.
—, Pick a couple and do sa do

—

Around the outside, back to place.

Same couple pull to the center
, Opposite person swing etc.
9

—

This call replaces the beginning bows and is
—, To the right promenade left 16 counts. Its followed by a 16 count swing with
shoulders
partner as before. When the two couples promeWith the right hand couple promenade around nade they should head for different parts of the
each other, men shoulder to shoulder and back outer circle. Dance until 8 to 16 couples are in the
to place.
center, depending on the size of the group, then
, To the left promenade right have the lead couple lead a promenade of evshoulders
erybody into a big circle.
Similar with left hand couple with ladies shoulder to shoulder on the turn. The two movements
What I did at the end was speed up the
together form a figure eight pattern.
—

—

—

—, To the right dip and dive around
Heads face right and dive, sides face left and
arch, dip and dive all around back to place.

All butterfly turn
Couples have nearest arm around partner's
waist side-by-side, men back up, ladies go forward and wheel around for 8 counts.
———
9Everybody go forward and back

tempo of the music (with live musicians that
was easy) and go into southern big circle figures — after all the wedding was in Tennessee.

WE'RE KEEPING TRACK

If you call for or dance with a group that
—, Sides promenade full around does these traditional dances please let us
know. We're interested in keeping a continuetc.
Repeat for heads, sides, heads, sides with ing record of clubs that enjoy these oldiesbut-goodies and may, sometime during the
breaks as desired.
coming year, run a listing of these groups.
Sometimes dances are put together for This goes for those of you who also have contra
special occasions, In this case it was the re- clubs and for those who have split groups —
ception at my son's wedding. Since the bride contemporary clubs that include some tradiand groom met at a country dance, they tional as a regular part of their program.
30
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A TEACHING AIDS RECIPE

2

ROUNDANCER1
MODULE

Packed With P's and Served With TLC
by Betty and Clancy Mueller, New Whiteland, Indiana
DIO REPARE YOURSELF FOR CLASS or

club ahead of
I time. Add plenty of Peppy music to give
the right consistency. Stir in Patience as
needed. Don't under-stir. A pinch of Persistence can be added along with the Patience.
Very carefully, add Psychology so as not to
spoil the flavor of trust. Age the recipe so that
all the mixed ingredients can provide a finished product for serving at any time.
Preparation comes not only from studying
for that very night or day but from spending
many hours reading books, pamphlets, magazines and other related material. Educate
yourself by attending panels, clinics, workshops, nationals, weekends, festivals and
schools as often as possible.
Peppy music is a great ingredient. You can
tell if the music is good when you put it on,

The Muellers have been synonomous with
round dancing for close to thirty years. They
are well known as teachers, choreographers
and authors and were among the founders of
Roundalab. They are still active members.

SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

because toes start tapping without the dancers
even knowing it and smiles sneak onto their
faces. Hunt out your old big band records on
the LPs you or your children have, and use
this terrific music for drills in class. Write
some simple routines of just several measures
that they can do over and over to that good
beat. Turn the bass knob on the PA up, to let
them hear that beat. Change the music often
so as to keep it interesting. Try not to use a
piece of music that is a classic or good old
standard dance as they then will be confused
when they grow enough to learn these dances.
Patience is the most important ingredient,
but to be effective should go hand in hand with
Persistence. Show them what to do as you say
it. Have them do it. Show it again. Do it again.
Explain cadence cueing and pre-cueing and
use both to get the beat or rhythm ingrained.
Tell which type of cueing you are using at the
time. Show the difference between "gliding"
across the floor and "klunking or waddling" —
this bit of humor tends to relax them and helps
to win them over. Use circles, with all moving
one way, to teach the flow of a step. Use Alamo
style circles to teach hitches and scissors.
When directions are confusing, place everyone on one side of the room to give the proper
direction to move and then go back to the
normal circle to move in regular dance position. Work just the men. Work just the
women. Try the steps together, as partners
again. Move them up or back a partner or two
to keep them calm when they are sure their
partner is wrong. Observe the blushes when
they discover they were in error and not their
partner. Then observe the glow and smiles
when they are back with Momma or Poppa
saying "by golly we can do that step right!"
Don't leave them away too long as it can be
damaging if they have to dance with the
poorest in the class for a long period. Move
often and return. Group the steps with the
31

same rhythm patterns together, and remind
the class of what your drills are, or what we
now call "hash" will include, but not in any
particular order so they learn to listen. Examples are: vine,2,3,4; walk, —,2, — cut, bk,
cut, bk; rock, —, rec, —; fwd, lock, fwd, lock;
limp, 2,3,4; walk, —,2, —;.
walk, —,2,
Have more th'an one way to teach or present a
step — particularly a turning two-step. Be
patient enough to know that what comes
across to one person may not mean a thing to
the next person. Treat them gently and they
will copy your attitude in dancing with their
partners and in being patient until success is
achieved.
Psychology should be added carefully so as
not to spoil the flavor of trust. Don't lead them
astray and say "Now you can all do this, or a
two year old can do this step." What is easy for
you may be a mountain to them and you
should not give them a mental block to overcome besides learning all of the steps. Add
little styling hints as you move along. Tell
them what to do with their hands. Remind
them, as Poppa,says, "Where your nose goes,
your toes goes.
Congratulate when you can. A little praise
goes a long way. Be sincere, be prepared, be
calm, keep your cool, smile even if it hurts. No
two classes will be the same.
;

Marvin and Floriene Martin, Cincinnati, OH
ARVIN HAILS FROM IOWA and Floriene was
born in Kansas but it was in the state of
M
California that they met, married and became
the team that would find itself, nearly forty
years later, busily teaching and promoting
round dancing in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Although they started square dancing in
1952 with Bob Van Antwerp, it was not until
1972 when they joined the "Round-A-Liers"
32

Roundalab '81
comes out with
two lists of classics
The 1981-82 Roundalab Classic List has
been established through an extensive ballotting of the membership. All Roundalab members were asked to vote for ten easy level
dances, fifteen intermediate and ten advanced. Votes could only be cast for dances
used regularly and frequently. Here are the
results:
The ten dances included in the easy classification were Dancing Shadows, Tips of My
Fingers, Mexicali Rose, Walk Right Back,
Tango Mannita, Frenchy Brown, Street Fair,
Hot Lips, Take One Step and Sleepy Time
Gal. The intermediate list of fifteen includes
Birth of The Blues, Answer Me, Folsom
Prison Blues, Feelin', My Love, Continental
Goodnight, Dream Awhile, Green Door,
Roses for Elizab?th, Spaghetti Rag, Hold Me,
Moon Over Naples, Neapolitan Waltz, In the
Arms of Love and Patricia.
An advanced list could not be established,
in that there were insufficient dances in this
category that met the criteria set by the Classic List Committee.

that they became seriously involved in
rounds. As their dancing progressed, Marvin
began cueing by substituting for various
round dance leaders in the Cincinnati area.
Today, he is the leader of two clubs, "MerryGo-Rounders" and "Round-A-Liers," and
cues rounds for four square dance clubs.
The Martins are consistent in their reputation for graduating a goodly number of newcomers each year. This is their fourth season
for beginners in round dance classes. 29 diplomas were handed out the first year, 28 the
second year and 28, again, the third time
around.
Class and club members, unstinting in
their praise of these leaders, say . . . "their
patience and thoughtfulness have been
boundless in guiding us over the rough spots
in dancing. We are proud to have Marvin
Martin and his lovely wife, Floriene, as our
teachers and friends."
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

The CALLERS
Beyond The Basics
Some Observations
This month we touch on a pair of .subjects. One is a viewpoint on All Position
Dancing by Caller Decko Deck. Coming as it does right on the heels of a series on
the same subject by Jerry Schatzer (see the December and January Callers
Notebook segments), it will be interesting to note another caller's viewpoint.
But first, before getting into the subject of APD , here are some thoughts for
those of you who are training this year's troops of new dancers.
F THE TEACHING OF NEW DANCERS occupies

a good portion of your schedule, then
you are, without a doubt, aware of not only your opportunities in this
direction but your responsibilities as well. Among these is teaching the
dancers the basics in such a way that they may go out into the square dance
world in a few months, confident of their dancing knowledge, secure in the
feeling that they will be able to uphold their place in the square and not be
embarrassed because their training in this direction has been incomplete.
In recent years prior to the establishment of plateaus for the basics and the
the assignment of a specific number of lessons for each level, callers would
sometimes be pressured for one reason or another, into moving dancers too
quickly from class to club thereby minimizing the dancers' chances for a
smooth entrance into the square dance world. Today with twenty-nine, two
and one half hour lessons prescribed for the basics and a total of forty-two
lessons required to complete the Basics, through Mainstream, it is felt that the
caller has ample time not only to instruct the dancers thoroughly in the Basics
but also to provide them with the equally important knowledge of how to be a
square dancer.
This comes under the heading of building attitudes. It starts that first night
when the caller introduces himself and his partner and points out to the class
members that becoming acquainted with each other, joining the nearest
square where dancers are needed, being quiet while the instruction is going on
and then thanking the others in the square once the tip is over, is all an
important part of square dancing.
To the beginner, everything is new. It may have been years since he or she
has been in a class situation, converting spoken instruction into action and
following directional commands. A great majority of the class will feel awkward. Many will be nervous. Some will be downright embarrassed with what
they feel is their inadequacy. Knowing this, the caller will create a learning
attitude by stressing that "everybody makes mistakes," and explaining that we
learn from our own mistakes and then try to avoid making them again.

I
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Much teaching is done by demonstration and example. It's one thing to
stress proper square dancing attire but it's even more effective when the caller
and his partner come to the dance well groomed and in square dance costume.
As the person in command, you will find that your patience pays off.
Shouting at the dancers in order to get attention will only compound the noise
problem. Politely asking for quiet and then waiting until you get it before
proceeding will get the attention of the dancers and their respect.
"Don't do as I do — do as I say" is not always the best way to impress your
students. As a caller, your dancers may very well mimic your actions. Check
and see if you demonstrate a basic one way but dance it another. When you are
dancing with your group, perhaps when a guest caller takes the mike for a tip,
do you drop back into bad habits, cutting your timing, doing non-uniform
adaptations of the basics? At the beginning of the tip when you dance do you
acknowledge the others in the square, are you quiet while the person at the
microphone explains a tricky spot in the next dance and, once the tip is over, do
you thank the others? If you do all these things, your dancers will notice and, as
their instruction period moves on, they will be more apt to do as you did rather
than simply following something you have asked them to do.
Remember the importance of welding the group into a friendly unit. The
class unit should be, and quite frequently is, the very epitome of a club.
Dancers may have their first opportunity to share unselfishly in the various
responsibilities. They may begin to develop a club attitude of friendly welcome
to those coming in from the outside. They may develop a sense of pride in their
unit. If you have started out at the very beginning mixing the dancers between
tips so that they have grown accustomed to dancing, not just with their own
partner but with others as well, they have become more adept as dancers
learning to adjust to others heights and styles, but have also learned to be
friendly and considerate. These things they will only learn in the beginning.
Bad habits are difficult and sometimes impossible to change once a dancer has
finished his lessons.
Read over the material in the square dancers' Indoctrination Handbook,
interjecting as much as you can during the learning period. If time does not
allow you to personally go in detail into some of the subjects, then your
suggestion that the class members read portions of the Handbook as an
assignment will make your job that much more effective.
Apparently an emphasis on square dance etiquette, which at one time
ranked high in the caller/teacher's list of priorities, today has been shadowed
by an emphasis on teaching a quantity of material. If you are building toward a
strong future, now is a good time to reassess your priorities. Don't change what
you are doing in instructing quality dancing but, at the same time, give serious
thought to developing strong attitudes of the dancers of the future.

The author of the following article has been actively engaged as a caller and
teacher for over three decades. Although"Decko" Deck's square dance career is
today mainly centered in the Washington D .0 . area, in the early days he
contributed much to the pioneering of the activity. As Lt. Col. Deck of the
USAF, he founded clubs in Ottawa Canada where he was stationed for two
,
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years, andlat er in Detroit, Michigan. The energy and building force of"Decko"
Deck is as much in evidence today as it was those many years ago. Along with
his club arid class commitments, he is currently involved within Callerlab.

Do What You Do Do Well
by -Deck° Deck, Arlington, Virginia
started in the early 1950's with Les Gotcher traveling his
million miles through the United States and Canada. Les was the leading
proponent of "hash" calling in the world of square dancing for at least a quarter
of a century. Thousands of callers listened to Les and his theory of "hash but
few grasped what he was trying to say. As a result "hash" calling became mostly
"trash" calling and "hash" dancing died an ignominious death.
Early in 1973 and in 1974, the term "all position dancing" (APD) was heard
more and more as Callerlab recognized and defined Les's concept and
developed what we now recognize as the all-position concept of dancing. I have
always believed "all position" (hash) to be the most viable answer to the
problems of dancer boredom, level divisiveness and dropouts.
There is no level identification attached to APD. Slowly the square dance
world is learning that APD is the sophisticated child of "hash." Hopefully, this
time around we will be more successful in educating ourselves. Callerlab has
made an excellent start in this direction by establishing the basic reference
manual. It is an official list of the Mainstream basics, complete with exact
definitions; styling guidance and timing references. Similar to the Basic Handbooks issued for years by SQUARE DANCING Magazine. This is the foundation we need. In addition, Callerlab has provided its member callers with some
"do's and don'ts" in applying the APD concept to Mainstream dancing. There
are many degrees of sophistication that can be applied to APD dancing at any
moment in any dancing formation. In this kind of dancing, the club caller walks
a fine line between dancer excitement and dancer frustration, but never dancer
boredom. The festival caller, on a one-time appearance, has a similar but less
demanding problem in this regard. However in both instances, APD calling
requires considerable imagination, a finely tuned floor sense, plus a very, very
thorough knowledge of the Callerlab defined basics and their application.
The APD concept is stimulating to the caller and dancer alike, regardless of
experience. Properly applied this concept of square (lancing can hold almost
any dancer s interest indefinitely, using nothing more than the Mainstream
basics. This allows the experienced dancer to miss dances or drop out awhile
and step back in at anytime with little effort except to brush up on reaction
time: The returning dancer does not have to learn new terms, new combinations or new basics after an extended absence. Embarrassment, second rate
feelings and frustrations are minimal. Boredom for the regular attendee is
virtually non-existent and fun for everyone is maximized. The caller works
more and the dancer works less.
To apply the all position" concept, the question for caller and dancer alike is
not: How many basics (10 I do? But rather, how well do I do the basics I do?

H
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Florida's Square Dancers
Take Part in
Pageant of Light
best for his ingenuity, persistence and foresight, was
highly regarded for his love of people, his
fellowship with colleagues and his close personal friendships." That quote about Mr. Edison by Susan Koenig of Ft. Myers almost
sounds as though she might 1)e talking about a
present-day square dancer, for fellowship and
friendship is what this activity is all about. The
two — Edison and square dancing — come
together each year at the annual Edison Pageant of Light held for 10 days in Ft. Myers,
Florida.
Thomas Edison was a celebrated citizen of
Ft. Myers and after his passing in 1931, the
city -held memorial services each year on his
birthday, Febru'iry 11th. Finally in 1938, the
town decided to inaugurate a larger vehicle
and thus the Pageant of Light was born. This
period of time includes plays, art and craft
shows, sporting tournaments, symphony and
band concerts, balls, a square and round
dance and climaxes with the Grand Parade of
Light on the final evening.
Edison patented 1,097 inventions during
his lifetime, 360 having to do with electricity,
the most famous being the incandescent lamp,
and his favorite being the phonograph. How
important both have proven to be to the history of square dancing! His original laboratory
can be seen in Greenfield \Tillage where it was
moved by his friend, Henry Ford, another
gentleman who touched the early development of the dance activity with his Cotillions,
dancing masters and records.
This year's Pageant of Light Square and
Round Dance Festival will be held February
16 at Exhibition Hall in Ft. Myers. A time to
honor a great man while enjoying an activity
which "lights" the hearts and feet of so many!
HOMAS ALVA EDISON, "knovvn

c7ite 4ivaL

EDISON

PAGEANT off LIGHT
Square.e.,Round Dance
TUES.,FEB. 16, 1982
Exhibition Hall,EdwardsDr,FtMyers
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From time to time we get letters or articles
about square dance events tied into some special area festival or activity. This annual pageant in Florida was brought to our attention
by Irene McKown of Ft. Myers. Why not send
us information about your locale's special attraction when it includes a square or round
dance event? — Editor

CONTRA In ZN1 1414$4144-04ASAiLt
by Dick Leger, Bristol, Rhode Island

Try This Alternate Duple

T

was written
by Tom Noonan especially for the New
England Convention when it was held last
year in Worcester, Massachusetts. The dance
is a little unusual so I get into the teaching of it
as fast as I can in order to give a little more
time to getting the tricky parts of the dance
understood.
Setting It Up
Have the heads lead to the right and circle
to a line. Have the two ladies chain across and
then everyone pass thru and do a U turn back.
At this point we are set up to teach the contra.
Take the time to have everyone join hands so
as to line up the lines nice and straight.
Teaching The Dance
All face your corner and do sa do to ail ocean
wave. Balance forward and back then all go
straight ahead with a single file promenade.
All turn and come back single file to the same
girl for a left allemande. Ladies chain over,
chain the ladies back but courtesy turn a quarter more On the chain hack. At this point you
will he facing either up or down so couples
promenade in the direction they are facing.
Wheel around and come back as couples.
When you are opposite the same couple you
did the chain with, just the men turn back and
you are ready to start the dance again. At the

(

HIS MONTH'S FEATURED DANCE

completion of this dance it is important to note
to the dancers that the men must anticipate
the turn back so the do sa do can be started on
phrase. This dance has an unusual twist to it as
the initial balance and promenade add up to
12 counts of music, consequently the single
promenade back plus the allemande left make
up the next 12 counts.
WORCESTER PROMENADE

by Tom Noonan, Londonderry, New Hampshire
—, With the corner do sa do
Make an ocean wave
and balance
promenade, straight
Forward and back
ahead — —
Turn around and come on back, —
With the same girl allemande left, — — the
ladies chain
Chain back
—, Courtesy turn one quarter more
and promenade
- —, Wheel around and
come on back
—, Men turn back and do sa do
-

-

MIME=

•■■■■
•■
•
-

-

9

■
•■

A smooth style of music should be used for
this dance, but no particular record is recommended. I would prefer a slightly slower than
normal tempo, something around 126 to 128
beats a minute.

EXPERIMENTAL NOTE&
Compiled b,, Ray Rose ;Van Nuys, California

••1
Z COORDINATE: From parallel two-faced lines or waves: Centers step ahead as ends slide
together (step and slide) then finish like a coordinate, i.e. triple trade, then lonesome ends and
center centers move up to the ends of lines/waves. Waves remain waves; lines remain lines.
-

From a static square: Heads square thru four hands . . . star thru .
pass the ocean . Z-coordinate . . . allemande left.

From a static square: Heads lead to the right . . . circle up four and
break to a line . . . right and left thru . . . Dixie style to an ocean wave
. . . left swing thru . . . Z-coordinate . . right and left grand.
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82
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controls set up to limit the
total number of movements involved in
the regular programs, Callerlab has established a program of Quarterly Selections.
During three quarters of the year (eliminating
the third quarter — July, August, September)
callers may select one, two or no Quarterly
Selections to be utilized by callers and dancers
during the next three months. During a calendar year, therefore, there may be as many
as six quarterly selections added to the Quarterly Selection list.
Each year at the annual Callerlab's Convention, the members vote on the movements
that should be retained on the Quarterly Selection list, which ones should be moved into
one of the existing plateaus and which should
ONE OF THE

he dropped all together. At this time, we have
six Quarterly Selections: Dixie derby, linear
cycle, ping pong circulate, release recycle,
hinge and flutter and release the column. (See
Take a Good Look, page 26.)
During the next two months, callers will
undoubtedly be looking closely at all six to
determine which way they will vote at the
coming Convention. At the same time,
dancers who particularly like or dislike any of
the movements should let their caller know.
Unless a caller dances frequently, he may
have the feeling that a particular movement is
comfortable to dance while, from the dancers'
standpoint, it may be awkward for one reason
or another.
One of the movements on the current

RELEASE
RECYCLE
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Quarterly Selection list to be considered is
Release Recycle. Let's look at it. The action
starts from a quarter tag formation (1) and in
starting the men will follow the direction of
the arrows. (For tag the line directions, see
Basic 63 in your Mainstream Basics Handbook
which appeared in the December, 1981, issue
of SQUARE DANCING.)
Those on the ends of the right hand wave
(in this instance, the men) start moving forward (2) and at the same time, the men on the
outside start forward (3). Those coming from
the outsides will move forward to an adjacent
center dancer while those who had previously
been in the ocean wave move forward to one of
the outside dancers (4).
As the dancers become adjacent, they re-

SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

cycle (5) and it is here that the ladies (in our
example) remember to wait for the oncoming
man to approach before starting the recycle.
They should also remember that in doing the
recycle, there is no hand contact but, in following the definition for a‘Recycle (Mainstream Basic 68) the ends of this momentary
wave will cross fold as the centers of the wave
fold in behind the ends and follow them
around to end as two facing couples.
As pointed out in the Tips to Dancers
some adjustment may be required to get
around with the man and end in the double
pass thru formation." (6). You will discover
that while an adjustment is needed in the
beginning, this becomes an automatic action
as you become accustomed to the pattern.
GG

NATIONAL SQUARE
DANCE CONVENTION"JUNE 24, 25, 26, 1982
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
P.O. Box 35285, Detroit, MI 48235

Windsor, on the
Canadian side of the border, are planning
a huge "Welcome to Canada" Trail-In Dance
to be held Wednesday, June 23, in the beauti-‘
ful, new Athletic Complex at the University of
Windsor. Over 25 couples are working with
the Ontario Government to supply information packages and travel guides to the province, obtain souvenirs to be presented, handle
fund raising dances, etc. Under the direction
of Lorna Layman, 32 ladies have made two
beautiful queen-sized quilts, valued at
$700.00 each, which will be raffled off with the
money going toward expenses of this special
"Welcome to Canada." Further information
will be forthcoming closer to Conventiontime, but anyone needing advance information may write Phyllis Norris, 13 Popular
Drive, McGregor, Ontario NOR 1JO.

T

HE SQUARE DANCE CLUBS in

Exhibitions
Dora and Chuck Olsen, Vice-Chairmen of
Exhibitions, report the following Exhibition
Groups have already signed up to participate:
Squares — Squarenaders (California), National Cowboy Hall of Fame (Oklahoma), The
Spirits (Texas), Random Tandems (Washington), Seattle_ Skylighters (Washington);
Rounds — Jim's Dandies (Colorado); Traditional — Heritage Dancers (Illinois); Clog —
Moore Mountain Cloggers (Tennessee), Air
Cap Tappers (Kansas), Oil Kountry Cloggers
(Oklahoma); Tap — Maycroft Square Tappers
(Michigan); Specials — Mac Wheelers —
Wheelchairs (Michigan), Square Dancing
Dogs (Michigan). You read correctly. That last
group is canines who square dance!

Serendipity

Circulate In The

Great Lake State

machines and how to create beautiful‘decorations on any basic pattern. Personnel from the
Joanne Fabric Shoppes will display clothing
constructed by Michigan ladies. They will
show how material samples and "gotogethers" lend themselves to comfortable
and attractive clothing. Mary and Joe Shara,
Vice Chairmen of the Sew and Save Room,
will "give out a mini-encyclopedia of the galaxy of ideas and directions presented during
the Convention." Plan to include a visit to
Serendipity during your Convention visit.

Program Book
The Program Book is a necessary part of any
National Convention. It lists all the callers,
cuers, prompters, etc. , their addresses, and
an hour-by-hour schedule of who, what,
where and when — including exhibitions, educational seminars, exhibitors, and all the
many extras involved with a Convention. If
you order your Program Book on the preregistration form it costs $1.50. If you have
already registered and forgot to include a request for a Program Book, send your check in
now, with your registration number, to PO
Box 35285, Detroit, Michigan 48235. The
Program book will be in your packet when you
check into the Convention next June. If you
wait to buy one at the Convention, the cost
will be $2.00 and you may miss out entirely as
the books are printed according to the number
pre-ordered. Anyone interested in advertising in this eye-catching Program should contact Clayton and Ann Kowalk, 2600 Dunbar
Dr., Lansing, Michigan 48906. A full page is
$350, half page $210, quarter page $140,
eighth page $105 and business card size $70.

Serendipity is the name given to the Sew
Singles
and Save Room at the Convention. A team of
A full-time dancing program is planned for
professionals will be on hand to serve dancers. single square dancers with levels from MainLadies from Authentic Patterns will demon- stream to Advanced 1 and rounds. It is impor2,
strate how to custom fit patterns to each per- tant that singles register as "single, wear a
son. The Singer Company will show how to "single's ribbon and dance in the single's hall
utilize all the dials, buttons and feet on sewing some of the time each day to be counted.
40
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ofSQUARE DANCING
Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.
*ver***64 es

Virginia
Five couples from the Roanoke Valley answered the call to entertain White House visitors with a demonstration of Western square
dancing. Armed with a special invitation from
the National Parks Service to demonstrate
square dancing, caller, George Shell, his wife,
Dean, and five other couples felt honored to
be participants in this entertainment program
at our nation's capital. The dancers, dressed in
patriotic red, white and blue, presented a colorful spectacle as they promenaded on stage at
the Ellipse. 6,000 tourists from all over the
world were on hand taking pictures and get-

ting an insight into square dancing. This was
an exhilarating experience for all, and was
made doubly so because the calling and dancing was done to the live music of the Norfolk &
Western String Band.
— George and Dean Shell
California
The Central California Square Dance Association announces two special events:
March 6-8 a Wing Ding for Beginners, Mainstream plus and Advanced dancers. This
three-day activity will be held at the Turlock
Fairgrounds and information can be had from
Orville and Barbara Lang, 3304 Stembridge
Ave., Modesto 95350. June 18-20 are the
dates of the Annual Cup of Gold Festival.
Predominately aimed at Mainstream and
Mainstream Plus dancers, as well as round
dancers, the Festival will take place at the
Sonora Fairgrounds. For information write
Bob and Betty Sagaser, 410 Sharon Court,
Manteca 95336.
Colorado
The people ofColorado Springs know there
is a "Learn to. Square Dance Week." Due to
the joint efforts of the Colorado Springs
Square Dance Callers Association and the
School District II Community Education Program, the public saw and participated in a full
week of activities in September, 1981. The
week started with the Mayor officially proclaiming "Learn to Square Dance Week."
Then, a series of dances, including contras and
Dancers flank their caller and taw,
George and Dean Shell, in front of
the White House (left). The Certificate of Appreciation from the President (below) expresses appreciation for their participation.
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traditional, was held each night of the week ii
a designated Community School in various
sections of the city. Area callers donated their
time. The week culminated in an all-clay
square dance and flea market on Saturday.
Workshops, exhibitions of clogging and round
dancing, all levels of square dancing, plus an
opportunity to buy new and used square
dance articles were a part of the activity. During the entire week a local television station
ran a series of commercials produced and
sponsored by the Callers Association to create
interest in square dancing. In addition to
promoting our activity, the week aided the
Community Education Program by providing
additional funds. A check for $1075.00 was
presented to Gene Blackney, Supervisor
Community School Relations, by Bill Cash,
President of the Callers Association. This represented the cumulative donations from the
week's activities. Square dance clubs use various designated Community Schools in District II during the year for classes and clubs.
Thanks to these coordinated efforts, the word
that "Square dancing is fun" was heard and
enrollment in beginner classes is up!
— Ron and Char Counts
The R. R. R. (Recruit, Retain and Regain) of
the Colorado State Square Dance Association
will hold a leadership training seminar in

Denver, April 24 and 25. All leaders and
dancers fi-om all area Councils have been invited with an expected attendance of approximately 500. The two-day program will include a dance Saturday night.
— Larry and Eileen Perotti

Iowa
The Iowa State 20th Square and Round
Dance Convention will be held on March 26
and 27 at the Five Flags Center in Dubuque.
For information write Steve and Martha
Christ, 2655 Anamosa St. , Dubuque 52001.

Canada
During 1982, Canada will be celebrating
the 150th Anniversary of the Rideau Canal
System. The Smiths Falls Happy Squares is
planning an open dance in honor of this event.
All square dancers who might be in the area
are invited to the Canal Barge Dance on
March 20th from 8:00 to 10:30 PM at the
Smiths Falls & District Collegiate. Level of
dancing will be New Dancers and Mainstream. Ralph O'Hara and Mike Turner will
do the honors at the mike. For further information telephone Jack Code at (613) 2831865.

Turkey
In October our Base here in Adana held its
annual Octoberfest and had a display booth for
square dancing. A couple happened to be
visiting from a remote area of' Turkey and we
discovered they have a club which consists of
five or six squares. We are planning on corresponding with the dancers in Ankara and attempting to organize a Turkey-wide conven-

Members of the Hodga
Hoppers demonstrate
dancing for interested
onlookers at the military
base in Adana, Turkey.

tion. We don't know if one has been held
before.
Afark and Cyndee Hayes
—

Germany
Greetings from Our club in the northern
area of West Germany! We are the Cross
Country Hoppers of Norderstedt. We dance

CROSS COUNTRY HOPPERS
SQUARE DANCE CLUB

NORDERSTEDT

Texas
Jasper, a small East Texas town located
amidst the tall pines and beautiful lakes, has a
new square dance club — the Lake Country
Squares. What makes this club extra special?
Our square ofkids! They are rapidly becoming
the talk of East Texas. While only dancing a
few months, they have already had several
exhibitions. An added attraction is 11-yearold, Gabe Hilliard, who does the calling.
Gabe had planned to be a lawyer but says he
has changed his mind and will be a square
dance caller instead. Regular club caller,
Loyd Phillips, and "Gabe" invite anyone
traveling through Jasper to stop and dance
with us at the Community Center on fourth
Friday nights.

A rabbit is the appropriate emblem for the Cross
Country Hoppers of Norderstedt, Germany

every Thursday . Most of the German clubs
have their own club caller. Traveling callers
are most of the time unknown. Some clubs are
interested in getting well-known callers for
their special dances. For 1982 we have
planned club nights with Chris \Tear, Paul
Hartman and Al Stevens. In the northern area
of Germany there are no Americans, but there
are 14 clubs; the oldest one started in 1963.
The level of most clubs is Quarterly Selections. Two clubs are Basic level. Our club is
dancing Plus II and on Mondays we have a
workshop group, Works-Hoppers, learning

Young members of the Lake Country Squares
surround their caller, Gabe Hilliard.

1983 ROSE PARADE FLOAT

A clay carrot is the special Workshopper
badge of the Cross Country Hoppers.

Advanced 1. Every year since 1979 some of
our dancers have visited other European
clubs, including Oslo, London and Bruxelles.
This year we are preparing to visit Zurich,
Switzerland,
Walter Rieekmann
—
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Interested in dancing on the 1983 Square
Dance Float in the Rose Parade in Pasadena,
California? Send your name (couples' last and
his and her first), address, (include zip and
telephone number) and home square dance
club, along with a picture of yourselves to:
Square Dancers of America, Box 2, Altadena,
California 91001. Five couples' names will be
drawn at the Detroit Convention. Winners
pay all travel and motel expenses and must be
in Pasadena from December 26 through January 1st. Five hours of Mainstream dancing will
be expected from those riding on the float. If
you wish your photo returned, please include
a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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NEW STYLING
The Micro-75A is truly handsome! Charcoal case with chrome trim, jet black
chassis with sparkling white lettering, gleaming iridescent mylar control panel.
Convenient to set up and operate — remove the lid and it's ready to use.
Slanted front panel puts controls at the most comfortable angle for operation.

ADDED FEATURES
The Micro-75A will play your 78 RPM golden oldies! Separate tape jacks have
been added to the front panel to permit stereo taping, voice on one track and
music on the other.

HILTON SOUND QUALITY AND DEPENDABILITY
Sound by Hilton is recognized everywhere as the finest in the square dance
field. The Micro-75A sound system is backed by the Hilton guarantee of satisfaction or your money back, and by our two-year warranty against equipment
failure.

LIGHT WEIGHT AND COMPACT SIZE
Carrying weight is only 13 pounds. Overall dimensions including spring feet
and handle 5'/4 by 13 by 15Y2 inches.
For full information write or phone:
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11 FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING la,
Feb ru an!, 1982
CALLS remain, fiw
, the most part, a
refuge from the storms of new movements.
To be sure, basics at all plateaus are incorporated into today's singing calls but, for the
most part, the true "hits" are designed as relaxers. Try these on for size.
1INGING

SINGING CALLS
OUT BEHIND THE BARN
By Marshall Hippo, Abilene, Texas
Record Blue Star #2148, Flip Instrumental with
Marshall Flippo
OPENER, VIDDLE BREAK. ENDING
Four little ladies promenade
You go walking round the ring
Get home and swing there with your man
All join hands and circle to the left
Left allemande go weavin' round you know
Yes I got my education out behind the barn
Swing your girl and promenade
Past each examination on my Daddy's farm
I got my education out behind the barn
FIGURE:
One and three promenade halfway around
Two and four do the right and left thru
Touch a quarter boys run to the right
Go right and left thru turn the girl
Star thru and load the boat
I smoked my first cigarette
Out behind the barn swing your corner
Promenade I got so sick
You should have seen how that
Tobacco turned me green
I almost died of nicotine out behind the barn
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
THE MATADOR
By Bob Vinyard, Fenton, Missouri
Record: JoPat #108, Flip Instrumental with Bob
Vinyard
OPENER:
Sides face grand square
Everybody holds their breath as he
Passes by the horns of death
Then the crowd is on its feet to roar
For the matador "ole" circle left
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With his scarlet cape begins the sweep
El toro whispers from his lips promenade
MIDDLE BREAK:
Circle left
Tonight she'll meet beneath the stars
Lady in men sashay
Dance to mandolins and soft guitars
Lady in men sashay
Allemande left walk by two turn thru
Allemande left and promenade
FIGURE
Heads square thru and go do sa do the
Corner you know swing thru
Boys run right ferris wheel you do
Centers pass thru swing thru
Boys trade turn thru and go
Allemande left and
Promenade her back home inside her heart
Is beating for the matador
ENDING.
Sides face grand square
As he leaves the ring they all cheer
Sombreros fly into the air
She throws the crimson rose she wore
To the matador
Heads face grand square
La da da da da da la da da da da da da
Inside her heart is beating for the matador
All eight to the center California twirl
Walk out California twirl "ole"
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
.

OKC IS MY HOME TOWN
By Gerald McWhirter. Oklahoma City, OK.
Record: The Roofers #109, Flip Instrumental
with Gerald McWhirter
OPENER.
Walk around corner turn partner by left
Heads ladies center tea cup chain
Sides to right with right new heads renter
Left turn and one quarter sides to right
New heads to center turn and one quarter
Sides to right with left new heads to center
Three quarter chain everybody turn your Jane
Keep this lady promenade with Kitty to
O.K. City boys that's my home town

continued to next page
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MIDDLE BREAK & ENDING:
Four ladies hit the road go
Walking talking around come on home
Swing with your man join up hands and
Circle to the left go walking round
Allemande left gonna weave the ring
Weave it in and out until you meet own
Swing the lady there and promenade
FIGURE:
One and three square thru four hands you go
To the corner do sa do make ocean wave
Single hinge and then scoot back boys go
Boys run right right and left thru
Turn your girl pass thru partner tag
But U turn back and swing
Swing corner lady promenade
Promenade home to O.K. City
Boys that's my home town
ALTERNATE FIGURE:
One and three promenade halfway round
Lead to the right do a little do sa do
Curlique and then split circulate friend
Boys run to right right and left thru
Slide thru square thru three quarters
Swing swing corner lady promenade
Promenade home to O.K. City
Boys that's my home town
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

Swing corner keep her promenade
— — heads star left
MIDDLE BREAK & ENDING:
Sides face grand square
- -- reverse
- - four ladies chain
— chain 'em back
- - promenade home
— sides ready star left
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
m•
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SAMPLES FROM CALIFORNIA
by Ed Pastel, Modesto, California
One and three lead right ... veer left
Wheel and deal .. . touch
Swing thru ... spin the top
Hinge one quarter ... boys run ... trade by
Swing thru
boys trade ... boys run
Wheel and deal ... pass thru
Left allemande
One and three lead right ... circle to a line
Pass thru
wheel and deal
Double pass thru ... first left ... next right
Curlique
all eight circulate ... boys run
Swing thru ... boys run .. . wheel and deal
Star thru . . . pass the ocean . . girls circulate
Boys run . . . tag the line right . . . bend the line
Allemande left

An Observation: Our record reviewer has
pointed out to us the increasing number of
singing calls that incorporate the Grand,
Square. For the sake of variety, the authors of
singing calls might benefit by trying some of
One and three pass thru
the available variations.
Separate around one
Pass thru ... tag the line in
FOOTBALL HERO QUADRILLE
Center two right and left thru
By C.O. Guest, Mesquite, TexaS
Record: Kalox #1265, Flip Instrumental with Same two square thru ... others slide thru
All right and left thru . . . rollaway half sashay
C.O. Guest
Curlique . .. make right hand stars
OPENER:
Once around ... girls U turn back ..
Wait four beats sides face grand square
Find corner . .. allemande left
Go, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, reverse
Sides forward and back ... flutter wheel
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Sweep a quarter more
1, 2, 3, 4 heads ready star left
Heads promenade half
FIGURE:
Zoom ... new centers star thru
Go full around
Same two cross trail ... separate go round
When you're there face in and
one
Square thru four hands
Pass the ocean ... fan the top
— — — star right with outside pair
Right and left thru
Once around now heads star left
Half sashay ... star thru . .. centers half
In the middle full around
sashay
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
Centers pass thru ... centers in
Workshop Editor
Bob Van Antwerp
Cast one quarter (one quarter only now)
Round Dances
Joy Cramlet
Ends U turn back
Ammunition
Ken Kernen
Boys run ... wheel and deal ... pass thru
■■
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Centers curlique . center boys run
Same two pass thru
All promenade
Heads California twirl
Separate around one to line of four
Star thru
centers pass thru
Curlique ... boys run ... bend the line
Pass thru ... bend the line
Pass the ocean ... swing thru ... boys run
Girls trade ... girls circulate
Sides only partner trade
All eight right and left thru
Allemande left
Heads California twirl . . . separate around two
Line of four forward and back
Star thru ... centers pass thru
First couple left . . next right
Forward and back ... curlique
Circulate once
Boys run . . . swing thru ... boys run
Wheel and deal
Pass thru ... trade by ... star thru
Flutter wheel
Allemande left
Sides pass the ocean ... recycle
Centers star thru ... pass thru
Separate around two to line of four
Box the gnat ... pass the ocean .. recycle
Make a wave ... fan the top
Right and left thru ... pass thru
Bend the line
Star thru ... pass thru ... outside trade
Square thru three inside
flutterwheel
Star thru
Allemande left
One and three flutterwheel
Sweep one quarter and a quarter more
Side ladies chain
Four ladies chain three quarters
Side couples pass the ocean
left swing thru
Trade the wave
Same girls run . . same couples veer right
Boys circulate ... girls fun .. girls trade
Boys circulate
girls run .. bend the line
Right and left thru
. star thru . . . pass thru
Allemande
Sides lead right ... circle to line of four
Make a wave ... triple trade
Boys U turn back
Wheel and deal ... turn and left thru
Star thru . . . pass thru . . . trade by
Make a wave

Girls circulate . . . girls run . tag the line right
Wheel and deal ... pass thru
Allemande
SQUARE DANCING, February. '82

A CHANGE IN FORMAT
Perhaps you've noticed the . . . three-dot
set-up between the basics that were using this
month. We're adopting this style from some of
the caller's note services after a number of you
said that it was easier to work out the calls if
the "pause dots" were included. Let us know
if you like them.
(APD For Fun)
Heads half sashay . . . lead right to ocean wave
Boys trade .. . swing thru
Hinge one quarter
Boys run ... wheel and deal
Pass thru ... centers pass thru
Leaders left ... trailers right
Forward and back ... pass the ocean
Swing thru
Boys run . .. girls circulate twice
Wheel and deal ... star thru . . spin the top
right and left grand
Explode
Sides star thru . . . pass thru . . . make a wave
All eight face left ... centers pass thru
Boys U turn back ... make a wave
Boys run ... wheel and deal
Centers star thru ... same two slide thru
Pass thru
Allemande
curlique ... face left
Heads star thru
Pass thru ... trade by ... star thru
Two ladies chain ... girls run
Hinge one quarter
Boys trade ... girls run .. . wheel and deal
Pass thru ... trade by
Spin chain thu . . . boys run . . . wheel and deal
Box the gnat
Right and left grand
BITS AND PIECES

by Ron Hunter, Reseda, California
Corner progressions for singing calls
Caiitornia twirl
Heads star thru .
Right and left thru
Heads only rollaway . .. step to ocean wave
Swing thru
spin the top
Hinge one quarter ... boys run
Zoom ... square thru three quarters
Swing and promenade
Head ladies chain ... heads pass the ocean
Swing thru , extend
Swing thru ... scoot back ... boys run
Girls lead to flutterwheel . . . slide thru
Swing and promenade
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ROUND DANCES
THE ONE YOU LOVE Grenn 14302
Choreographers: Fred and Della Sweet
Comment: An interesting waltz routine with
pleasant big band sounding music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 Lead hands joined M face WALL Wait;
Lunge Thru, Recov, Side; Thru, Side,
XIB; L Turn Fwd, Touch to CLOSED;
PART A
1-4 (L) Waltz Turn end M face RLOD; Bk,
Side, Hover, Bk end CONTRA BANJO M
face DIAGONAL WALL & LOD; Bk,
Side/Close, Side; Check Fwd to SIDECAR M face RLOD & WALL, Bk/Turn,
Fwd end BANJO M face LOD & WALL:
5-8 Manuv CLOSED M face RLOD; Spin
Turn; Bk, Side, Close; Fwd, Side, Draw
end M face LOD;
PART B
1-4 Whisk, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Hinge; SEMICLOSED face RLOD R Turn, Side, Fwd
face LOD: Chair, Recov, Slip CLOSED M
facing LOD & COH:
5-8 Double Reverse Spin; Drag Hesitation
end CONTRA BANJO face RLOD & COH:
Outside Swivel end SEMI-CLOSED;
Chair Recov, Slip end CLOSED M face
LOD;
SEQUENCE: A—A B B- A—A B B
plus Ending.
Ending:
1
Fwd, Side to SEMI-CLOSED, Hook/Tilt
AIN'T CHA GLAD — Grenn 14302
Choreographers: John and Ginny Craven
Comment: A busy two-step with adequate muSIC

INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Wait; Apart,
Point, Pickup to CLOSED M face LOD;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Scissors to SIDECAR; Scissors to BANJO:
Check,
5-8 Fwd, Close, Bk, Close; Walk,
; Fishtail; Walk, —, 2, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except end
M face WALL:
PART B
1-4 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
; Scissors to SIDECAR; (Hitch) Side,
Close, XIF end in SEMI-CLOSED facing
LOD —;
5-8 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, Lock; Walk,
2 end
—

—
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CLOSED M face WALL —; Turn TwoStep; Turn Two-Step end M face WALL
in BUTTERFLY:
9-12 Side, Close, Turn face LOD in OPEN, —;
Solo Turn Two-Step face RLOD; Bk,
Close, Fwd, —; Fwd Two-Step;
13-16 Basketball Turn, 2, 3, 4 end BUTTERFLY
M face WALL; Side, XIB, Side, XIB;
(Twirl) Walk, —, 2, —; Pickup, —, 2, —;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except to
eliminate meas 16 instead Step apart and
Point.
TNT 174
LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY
Choreographer: Shirley Fleck
Comment: A bouncy two-step to good music.
Cues on one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
Face partner hands up shoulder high
1
wait two beats
1-5 Clap, Clap, Bump, Bump end BANJO;
Fwd, Close, Bk, —; Bk, Close, Fwd end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD, —; Fwd
Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end M face
WALL;
6-9 (Twirl) Side, —, XIB end SEMI-CLOSED,
—; Walk, —, 2 end CLOSED M face
WALL, —; 1/2 R Turn Side, Close, Fwd,
—; 1 /2 R Turn Side, Close, Fwd end M
face WALL, —;
10-12 Repeat meas 1-3 Part A except to end M
facing WALL in CLOSED:
13-16 Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, —, Thru
end SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD —;
(Twirl) Side, —, XIB, —; Walk, —, 2 end
M face WALL in BUTTERFLY, —;
17-20 Vine, 2, 3, Touch; (Wrap) Rev Vine, 2, 3,
—; (Unwrap) Side, Close, Side, —; Side,
Close, Thru, —;
21-24 Repeat action meas 17-20 Part A:
PART B
1-5 Clap, Clap, Bump, Bump end BANJO:
Fwd, Close, Bk, —; Bk, Close, Fwd end
OPEN facing LOD, —; Fwd, Close, Bk,
—; Bk, Close, Fwd, —;
6-9 Strut, 2, 3, 4 end facing WALL; Step Fwd
Point, Step Bk, Point; Hitch Apart,
Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Thru, —;
10-12 Repeat action meas 7, 8, 9 Part B:
PART C
1-3 Repeat action meas 1-3 Part A except to
end in CLOSED M face WALL:
4-7 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
— ; (Twirl) Side,—, XIB end SEMICLOSED, —; Walk, —, 2, —;
8-11 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Cut Bk,
2, 3, 4; Dip Bk,
Recov, —;
12-15 Circle Away Two-Step; Together
Two-step to CLOSED; Side, Close,
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

Fwd, —; Side, Close, Thru,
C A (10-24)
A—B
A(1-7) plus Ending.
Ending:
Side, Close, Apart, Point.
1

C

LET'S FOXTROT — Grenn 14303
Choreographers: Marty and Byrdie Martin
Comment: Lot of action in the dance routine. Big
band sounding music.
INTRODUCTION
1-2 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart,
—; Pickup to CLOSED M face
LOD, —, Run, 2;
PART A
1-4 Fwd, —, 2, —; Run, 2, 3, —; Fwd,
2; Fwd,
1/4 R Turn M face
WALL, —;
5-8 Side, Close, Side, —; Thru, —, Side,
Close; SEMI-CLOSED Fwd, —, Pickup
to CLOSED M face LOD, —; Side, Close,
Fwd, Close;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
PART B
1-4 Hover to BANJO; Manuv, Side, Bk, —;
Impetus to SEMI-CLOSED face LOD;
Chair Recov to CLOSED;
5-8 L Face Turn; L Face Turn; Whisk;
Pickup to CLOSED, 2, 3 —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 CLOSED M face LOD Side, Close, Fwd,
Close; Fwd, —, 1 /4 R Turn M face WALL,
; Side, Close, Side, Close; Side, —,
Corte, —.
—

SONGS FOR LOVERS — Grenn 14303
Choreographers: Bob and Jean Kellogg
Comment: A fun two-step to pleasant music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN Wait; Wait; Basketball Turn, —, 2,
—; 3, —, 4 end BUTTERFLY M face
WALL;
PART A
1-4 Face to Face Two-Step; Bk to Bk
Two-Step; M's R & W's L hands joined
Circle 1/4, 2, 3, —; (Under arch to face
RLOD) Circle 1/4, 2, 3 face RLOD, —;
5-8 M Under arch, 2, 3, —; Circle together
end BUTTERFLY M face WALL; Face to
Face Two-Step; Bk to Bk Two-Step end
OPEN face LOD,
9-12 Cut Bk, 2, 3, —; Bk Hitch, 2, 3, —; Scissors to SIDECAR: Wheel, 2, 3 end M face
DIAGONALLY LOD & COH, —;
13-16 (Twirl) Fwd, Close, Turn to face RLOD &
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82
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BUTTERFLY BANJO, —; Wheel, 2, 3 end
BUTTERFLY M face WALL, —; Basketball Turn, —, 2, —; 3,
4 end
CLOSED M face WALL, —;
PART B
-4 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Thru,
—; Side, Close, XIF end SIDECAR, —;
Side, Close, XIF to BANJO, —;
5-8 Fwd, —, Face to BUTTERFLY SIDECAR,
—; Side, XIB, Side, XIB; Bk, —, Face in
BANJO, —; Side, XIB, Side, XIB;
9-12 Fwd, —, Check, —; Fishtail; Side,
Close, XIF, Side; Fwd, —, Face in
CLOSED M WALL, —;
13-16 Twisty Vine, 2, 3, 4; Pivot, —, 2 end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD, —; Fwd,
Hook in Front, —; Spot Unwind, 2, 3, 4;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Face to Face
Two-Step; Bk to Bk Two-Step end
OPEN facing LOD; Cut Bk, 2, 3, —; Face,
— , Apart/Point,
SQUARE DANCE IDEAS
by Gerald McWhirter, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
One and three right and left thru
Flutter wheel .. . sweep a quarter more
Double pass thru . . . leads trade
All right and left thru . . . roll away
Left square thru three quarters to a
Right and left grand
Two and four pass thru . . . cloverleaf
While heads pass thru
All right and left thru
. veer left
Couples circulate . .. couples hinge
Bend the mini line
Allemande
One and three swing thru
Others divide and star thru
Extend to same sex with right hand
All linear cycle . . . center four square thru
Three quarters .. . ends pass thru
Move on to the next and star thru
All pass thru . . . trade by
Swing thru to right and left grand
One and three pass thru
Separate go up the outside round two
Line up four . . . eight to middle and back
Box the gnat .. . right and left thru
Slide thru . .. right and left thru
Roll away .. . left square thru three quarters
To right and left grand
continued to next page
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Two and four pass the ocean . .. fan the top
Others partner hinge .. all fan the top
Girls fold .
peel off ... ferris wheel
boys run
Swing thru ... boys trade
You four half tag . .. allemande
One and three pass thru . . . cloverleaf
Others pass thru ... all pass thru
Trade by . .. slide thru and roll
All pass thru to right and left grand
PLUS 1
by Ray Rose, Van Nuys, California
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls fold behind the men, peel the top
Right and left thru, rollaway a half sashay
Touch one quarter, men run
Right and left thru, step to a wave
Trade the wave
Allemande left
Sides square thru four, right and left thru
Rollaway a half sashay, single circle to a wave
Girls trade, girls run, tag the line
Face right, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, touch one quarter
Split circulate once and half to a diamond
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Girls trade, swing thru, men trade
Turn thru, allemande left
Walk by one, promenade partner
Sides square thru four, star thru, pass thru
Chase right, men run, star thru, veer left
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru
Star thru, right and left thru
Load the boat, star thru, pass thru
Bend the line, touch one quarter
Triple scoot back, men run
Allemande left and promenade
Heads promenade halfway, right and left thru
Flutterwheel and sweep one quarter
Pass thru, right and left thru, swing thru
Men trade, turn and left thru, swing thru
Girls circulate, men trade, men run
Couples circulate, couples trade
Bend the line
Touch one quarter, coordinate, bend the line
Slide thru, pass thru, trade by
Allemande left
Heads star thru, pass thru
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by
Swing thru, men run, ferris wheel
Double pass thru, Track II, swing thru,
Men run, couples circulate, chain down line
Star thru, pass thru, trade by
Allemande left
,5()

FROM THE 1982 PREMIUM RECORDS

As a means of being of service in several
directions, we are printing boiled down versions of the calls that appear on this year s
Documentary-in-Sound Records — first, for
those dancers who would like to work out the
dances and second, for you callers who may
pick up some ideas you 'd like to use.

1982 BASICS
Dave Harry
Alderwood Manor, Washington
Heads right and left thru, cross trail thru
Separate around one to a line of four
Right and left thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Second go right, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, everybody swing thru
Boys run to the right around the girl
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru
Do sa do, make an ocean wave, swing thru
Boys run around the girl, bend the line
Touch a quarter, single circulate
Boys run again, right and left thru
Dive thru, centers square thru three quarters
Do sa do ocean wave. swing thru, boys run
Bend the line, cross trail, left allemande
Side pair square thru four, do sa do
Ocean wave, swing thru, swing thru again
Right and left thru, pass the ocean
Swing thru again, boys run
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Star thru, veer left, couples circulate
Bend your line, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, swing thru, boys circulate
Girls circulate, boys trade
Boys run around this girl, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, dive thru
Centers zoom, new centers pass thru
Do sa do, make an ocean wave
Swing thru, boys run to the right
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, do sa do
Make an ocean wave, all eight circulate
Go once and a half, boys run
Star promenade, then girls backtrack
Right and left grand with the partner

1982 MAINSTREAM BASICS
Mike Sikorsky
Reseda, California
One and three right and left thru
Pass the ocean, recycle, zoom
New centers pass thru, touch a quarter
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Check your wave, centers trade
If you're facing out, run to the right
Star thru, everybody do a double pass thru
n
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Right and left thru, veer to the left
Couples circulate once, tag the line
Everybody face in, pass thru
Boys fold in front of the girl
Touch one quarter, all walk and dodge
Same sexes partner trade, face back in
Star thru, center two right and left thru
Pass thru, swing thru, right and left grand
Sides lead right
Circle up four, make a line, touch a quarter
Girls run right, pass thru, do a U turn back
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Center four do a U turn back
Touch one quarter, new centers circulate
Boys run, everybody do a right and left thru
Rollaway half sashay, pass the ocean
All eight circulate, boys trade
Girl lead and recycle, star thru
California twirl, pass thru, bend it
Pass the ocean, swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, right and left grand

1982 MAINSTREAM &
QUARTERLY SELECTIONS
Earl Rich
Reno, Nevada
Heads square thru four, do sa do
Make a wave, swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, touch a quarter
Boys run, trade by, right and left thru
Step to wave, swing thru, boys run, half tag
Trade, roll, right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, bend the line, touch one quarter
Boys run, trade by to a wave, swing thru
Boys run, half tag, trade, roll to face
Right and left thru, step to a wave
Fan the top, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru
Centers step to a wave, ping pong circulate
Ping pong circulate, release recycle
Double pass thru, cloverleaf, centers pass
thru
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru
Bend the line, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, scoot back, boys run
Bend the line, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, all eight circulate
Swing thru, boys run, half tag
Trade and roll, right and left thru
Step to a wave, linear cycle, right and left thru
Pass the ocean, all eight circulate
Swing thru, boys trade, boys run
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Boys circulate, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, touch one quarter
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Pnse tha
rimr-yela
Pass to the center, centers pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Pass to the center, touch one quarter
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Left allemande

1982 PLUS ONE & TWO
Jerry Schatzer
Los Angeles, California
Allemande left like an allemande thar
Remake the thar ladies star
Carefully now, shoot the star
Go backward two, right and left
Make a ladies star, put her in the middle
Ladies star, shoot the star
All eight spin the top, when you meet her
Right and left grand
Heads pass thru, chase right
Sides divide on the outside, curlique
All eight circulate one time
Cast off three quarters, boys trade
Grand swing thru, recycle
Square thru four
Walk into a wrong way right and left grand
Meet big daddy and pull on by
Allemande left
Sides do right and left thru
Rollaway and back away, heads lead right
Veer left, couples circulate, centers trade
Same center four follow your neighbor and
spread
Look at the diamond, diamond circulate
In the wave swing thru, flip the diamond
Boys trade, ladies trade, centers run
Bend the line, pass thru, tag the line
Turn out, bend the line, slide thru
Centers square thru, but the third hand
Dixie grand, left allemande
Side pair lead to right but veer left
Couples circulate, ladies cross run
Everybody three quarter tag the line
Ladies swing thru, boys trade
Girls explode your wave, ladies cloverleaf
Double pass thru, cloverleaf, boys spread
Pass thru, three quarter tag
Boys swing thru, ladies trade, roll to face
Ladies pass thru, boys explode your wave
Wheel and deal, centers zoom, others turn
thru
Single circle to ocean wave, boys trade
Turn thru, give the corner a squeeze
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This column edited b\' Ken Kernen features material using the Basic Plateau. Contributions for this special section are welcome.
Side ladies chain, all join hands
Circle left, ladies in men sashay
Circle left, ladies in men sashay
Allemande left come back promenade
Heads wheel around
Two ladies chain and rollaway
Square thru four hands
Right and left grand
Sides right and left thru with a full turn
Separate round one into the middle
Right and left thru with a full turn
Right and left thru, dive thru, star thru
Right and left thru with a full turn
Separate round one into the middle
Right and left thru with a full turn
Right and left thru, dive thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Side ladies chain
Head cross trail thru
Around two down the middle
Cross trail thru
Around two make lines of four
Forward eight and back
With couple across
Circle four three quarters round
Box the gnat
Square thru three quarters round
Left allemande
All four couples forward and back
All four couples half sashay
Heads lead right and circle four
Change the circle to a right hand star
Back by the left a left hand star
Heads to the middle right and left thru
Pass thru, U turn back
Star thru, separate round one
Sides pass thru
Circle four with outside two
0I7r
Change the circle to a right hand star
Back by the left a left hand star
Sides to the middle right and left thru
Pass thru, U turn back
Star thru, separate round one
Heads pass thru and circle four
Head men break to lines of four
Star thru, square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Couples one and two right and left thru
New head ladies chain across and rollaway
New number one split the opposite
Round one to a line
Sides right and left thru
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
Walk around the corner
Men star by the left
Turn opposite right and square the set
Head men and new corner girl
Forward and back
Circle four three quarters round
Pass thru, circle four three quarters more
Back out in lines of four
Forward eight and back
Ends box the gnat
Centers cross trail thru, ends pass thru
Left allemande

SINGING CALL ADAPTATION
SOUTHERN RAINS
Adapted by Ken Kernen, Phoenix, Arizona
Record: Summer Rains, D & R Records,
CW-158
OPENER. MIDDLE BREAK, CLOSER
Four ladies promenade inside of the ring
Get on home and swing, everybody swing
Join your hands and circle left go walking
'round you know
Left allemande the corner
Weave the ring and go
Southern Rains — from the coast
of Mississippi
Southern Rains — promenade when the rain it
hits me
I can't dip into the Jordan seven times to ease
the pain
But I'll pray for hope and help
from Southern Rains
FIGURE
Head (side) ladies chain go
straight across the ring
Head (side) couples square thru four hands
around you go
Circle up four with the outside two, break out
and make a line
Without a stop right and left thru, turn the girl
in time
Square thru — four hands this time
Swing the corner, then promenade
You may not believe my story
You may say that I'm insane
But there's nothing closer than those
Southern Rains
SEQUENCE. Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Closer.
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23rd

CHAIRMAN
Norma and Garrett Milchee Jr

New England
Square & Round Dance

017-755-4480
VICE CHAIRMAN
Dot and Gene DePeand
517-473-7370

CONVENTION
F U Box 417 -

West Side Station

Worcester MA 01602

August 9, 1981
Clinton Instrument Company
Old Boston Post Road.
Clinton, CT 06413
Dear Sirs,
It is a pleasure to report to you on the quality of sound that was
provided to the 23rd New England Square and Round Dance Convention.
Twelve of the halls, including Worcester Auditorium, utilized Clinton
equipment set up by Jim Harris. The efficiency of this equipment contributed substantially to the success of the program.
On behalf of the convention, both committee and dancers, I'd like to
thank you for your generosity in providing systems for our use.
Squarely yours,

Garrett Kitchell Jr.
General Chairman

"A Barrel Of Fun In '81

etemereut

"

INSTRUMENT CO.

Box 505, Clinton, CT. 06413
Phone: (203) 669-7548

•

QUALITY NAME BADGES
NEW CLUBS — free design help ALL
CLUBS — guest, special event, fun,
gimmick badges, charms (including
i'61OVER, Square Angels, Retriever,
etc.)
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pops up
RHINESTONE BADGES — your name, also Hug-N-Bug,
Snuggle Bunny, Glow Worm, Turtles. KK

CALLER
of the
MONTH

*Write or call for more info*

Troy Ray, Fort Worth, Texas

A to Z Engraving, Co., Inc.
1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-7396
A Custom Service Since 1956

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Offers a Complete
SQUARE DANCE CATALOG
Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Dollar refunded with first purchase)

SWING YOUR PARTNER TO
THE DANCER'S CORNER!
Square Dance fashions at their best!

• Petticoats
• Pettipants
• Dance Shoes

• Dresses
• Records and Accessories
• Skirts and Blouses

Brochures available on request. Mail and
Phone Orders filled promptly! Bank Cards
Welcome!
2228 Wealthy S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
616-458-1272

for Troy
Ray who has called in a number of states
since teaching his first group to dance in a
garage in Tulsa, Oklahoma, ten years ago. He
was club caller for the Buttons & Bows in
Tulsa for three years, and then left for New
Mexico where he spent the next five summers
as Director and Resident caller for the Red
River Community House. It was not until
after his first season at Red River that Troy
met Carol. The story goes that first, he taught
her to dance and when she'd learned her lessons well, he married her. At any rate, by the
second season at Red River, they were a team
occasionally heading for the mountains on
their motorcycles — of which they have three
— named His, Hers and Ours. His and Hers
are trail bikes, Our is a Honda Gold Wing
1100, and they have recently added a small
trailer to haul sound equipment and petticoats
when they take a mind to "zoom" to a dance.
During the winter season of 77-78, they
went to Yuma, Arizona, where Troy was resident caller at Mesa Verde Village Travel
Trailer Park.
In the summer of '78, the Rays returned to
Fort Worth where Troy now regularly calls for

F

OAT WORTH IS NOW TRULY HOME base

a

Henry "Hank"
AI
Brundage
Hanke

Lee
Ken
Gene
Bob
Crowley Van Antwerp Kopman Trimmer

183 Love In Your Heart
by Jack O'Leary
Produced by
Mike Trombly
182 The Matador by "Hank" Hanke
181 Walkin Cha Cha by Vern Porter
If unable to obtain records from your 180 Roger Two Step by Gene Trimmer
distributor, please write to us for in- 179 Let It Show by Stan Bieda
formation
178 Juanita Jones by Mike Trombly
RFD #2 Rt 7
St. Albans, VT 05478

Gordon Dave & Shirley
Fineout
Fleck

177 Strawberry Blonde by Wynne Mahler
176 Walk Right Back '81 by Barbara May
175 Wrote Me A Letter by "Hank" Hanke
174 Little Bit Of Country by Dave Fleck
173 Stallion Grey (Patter) by Mike Trombly
172 Mention My Name In Seattle
by Gene Trimmer

ALL our TNT Round Dances Available — None are out of print.

.M.1.■
111••••■
=1..1110MENIMI•■
•11•111110■
•■■
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four clubs in the area: Plain-O-Squares, Log
Cabin Swingers, Swing N 8's and Buttons and
Bows. He is teaching two beginner classes a
week and in March will start a Plus I and Plus
II class, all sponsored by the clubs he calls for.
As 1982 continues to unfold, you are likely
to hear more of Troy Ray. He started the new
year by joining the ranks of the recording
artists, and will be heard on the Mountain
Recording label.

* BADGES *

( LETTERS, continued from page 3)
good job of describing new movements and
detailing how the movements ought to be
done, but some other sources . . . Wow! After
all, it seems to me that square dancing is much
like learning a new language. One must hear
the command first of all, then he must translate it into action. I believe that people who
have an aptitude for learning languages learn
square dancing more quickly than those who
do not have this aptitude.
Charles Barnett
APO New York
Dear Editor:
Thank you for providing great articles for
interesting reading. Congratulations on your
33rd Anniversary. May we all enjoy many
more.
Anita Brown
Modesto, California
Dear Editor:
We have been dancing 31 years; wouldn't
give it up for anything. When we started there
were only 25 basics and lots of styling, ' skirt
work, courtesy and smiles. A lot of us hope it
doesn't get out of hand and turn into a business. Please keep square dancing simple so all
levels can dance together. There is enough
BOB RUFF
SQUARE DANCE CONSULTANT FOR SCHOOLS
INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUMS — Calling by Bob Ruff
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" Levels 1, 2, 3.
Basics 1-34. $8.95 ea. Add $1/record for mailing.
RECORDS — Square, Round, Contra, Clogging, Folk,
Round Mixers, Solo Dances
TEACHER MANUALS — Square, Round, Contra
HANDBOOKS — Basic, Mainstream, Plus
DIPLOMAS, Name Tags, Posters, Promotional Flyers
WORKSHOPS for teachers. Write for information.
FILMS — "Square Dance Fundamentals" Part 1 & 2, 16mm,
Color/Sound, Rental or Purchase.

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.
* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100
* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

DENVER, COLDRADC]

Plastic Bar
Metal Bar

1.75
2.50

(Cal. Residents)
Sales Tax 6%
Postage & Handling Chg

—

4-1
Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem
$1.75 per order

1.50
2.50

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more
nom name

If so-- YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's
OK will qualify a couple if they have completed
the mileage requirement. Hang your Rover
Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town
and State where you visited and danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
0n731
Ca n PPrirn, r

(213)
16J 1 ‘..14._.1 I

Free catalogs sent on request. WE SHIP ANYWHERE.
8459 EDMARU AVE., WHITTIER. CA. 90605
213-693-5976
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"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For Over 30 Years
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YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS

wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-60e EACH
ea ;IC% 100 OR MORE 50e EACH

16RE 04,

Send three 18c stamps
for catalog on badges,
stickers, accessories, etc.

0113I1110 SQUAW;
%Lamm oco

MAREX Co

Box 371, Champaign, III. 61820

DANCING
DOLL.. .
$

2395
KRAUS
Originals
"like wearing
gloves on
your feet"

"SQUARE UP"
in the softest of shoes.
GENUINE GLOVE
LEATHER combined with an
elasticized throat and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Add a foam cushioned insole for comfort that keeps
you dancing. WHITE, BONE, YELLOW, PINK.
BLUE or BLACK. Combination sizes 6-101/2 N,
and buy 5 101/2 M and 6-101/2 W
-

Save

Add $1.95 p&h one item.

two for $4390
FOR FAST PERSONAL
24 HOUR SERVICE I
CALL 602-747-5000 It

Charge Orders Only

Id

,

$2.95 for two or more.
AZ res. add 6% tax.

I

- -. SATISFACTION
— I GUARANTEED
master charge

w=4
. OR MONEY BACK!

I Enclosed is $1 for newest

ueblo
raders

FASHION CATALOG
(credited to 1st purchcz4

Dept. SR2DD, Box 27800
Palo Verde at 33rd,
Tucson, Arizona 8571b)

"level" living now without bringing it into our
lives.
Troy and Marguerite Larch
Santa Ana, California
Dear Editor:
Our new class of"singles" is well underway
and they are progressing smoothly. I am following the lesson plan you put in the July issue
and so far it is working. I am deviating a little
bit from it but it is a good working tool. I still
think callers should be teachers first.
Lee and Ina McNutt
Carmichael, California
Dear Editor:
Thank von for the nice article concerning
our Square Dance Center in your October
issue. We do appreciate the interest shown in
our achievement of building and operating
our own hall. You will be glad to hear that we
held a "bond burning" dance in April of this
year. The Center is now free and clear of all
indebtedness. We are now planning to raise
530,000 to pave the parking area, install security measures and provide a more heatefficient entrance.
Julie and Doug Hyslop
Nampa, Idaho

1982 INFORMATION VOLUNTEERS
If you are willing to continue as an Information Volunteer (or wish to be listed for the
first time) in the August 1982 SQUARE
DANCING Magazine World-Wide Directory, please send a postcard to SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, c/o Directory, with
your name, address and telephone number,
confirming the information. This card should
reach this office between January 1 and June
1, 1982, at the latest. To be listed in the Directory, dancer, caller, and cuer associations are

BODGE HOLDERS
SWIVEL 360 0CLIP-ON
Small (c)

6

j

DOUBLE Ai\
SIDED
SNAP-ON
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GRENN,

INC.

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

GRENN
GR 14306 "TANGO BRIOSO" by Gordon & Thelma Meisel
(Ref. 14145 Esprite aTango)
"OLD TIMES" two-step by Nancy & Max Nosker
(Ref. 14220 Old Tymes)
GR 15029 "ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES"
Ex. 29 Box/Twirls/Turning, Ex. 30 Scissors Thru vocal instruction & cueing by Frank Lehnert

FTC
FTC 32041 "A CALLER'S LIFE" flip square by Paul Hartman

asked to send their current president's name Committee and present secretaries of their
and association address no later than June 1st. area association.
Dick and Jan Brown, previous Executive
Volunteers should be those who can be contacted between August, 1982, and July, 1983. Secretaries, resigned for health reasons. They
have ably served Legacy in many ways, not
LEGACY ANNOUNCEMENT
Don and Vera Chestnut, Verona, Wiscon- the least of which was the production, compisin, have recently been appointed Executive lation and analyzation of two surveys. They
Secretaries of Legacy. The Chestnuts were will complete the results of the most recent
General Chairmen of the 1979 National Con- Legacy survey.
All correspondence to Legacy should be
vention, have just completed a two-year term
as president of their state organization, are the sent to the Chestnuts at 2149 Dahlk Circle,
1981-82 Treasurers of the National Executive Verona, Wisconsin 53593.

PATTERN
No. 315
$4.00
/71

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
315 Ladies' Square Dance Dress
11 Pieces
Square Dance Dress features 8-gored gathered skirt with three
rows of ruffles accented with wide lace. Bodice has rectangular
neck trimmed with lace and bows. View 1 has long puffed sleeves
with elasticized wrist forming self-ruffle. View 2 has short elasticized puffed sleeves with self-ruffle. Both sleeve versions are
trimmed with lace. Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18-20-40

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
$4.00 ea. Size(s)
Pattern # 315
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

per pattern for handling and postage.
I- IComplete Western Brochure for only 75c.

Add $1.00
1
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120Elth DEALERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. For only $12-00 per month, your listing will
reach 80,000 square dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For information rgarding these
special listings write SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

ON THE
RECORD
and
SINGING CALLS

* CALIFORNIA
C&W ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 433, Pinole 94564
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
BOB RUFF RECORDS
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier 90605
* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings. Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON SQUARE DANCE
SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8
* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214
* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Drive
Palm Harbor 33563
* ILLINOIS
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD AND
TAPE SERVICE
5104 N. Claremont
Chicago, IL 60625

I'M GONNA LOVE YOU BACK TO LOVIN' ME
AGAIN — Mountain 11
Range: HC
Key: G
Tempo: 126
LC
Caller: Tom Trainor
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across chain across chain again three quarters sides face grand square eight steps - aldo sa do
lemande left weave ring
promenade (Figure) Head two couples pass
centers pass
the ocean - release recycle
thru star thru pass thru wheel and deal
- centers pass thru
swing thru -- men run
- ferris wheel centers square thru three
swing corner --- promenade her.
Comment: A different feel on the rhythm of this
tune that gave dancers a mixed reaction.
Overall the music is good and the figure is
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
To get the best possible analysis all singing calls are
checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
made by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records are then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, and body mechanics. The
final -star - rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both. In all cases and unless otherwise noted,
it may be assumed that singing calls ore recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedowns the key will be
included.
_HF
HE

DANCE SOUNDS
P.O. Box 41042, Chicago 60641
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
& RECORDS, 6313-6315 Rockville Rd.
Indianapolis 46224
* MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
374 Old Boston Rd., Rt. 1
Topsfield 01983
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LF
-LE
LE)
_LC
LB
-LA
ELCJ
ELF

Each report gives an analysis of the record
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
most recording companies. By comparing
the voice range letters in each analysis
with those on the chart, you should he
able to determine the record's suitability
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
he starred (*) in which case you will find
the call reproduced in the Workshop sec-

tion of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the -Comment - section.

These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee. Symbols used indicate as follows: *Below Average, '!_r Average,
**1.-Above Aver ****Exceptional, *****Outstanding.
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Mainstream. This tune could be well accepted
as it is certainly above averace.
Rating:

****

MUSIC OF HAWAII — Hoedowner 105
Key: E
Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Ery Parrish
LC Sharp
Synopsis: (Opener & End) Allemande left - allemande Char - right and left four boys back
up star - shoot star - pull partner by left
allemande — weave ring -- swing promenade her (Freak) Sides face grand square promenade
circle left -- left allemande
(Figure) Head two couples promenade halfway — down middle pass thru - partner trade
make left hand star
with corner pair right
curlique split circulate and left thru
single hinge girls trade — boys run right
promenade.
Comment: A release that has above average
music with a dance movement that has
enough dance qualities to be enjoyed. The
Rating:
tune is not familiar.

•*-*

TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS — Red Boot Star 1263
Key: A Tempo: 130 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Elmer Sheffield
LE
Synopsis: (Opener) Circle left
walk around
corner see saw own
men star by right
allemande corner - weave ring - swing own
promenade (Break & End) Four ladies
promenade - swing at home - join hands
circle left allemande left weave ring swing promenade (Figure) Heads square
thru roll it once - do sa corner -- touch a
quarter - split circulate boys run right
right and left thru pass the ocean scoot
back - boys trade swing corner promenade.
Comment: A recent popular tune that was due
for a square dance release. Music is good and
the figure rolls right along in well timed execution. This dance could be popular with many of
the callers. Rating: ',,-1,***

bElE•AL DEALERS
* MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Div. of Palomino S/D Service, 7738 Morgan
Ave. So., Minneapolis 55423
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106

* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP. INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St. Newark 07114

* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORD SERVICE & CALLERS
SUPPLY, Rt. 1, Box 212, Advance 27006

* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr.. Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220

* TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP, INC.
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis 38116

* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217

* VIRGINIA
BIG "0-RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 786, Springfield 22150

James
Maxey
BA-104 Living on Easy Street by James C. Maxey
BA-202 Forest Lawn by Gil T. Crosby
BA-103 Sioux City Sue by James C. Maxey
BA-203 I Saw the Light by Gil T. Crosby
BA-501 Beaumont Rag (hoedown)
BA-301 Two Streets by Don Jochum

BRAHMA RECORDS

904-268-9705
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.
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* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
504 N. Sargent Rd.. Spokane 99206
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
1005 Southcenter Mall, Seattle 98188
STORES handling square dance records are
welcome to write SQUARE DANCING for
information regarding a listing on these pages.

RIGHT BACK WHERE I STARTED AGAIN —
Roadrunner 204
Key: D
Tempo: 130
Range: HB
Caller: Wayne Baldwin
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
Allemande left
corner
left allemande
do sa do own
weave ring -- do sa do -- promenade (Figure)
Head two couples square thru four hands
do sa do corner — swing thru -- girls circulate
boys trade boys run right bend the line
girls run
— curlique
swing
turn thru
corner — promenade.
Comment: A good recording with adequate
choreographic moves. The music is very cood
and the calling is clear and concise. Dancing
to this release was well received.
Rating: ****
2548 Gunbarrel Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(615) 899-9913

The finest Square Dance, Round & Clogging complex this side of anywhere.
Gateway to '82 World's Fair

1982 SPECIAL DANCES
FRANK LANE
Sat., January 9. 8-11 PM
PAUL MARCUM
Sun., January 31, 2-5 PM
BILL WALLACE
Wed., March 10, 8-11 PM
BILL VOLNER
Sun., May 16, 2-5 PM
TONY OXENDINE
Sun., June 6, 2-5 PM
GARY SHOEMAKE
Fri., July 2, 8-11 PM
ALLEN TIPTON
Sun., August 1, 2-5 PM
ROY HAWES & JIM WOOD
Sun., September 19, 2-5 PM
PAUL MARCUM
Fri., November 19, 8-11 PM
MARSHALL FLIPPO
Sun., December 12, 2-5 PM
NEW YEAR'S EVE DANCE
Fri., December 31, 8 PM — ?

Donations $6.00 per couple
Round Dance between tips

"You've got to be there"
FOR INFORMATION
Bill Brandfast, 109 Amhurst St.
Chattanooga, TN 37411
(615) 698-0872
j.i. "Bus Jones, 6810 Gayda Ln
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(615) 892-3009

OL' SHOWBOAT — Prairie 1041
Key: F&C
Tempo: 132
Range: HD
Caller: Darryl Lipscomb
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Heads lead star the route —
circle left — left allemande — swing promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four -corner do sa do — make wave ladies trade
spin the top -- box the gnat - fan the top -recycle - star thru roll -- swing corner -promenade.
Comment: Use of star the route starts this release. The music has strong beat with adequate accompaniment with fiddle use. The
choreography has a nice feel to it and the
caller does a nice job in his execution.
Rating: ***
THE MATADOR — Jo Pat 108
Key: A Minor Tempo: 128 Range: HC
LA
Caller: Bob Vinyard
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A novel release that is well done. The
music is above average, calling is clear and
very acceptable. Figure is not difficult. The
recent "pop" record of this tune makes it a

JOHN
HANDS
RIG R1VER,USA

1 line "Slim Jim $1.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town or
design $1.25
Name and town and
design (pictured) $1.50
Name and town and
design and club name
$1.75

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.00 UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut.
Color—Black, White,
Send Check With Order
Add 15v per badge for postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colo_ 81650

Phone (303) 625-1718

.141.1■
11.1■
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#607 JUMPER (65°/35c)
in Red, Navy, Green, or Brown Check

Cute as a
button

Use with a
PP Aca nt $8,98

or a

pant blouse
(Shown) $17.98

Even sizes
6 thru 13
Size 20 or above, or tall length
Add $5.00

THE

Ittzr
.4041-4 0 P

ALONG CAME JONES — Chinook 048
Key: E Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
LA
Caller: Daryl Clendenin
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
circle left — allemande left - promenade
(Figure) Heads promenade three quarters -two couples rollaway and turn thru - do sa do
outside two make ocean wave -- swing thru
two by two box the gnat pull by --- left
allemande - walk by one swing the next —
promenade.

Jim
Davis

Jim
Hattrick

Bob
Stutevous

PERKY!
Wear with Blouse
or NEW Dickey
White or Print
$2.98

Solid
Red, Navy
or Brown

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow St.
Elastic inserts in belt
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Men's
Back zipper. Pocket in
Phone: 203-658-9417
Matching
bib — Tuck in bib &
Send for our free
shirts $19.98
straps and wear as a
mail order catalog.
skirt for variety
Men's shirts to match, check Gingham sizes 141/2 - 17 $14.98
Matching men's white shirt with
Shipping Chg. Single item $2.00;
GINGHAM yokes and cuffs $19.98 141.2 17
2 or 3 items $3.00

possible hit. Callers will need to practice word
Rating: **metering.

Joe
Saltel

Swiss Look JUMPER
Laced front 8-18 $36.98
#972

Comment: A fairly novel tune that might be interestinc for some callers to consider. The music
is above average. The figure is nicely timed
and the musical voids may give callers some
fun. Lots of words to consider_ Rating: ***
WORKING ON THE MUDDY MISSISSIPPI LINE
— Thunderbird 218
Key: D&F
Tempo: 130
Range: HA
Caller: Tommy Russell
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner
See
saw own — join hands circle left — men star
right — allemande left - • weave ring — swing
own — promenade (Figure) Heads prome-

Daryl
Clendenin

C-050 THE OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Daryl
C-049 DIXIE ON MY MIND by Daryl
C-048 ALONG CAME JONES by Daryl
C-047 I'VE GOT YOU TO COME HOME TO by Jim Davis
C-044 I WANT YOU by Joe
C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrick
ROUNDS
C-1005 WHAT'LL I DO by Bud & Irene Hornstein
C-1006 CREAM AND SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey
HOEDOWNS on CHINOOK Label
C-505 MAGMA
C-506 OREGON MIST
HOEDOWNER RECORDS
H-103 YOU ASKED ME TO by Bob Stutevous
H-104 GIMME A LITTLE KISS by Gordon
H-105 MUSIC OF HAWAII by Ery Parrish
H-106 LOVING HER WAS EASIER by John Reitmajer
Order Direct or from your nearest Record Dealer

Marlin
Hull

Gordon
Sutton

John
I itAJL.1

PROD! rrD PY rLPNDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
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LEE KOPMAN
RP Now Available on Rev: or
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2, and C-3 levels of dancing
• Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Brand New (3) Two-Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists
Advanced Level — C-1 Level — C-2 Level
Plus (6) Two-Couple Tapes using a variety of popular experimentals.
• Also Available — Glossary of S/D Calls
"

%/GI ZoG

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793
cloverleaf
nade halfway - sides pass thru
double pass thru -- track II -- slide thru
promenade.
load the boat -- swing corner
Comment: An overall average release that has
good musical accompaniment with the addition of an organ. The load the boat figure
added to the dancers' enjoyment. The tune
melodywise is normal and not outstanding.
Good calling by Tommy. Rating: *:

OKC IS MY HOME TOWN — The Roofers 109
Tempo: 130
Range: HA
Key: D
LA
Caller: Gerald McWhirter
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.

Comment: A fine instrumental with a definite
outstanding beat. The tune is Kansas City My
Home Town to this reviewer. Well done, well
timed and good figure. Nice calling and very
relaxed by Gerald. A good buy.
Rating: -.7^z***
FOOTBALL HERO QUADRILLE — Kalox 1265
Prompted not sung
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 135
Caller: C.O. Guest
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: An unusual but good release that offers a little variety with an easy dance movement. A good piece of music well played and a

FOUR BAR B PRESENTS
-

-

-

1.1.--Ar
NV -1

MM.=

Bill Volner

Mike Sikorsky

Bill Owsley

NEW RELEASES
4B-6045 What A Little Moonlight Can Do
Bill V.
4B-6043 Back in Baby's Arms — Bill
4B-6042 Guitar Man — Bill
4B-6041 I Ain't Got Nobody — Bob
4B-6040 Smokey Mountain Rain — Mike
4B-6039 Southern Rains — Bill V.
4B-6038 Somebody's Knockin' — John
4B-6034 Faded Love — Bill
4B-6036 Lookin' For Love — Bob
4B-6035 Gonna Sit Right Down And Write
Myself A Letter — Bill V.
4B-6017 Things I Treasure — Mike
4B-6033 That's What I Get For Lovin' You
—John
4B-6029 Alone With You — Bob

Bob Carmack

John Marshall

4B-6028 Kaw-Liga — Bill
4B-6026 A Good Old Country Song —
Bill Volner
4tr3-6025 Everybody's Somebody's Fool
—Bob
4B-6024 Chain Gang Of Love — Mike
4B-6012 I Will Survive — Bill
4B-6013 Ghost Riders In The Sky — Mike
4B-6019 All The Gold In California — Bob
4B-6021 It's Crying Time Again — Bill
4B-6022 Holdin' The Bag — Bill & Bob
PATTER
4B-6003 Ozark Romp — Flip Called —
Bill & Bob
4B-6032 Cornbread/Hush Puppy
4B-6044 Hummin' Bird/Taters

Box 7-11 Wicks Creek, tv10 65786 (314) 363-5432
1-i
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if/
HI
HAT
Records

Keep 'em squared up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON Dance Records
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT
HH 5038 SURROUND ME WITH LOVE
by Jerry Schatzer
HH 5039 FEELS SO RIGHT
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5040 SHADDUP YOU FACE
by Bronc Wise

RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
HH 5037 NEVER BEEN SO LOVED
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5036 OCCASIONAL ROSE
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5035 IF YOU WANT ME
by Jerry Schatzer

Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors: Corsair-Continental Corp., Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769
Twelgrenn, Inc., P.O. Box 216, Bath, OH 44210

tune that can even be used in class work. The
guitar work is very interesting. Listen closely
for the start of the grand square. Count it
before trying. Rating: .(:.,**

BACK IN BABY'S ARMS — 4 Bar B 6043
Key: A&B Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HB Flat
LA
Caller: Bill Owsley
Synopsis: (Break) Left allemande — do sa do
left allemande — weave ring — swing
promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
do sa do touch a quarter scoot back
boys run right — right and left thru — slide

swing corner
thru
left allemande
promenade.
Comment: A good background musical accompaniment and good rhythm feeling. The calling is well done by Bill to a tune that callers
should know. The figure is very adequate and
dancers enjoyed dancing this release. A long
introduction should be expected.
Rating: ****

DREAM OF ME — Bob Cat 111
Tempo: 132
Key: A
Range: HA
Caller: Lee Swain
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square

THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
BOOK 1A
In-depth coverage of all patter calling presentation techniques including music, timing, body
flow, voice and command techniques, showmanship, etc. The perfect guidebook for the
beginning caller
$7.95
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES
BOOK 2
The most complete how-do-do-it book on singing calls ever published. The choreography
section includes instructions for changing, improvising and "hashing-up" singing calls plus
more than 150 singing call dances listed by Callerlab plateaus (thru Plus 2)
$7.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY (Book 1C)
THE MIGHTY MODULE (Book 1B)
MODULES GALORE (1000+ Zeros and equivalents)

$7.95
$6.95
$5.95

HOW TO ORDER
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to:

BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, California 95129
Californians add 6°,0 sales tax; from Canada or overseas, U.S. funds, please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail
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ARMETA
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 22221
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222
KENTUCKIANA SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION
Proudly Presents The 23rd Annual

DERBY Y FESTIVAL
APRIL 2, 3 and 4 - 1982
KENTUCKY FAIR & EXPOSITION CENTER
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

FEATURED CALLERS
Elmer Sheffield, Jr.. Florida
Roger Turner, Alabama
Clint McLean, Connecticut
Keith Gulley, Maryland
Rounds by Jerry 6 Barbara Pierce,
Birmingham, Alabama

EXHIBITORS BOOTHS SPECIAL FEATURES
For further information contact:
Registration Chairmen
George 6 Lena Hill
907 Cannons Lane
Louisville, KY 40207
Phone: (502) 897-6673

General Chairmen
Gene E7 Jerry Whitehead
8513 Carmil Drive
Fern Creek, KY 40291
Phone: (502) 239-4301

left allemande weave ring do sa do
promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfflutterwheel
way - sides right and left thru
pass
sweep one quarter more
thru — do sa do - eight chain four
swing
promenade (Alternate figure) Heads
promenade halfway -- square thru four hands
— right and left thru veer to left ferris
wheel — centers square thru three quarters
swing - promenade.
Comment: A tune that may not be too easy for
callers to handle due to melody line and word
metering. The figure is Mainstream and not
difficult. Rating. ***
PUT ON YOUR DANCING SHOES —
Blue Star 2149
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Key: G
LD
Caller: Marshall Flippo
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarters - join hands circle rollaway circle
left - left allemande -- weave ring swing
promenade (Figure) Head two couples promenade halfway - down middle right and left
sweep a quarter more
thru - flutter wheel
pass thru right and left thru veer left
chain down the line --- slide thru
swine
promenade.
Comment: A different sound on Blue Star and
quite an addition to the band sound. The use
of chain down the line certainly fits the dance
movement. A record that callers will enjoy calling. Is one of the better ones Flip has recently
recorded. Rating:
OUT BEHIND THE BARN — Blue Star 2148
Range: HD
Tempo: 132
Key: C&D
Caller: Marshall Flippo
LC
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A release that has the feeling of a real
square dance tune and figure. Flip sounds
better than in some releases and seems to
enjoy it. The figure has a load the boat and is

SC e - big mac records

Presents

BM 038 Dream On Called by Jay Henderson & friend
BM 039 Keep Your Feet A Smokin' Called by Mac McCullar
BM 028 Heartbreak Mt. — Don (send for clogging
Recent Releases
routine written by Pat Sikes, Santa Maria,
Ron Mineau
BM 037 Texas Cowboy Night
CA.)
BM 036 Don't Think Love Ought To Be That Way
— Wil Eades
Hoedowns
BM 031 Jimmy's Lowdown/Jeanne
BM 035 Prisoner Of Hope — Jeanne Briscoe
BM 016 Rabbit Dog/Caution
BM 034 Rainbow Stew — Ron
BM 012 Slo Trac
BM 033 Dixie On My Mind — Jay
BM 011 Kelton Holley
BM 032 It's Gotta Be That Way — Don Schadt
BM 004 Corn Chips/Jeanne
BM 030 Pledge Of Allegiance plus Grand Old Flag
— Mac
BM 002 Rattler Romp/Jay
BM 029 Age — Ron
SC 312 Handy/San Luis Ramble
SC 321 Scope Dolly/Cripple Creek
—

Mac
McCullar

Write or Call Us.

f4

Jay
Henderson

P.O. Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
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THE FASTEST RECORD SERVICE
IN THE WEST
ALSO!

You can listen to all the latest record releases
In the comfort of your own living room you can hear a portion of every New Record
Release each month. $4.00 will bring you our tape and information on how you can
continue this service FREE OF CHARGE every month. Each tape also includes
singing call adaptations for use in easy level to advanced level dancing Tapes are
at 33/4 speed Cassette only.

Atoettittn PeEnce Suppliei

1

ii463600 33rd AVENUE • SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95824 • Phone (916) 421-1518

well timed. The key change added to the
Rating: *****
enjoyment.
FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES — Jo Pat 208
Key: A Tempo: 130 Range: HC Sharp
LA
Caller: Joe Porritt
Synopsis: (Opener) Head ladies center tea cup
join
chain - sides face grand square
hands circle left (#2 and #7) men star right
left allemande home do sa do - four ladies
star by right turn partner left roll promenade (#3 #4 #5 #6 Figure) One and three
promenade halfway sides square thru four
boys run right — ferris
hands swing thru

wheel - double pass thru - lead couples
zoom
others trade swing corner
promenade.
Comment: A ballad type of singing call that
callers will have to work with to make successful. A nice job by Joe with good background
music. A good singing voice will help on this
release.
Rating: ***
WHEN THE CALLER PACKS HIS CASE
Thunderbird 220
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 130
Range: HD
Caller: Mike Seastrom
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Opener) Circle left - left allemande

B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
VIS4 •
AMMO

Visa
Master charge

Billy & Sue Miller
St. Rte., Box 301
Magnet, In. 47555
Ph. 812-843-5491

B & S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats
A light weight snag free slip available in beautiful
colors.
Colors: Lt. pink, Lt. blue, white, Lt. Yellow, Bright
green, orange, Bright yellow, Royal, navy, Red,
Mint, Lilac, Lime, Beige, Black, Burgandy, Med.
Purple, Hot pink, Brown, Multi. (Any 4 Comb.)
35 yd. — $30.95
50 yd.
$32.95

(no returns)

60 yd.
$35.95
75 yd. — $40.95
—

(no returns)

Doubles by special order only.
50 yd. DBL. $36.00
80 yd. DBL. $52.00
60 yd. DBL. $42.00
100 yd. DBL $60.00

Write fnr frPP

B & S Ruffle Delight
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third inside
layer of nylon organdy to prevent hose picking. 3
tiered with 150 yds. nylon ruffle on bottom edges.
White baby mesh slips with ruffles available in the
following colors: black, peacock, blue, yellow,
royal, red, orchid, orange, bright lime, fluorescent
orange, hot pink, candy pink, brown purple, and
multis.
Price: $29.95.
,

All

ycli luy

R ufile 'Delight's also available

All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23".
No returns on special made Slips under 18" or over 23"
All multi-slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more.
Prices Subject to change without notice.
catalogue Shipping/
$2.00 ea. — add 75c ea. additional
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SATIN STRIPE
SLIPS STILL
AVAILABLE
.

65

CALLERS TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
If you are not not subscribing to a tape service perhaps you should consider one. There
are several advantages as well as being a convenience to you.
■ You can listen to all the new releases in the privacy of your home or car.
■ Saves you valuable time.
■ Saves money. Listen until you are sure you can use the record.
■ Fast service. Records mailed same day on most orders.
Write: Sam Atkinson
1829A Terrier St., Pt. Mugu, CA 93042
come back box the gnat — pull by - left
allemande weave ring do sa do - promenade (Break & End) Four ladies promenade
swing at home join hands circle left left
allemande
weave ring do sa do promenade (Figure) Heads right and left thru -- roll
a half sashay — sides square thru four hands
swing thru — boys run right
lines up to
middle and back pass thru
wheel and
deal -- centers zoom new centers pass
swing promenade.
thru
Comment: A reasonably novel tune with a good
beat and background music. The figure is not
difficult but interesting and well done by Mike.

or call (805) 488-7613
Callers might enjoy this release. A good established beat.
Rating: .-'**

FOOL SUCH AS I — Prairie 1042
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Range: HE
Caller: Renny Mann
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left - allemande - do
men star left
sa do
curlique at home left allemande
boys run right
promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru four slide thru
-- reverse the flutter -- go across ladies lead
Dixie derby
ferris wheel
pass thru
corner swing -- promenade.
Comment: A ditterent yet relaxed release using a

A RED BOOT ENTERPRISES
Route 8, College Hills
._ t Greeneville, Tennessee 37743
615-638-7784
41114BaL

11
6

Elmer
Sheffield, Jr.

GS 403 (Hoedowns)
Boilin Cabbage Down (Side A)
Fiddlin Smokey (Side B)
GS 713 by Cal
Jingle Bells
Coming Soon:
by Cal Golden
GS 716 Summer Sounds

RBS 1262 Elvira

(Background Voices
Optional)

RBS RB 1265
Pride

RBS 1263 Tight Fittin Jeans
RBS 1264 Takin It Easy
Allen
Tipton

Coming Soon
Have Never Been
So Loved
Unwound
Send Me One
Walk Right Back
Red Roses For A
Blue Lady
New York, New York
Surround Me With Love
I Recall A Gypsy Woman
You Don't Know Me
Some Love Songs
Never Die

66

RED BOOT QUARTET
1 st
Tenor

2nd
Tenor

Baritone

Johnny
Jones

Mike
Hoose

Don
Williamson

Cal
Golden

Bass

Dance and hear the fabulous RED BOOT QUARTET
calling and in concert by
popular demand
Jan. 29, 1982
at the
BLOUNTVILLE, TN.
JR. HIGH GYM
Rounds by Dee Smith

Wayne
McDonald
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"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT hr
„y ,oast

WHITE
$22.95
COLORS
$23.95
GOLD or SILVER
24.95
Add $1.75 For Postage

$22.95
WHITE
$23.95
COLORS
$24.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.75 For Postage
FOR ROUND AND SQUARE DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Hot Pink, Lilac, Brown, Bone.
Lime, Red, Purple, Navy, Black and White, Christmas
Green.
*All shoes available in sizes 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths. Except Mandys which
start at size 5.
Princess and Ringo are available in low and high heels,
pointed or round toes.

WHITE
$29.95
COLORS
$30.95
GOLD or SILVER
$31.95
Add $1.75 For Postage
*Mandy colors are Red, Navy, Brown
and Black. Sizes start at 5.

$21.95
WHITE
$22.95
COLORS
$23.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 for High Heel
Add $1.75 For Postage

VISA

'I

11111111•E

master charge

VISA

$21.95
WHITE
$22.95
COLORS
$23.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 For High Heel
Add $1.75 For Postage

p
e
wejten, weal
,

104 WEMPE DRIVE

CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

ALL LEATHER
PHONE (301) 724-2925

"A SQUARE OF DANCERS"
On Each Side of a Mug!
Fine quality Ironstone Mug from England.
White with black silk screened Dancers.
$6,00 each
2 for $11.00
Set of 4-$21.00
A Square for $40.00
SQUARE THINGS
P.O. Box 325-SD
Wilmette, IL 60091

Check or Money Order, please
Illinois, Add 5% Sales Tax

Dixie derby move. Renny has a voice that
seems to fit this tune. Callers should take a
listen to determine their likes. Music is well
played and this could be a good middle of the
evening dance. Rating: ***

I'VE NEVER BEEN SO LOVED — Red Boot 270
Key: F
Tempo: 132
Range: HD
LD
Caller: Johnny Jones
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain rollaway
rollaway
circle left left
circle left
allemande - weave ring - swing promenade (Figure) Head couples promenade
halfway - down middle right and left thru -

Hampden, Mass. 01036

#13_700

DON'T THINK LOVE OUGHT TO BE THAT
WAY — Big Mac 036
Tempo: 128
Key: D
Range: HB
Caller: Will Eads
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left
forward two

Send KM for Catalog
(Refunded on first order)

N ylo Ruffles

100 yards of soft !lion Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon -horsehair-bouffant.
This is not only a uery durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic' waistline is double stitched
_for comfini and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length:
19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

{s

Y_'&
-- **

Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS

Aleg Simhins
119 Allen Street

flutterwheel - sweep one quarter more pass thru -- do sa do • swing thru boys
trade --- swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A nice feel on this tune with very adequate musical accompaniment. The figure is
Mainstream and the calling is clearly understood. The dancers had a good response.
Rating:

$24.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling

$2.00 cach
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
Write

US

for complete catalog.

PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

AVT-1270V Amplifier Only $495.00
$595.00
AVT 1290 Amplifier Only
T-40 Amplifier Only
$1195.00
T-50 Amplifier Only
$1345.00
T-100 Amplifier Only
$1499.00
EDC-100 Cassette Recorder $384.95

All speakers can be purchased separately. We can also supply Yak Stacks,
write for information. Ashton Stands, as
follows: CS;10 - 99.50, CS;20 - 89.95,
CS:30 - 79.95.

CALIFONE PA SETS
1815K 10/18 watt
$239.95 spkr. in lid
1925-03 40/60 watt
$359.95 spkr. in lid
1925-04 60/100 watt
$439.95 2 separate

ritic-At

6t

spkrs. in ease

Merrbach music volume control will shut off
music completely $75.00 plus shipping
Newcomb music volume control fits any mike
$39.50 plus shipping
Electro-Voice Model 660 Mikes w/switch
$99.95

NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES

PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL
ABOVE PRICES

RX-7W
$27.95

PP $4.00

MIKE COZY
$7.95
plus $1.25
mailing

Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RC-7BW
$32.95
PP $5.00

=WOW MegritifICW/

RC-712W
$49.95
PP $6.00

QUICK LOAD 45 RPM ADAPTER $9.95
CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95
plus $3.50 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 ea.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES
2154 — Smoke On The Water
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst,
2153 — Rodeo Romeo
Caller: Vernon Jones, Flip Inst.
2152 — Clogging Leather Britches Key G
Flip Ragtime Annie Key G
(2 Hoedowns)
2151 — Help Me Make It Through
The Night
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2150 — Older Women
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2149 — Put On Your Dancing Shoes
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.
2148 — Out Behind The Barn
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

BOGAN RELEASES
1339 — Walk Right Back
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst.
1338 — Let's All Go Down To The River
Caller: D. Davis & T. White, Flip Inst.

1337 — Ribbon Of Darkness
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst

.

DANCE RANCH RELEASES
665 — Morning Of My Mind
Caller: Al Stevens, Flip Inst.
664 — Mele Kalikimaki
Caller: Al Stevens. Flip Inst.
663 — Rainbow Stew
Caller: Ron Schneider, Flip Inst.

LORE RELEASES
1199 — Old Flame Burning
Caller: Bob Graham, Flip Inst
1198 — Up A Lazy River
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.
1197 — Good Old Girls
Caller: Moe Odom, Flip Inst.
1196 — Bill Bailey
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN A RELEASES
1374 — James Hold The Ladder Steady
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.

115 — This Thing Called Love
Caller: Toots Richardson

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES
2377 — There'll Never Be Anyone Else
But You
Caller: Arnold Strebe, Flip Inst.
E-Z Releases
526 — Smoke On The Water
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst
525 — Pretty Baby Quadrille
Caller: Jerry Helt, Flip Inst.
524 — Celito Lindo Mixer
Caller: Jerry Helt, Flip Inst.
LP Albums
507 — E-Z 34 Basics Caller: Lem Smith
1021 — Blue Star 50 Basics
Caller: Marshall Flippo
1025 — Blue Star 75 Plus Basics
Caller: Marshall Hippo
1034 — Blue Star Mainstream Plus
Caller: Marshall Flippo

BEE SHARP RELEASES
116 — Falling Again
Caller: Perry Bergh, Flip Inst.

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309

ALBERTA SQUARE DANCE
INSTITUTE
Banff, Alberta, Canada; at Banff Centre
June 20-26, 1982
Your Square Dance Vacation in the
Beautiful Canadian Rockies
Square Dance Callers: Randy Dougherty
Ed & Phyllis Fraidenberg
Round Dance Leaders: Jack and Darlene Chaffee
Registration & Information:
Ernie Power, 12035 — 52 Street, Edmonton, Alta
T5W 3J7
Phone — 403-477-5618

The

ROOFER'S

J

RECORDS

Newest Release
TRR-109 "OKC" IS MY HOME TOWN
New Releases
TRR-201 ROOFER'S SPECIAL/WANDERING Hoedown
TRR-108 SIMPLE SONG
TRR-107 BLUE EYED BLONDE
TRR-106 GOLD & SILVER
TRR-105 CALL ME UP
TRR-104 HONKY TONK SATURDAY NIGHT
Produced By -

The ROOFER'S RECORDS — 4021 N.W. 61st —
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 — Phone (405) 942-4435

The Winnipeg Crocus
Festival
(The Crocus)

MAY 6-8, 1982
Squares:
Gary Shoernake
Jerry Story

Rounds:
Ken & Donna
Gibson

For More Information:
Heather & Lloyd Garner
384 Kirkfield Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3K 1E6

CURRENT FzELEASES
ma FEBRUARY, 1982
SQUARE 8 ROUND DANCE RECORDS
FLIPS
A Caller's Life — P. Hartman
Betty Ruth — J. Nelon
Down The Wrong Road Again
C. Donahue
Feels So Right — E. Kinney
I Don't Think Love Ought To Be
That Way — K. Gylfe
If I Keep On Going Crazy —
D. Hobaugh
Keep Your Feet a Smokin' —
M. McCullar
Loving Her Was Easier — John R
Midnight Hauler — L. Jackson
Morning Of My Mind —
A. Stevens
Older Women — B. Osburn
Old Flame Burning — B. Graham
Oregon Mist (Hoedown)
Preachin' Up A Storm —
G. Kincade
Rodeo Romeo — V. Jones
Seven Year Ache — M. Holt
Shaddup You Face — B. Wise
Smoke On The Water —
N. Bliss
Surround Me With Love —
J. Schatzer
That'll Be The Day — J. Nelon
The Old Lamplighter —
D. Clendenin
There's No Getting Over Me —
J. Peterson
Up A Lazy River — J. Creel

FTC
REB
PR
HH

32041
106
1046
5039

RVB

127

RVB

126

BM
.HO
BC

039
106
114

DR
665
814
Q
LORE 1199
CHNK
506
BC
BS
BC
HH

116
2153
11 7
5040

BS

2154

HH
REB

5038
107

.

CHNK

050

BC
LORE

115
1198

ROUNDS
Round Dance Teaching Series (GX 29
& 30) F. Lehnert
GR
Tango Brioso/Old Times
GR

15029
14306

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

Prepared by
THE467ft

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY

BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
Over
GUEST

VISITATION BADGES

15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $10.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

Delron's of

70

E IL Le

CLUB AND

FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate and Sample

P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(714) 469-2109
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

NEW RELEASES
RI-I 212 Roses In The Snow
by Darryl McMillan
RH 306 Don't Touch That Dial
by Bill Terrell
RH 505 I've Got The Music In Me
by Tony Oxendine
RH 603 Oh Baby Mine
by Darryl & Tony
RH 604 It Don't Get Better Than This
by Darryl & Tony

RH 702 Beautiful You
Tony
Bill
Darryl
by Keith Rippeto
Oxendine
Terrell
McMillan
RECENT BEST SELLERS
RH 104 Breezin Easy Patter
RH 103 Picket Patter Patter
RH 701 Angeline by Keith
RH 601 1 Feel Sorry For Anyone
RH 210 Chain Gang Of Love
RH 211 Miracle Express
Who Isn't Me Tonight
by Darryl
by Darryl
by Darryl & Tony
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy by Bill
RH 305 Shadows Of Love
RH 602 Sweet Desire
RH 504 Pretty Woman by Tony
by Bill
by Darryl & Tony

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.

Ranch House Records P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, FL 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050
make allemande thar boys swing in back
up star - shoot star full turn - - pull partner by
- allemande left corner - weave ring - swing own promenade (Figure) Head two
couples promenade halfway -- down middle
right and left thru -- square thru four hands - to outside two right and left thru -- swing thru
swing thru again - boys run right - promenade.
Comment: A easy calling melody line on a release that is instrumentally well played. The
figure is one that has been used many times
before. To this reviewer the music seems to
increase about four beats during the playing

of the record.

Rating: **

TAKIN' IT EASY — Red Boot Star 1264
Tempo: 132
Key: B
Range: HB
Caller: Elmer Sheffield
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
walk around
corner -- see saw own - men star right left allemande swing own - promenade
home (Figure) Heads promenade halfway
sides right and left thru - square thru four -*do sa do - relay +.he deucey swing corner
- promenade. (Alternate Mainstream figure
from *) Eight chain four - swing corner -promenade.

DIXIE DAISY

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W; nalf
zes
Black/White
$23.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$23.00
Gold/Silver
$24.50

.

t.

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 1 1/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 5-10 N; 4-10 M; 5-10 W;
SCOOP
1/4" heel, steel shank, glove leather, half sizes
$25.85
I fined, sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru White/Black
Red/Navy/Brown
10 narrow, half sizes
$25.85
$27.25
Black/White
$24.75 Silver/Gold
Red/Navy/Brown
$24.75
Gold/Silver
$24.95

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton Red
S,M,L,XL $8.00
Orange
N-21 Cotton/Poly Yellow
Mid-thigh Length Green
Lt. Blue
S,M,L,XL $9.00
Royal
N-24 Nylon
Lilac
Shorty Length
S,M,L,XL $9.00

Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

Panty-blouse
cotton/poly
broadcloth
White, Red, Black
Hot Pink, Turquoise
P,S,M,L,XL
$16.50
Prices subject to change

Add $1.50 handling. Maryland residents add 5% tax.
sacs
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Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
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I PUT go.

SNAP

IN YOMI DANCE WEAR

Make your square dance and western wear totally
unique with our wide selection of pearl and metal
snap fasteners.

Send for FREE CATALOG
Comment: A relaxed dance though it offers a
relay the deucey to keep the dancers happy.
The music is very adequate with backup voices. Callers may have to practice to offer the
proper word usage in the musical
phrases. Rating: ***
BLAZE OF GLORY — Prairie 1043
Key: E Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
LE
Caller: Al Horn
left allemande
Synopsis: (Break) Circle
curlique — boys run -- allemande right and
left grand do sa do - promenade (Figure)
Heads square thru four hands
outside

The Campau Co.
P.O. Box 20632-SD
Dallas, Texas 75220

swing thru
boys run couples circulate —
girls hinge — diamond circulate flip the
diamond - recycle - suare thru three hands
— trade by swing corner promenade.
Comment: The "circle left" is so quiet the
dancers had a hard time hearing the start. The
figure had enough movement to be enjoyable.
The rhythm is good with fine accompaniment. Rating:

MELE KALIKIMAKI — Dance Ranch 664
Tempo: 130
Key: E Flat
Range: HC
LA
Caller: Al Stevens
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square

C NGRATULATIONS
Don Tramutolo
On having your record MirEllrizAN HEART selected
as the official singing call for the 1982 National
Square Dance Convention in Detroit.

MICHIGAN HEART
ER-107 on Erin Record Label

(Advertisem(ent)
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D E Re%
.6.
Mike
Art
Bud
Seastrom Springer Whtten

Bob Bennett,
Owner-Producer
Singing Calls
TB 217 Blue Eyes Cryin' In The Rain by Bud
TB 218 Workin' On The Muddy Mississippi Line by Tommy
TB 219 Texas Tea by Art
TB 220 When The Caller Packs His Case by Mike
TB 221 I'll Fly Away by Bob B.
Hoedowns
TH 523 Foggy Mountain Breakdown/Thunderbird Jump

If anyone is having problems obtaining Thunderbird Records, contact the company.

Chuck Tommy
Myers Russell

Coming Soon
Raisin' Cain In Texas
Without Love
Little Bundle Of Southern Sunshine
If You Just Win One Time
She Thinks I Still Care
Morning Sky
You Can Bet Your Heart On Me
Clogging Records available with routines

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • 2111 HILLCREST DR. • VALDOSTA, GA 31601
four ladies promenade - swing at home promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway - - in middle right and left thru square
thru four hands - do sa do corner - - swing
thru
boys trade turn thru - left allemande - promenade.
Comment: A Christmas tune release with nice
music background that has that Hawaiian feeling. Nice calling by Al. The dance movement
has nothing unusual but can be used in all
groups. This tune was released last year at
Rating: .,(***
Christmas time.

HOW WRONG CAN WE BE? Last month we

made a guess that record production would be
down this month. A look at the number of
reviews tells you how wrong we were.
FLIP HOEDOWN
VICKEY LEE Bob Cat 109
Key: D
Tempo: 124
Caller: Lee Swain
Comment: Another flip release that allows
dancers to use one side and the caller to use
the other side for a patter record. The music
seems to drop in volume quality in some
places to this reviewer. Dancers had a mixed
reaction.
Rating: ***

CAL GOLDEN
WILL CONDUCT OR BE ON STAFF OF THESE
1982 CALLERS COLLEGES
May 17-21 — Cal & Carl Anderson, Hot Springs, Arkansas
June 18-July 2 — Cal & Gene Trimmer, Hot Springs, Arkansas
July 12-16 — Cal Golden, Hot Springs, Arkansas
July 18-23 — Cal & Dick Barker, Jekyll Island, Georgia
August 2-6 — Cal, Gloria Roth, Bill Peters, Joe Prystupa,
Clementsport, Nova Scotia, Canada
August 15-20 — Cal & Ralph Trout, Vineland, New Jersey
October 18-21 — Cal & Stan Burdick, Hot Springs, Arkansas
November 15-20 — Cal, Stan Burdick, Tex Brownlee,
Fontana Dam, North Carolina
CALLERS SEMINARS
February 7 — Caller's Seminar, Phoenix, Arizona
February 14 — Memphis Callers Workshop, Memphis, Tennessee
March 7 — Special Callers Seminar, Beaumont, Texas
March 28 — Southern California Callers Association, La Mirada, California
September 3, 4, 5 — Michigan State Square Dance Leaders, Midland, Michigan
October 30-31 — Rainier Teacher & Caller Association, Tacoma, Washington
THE CALLER COACH SCHOOL
MGM Hotel, Reno, Nevada — Thursday, April 1 thru Saturday, April 3, 1982
Staff: Al Brundage, Cal Golden, Jack Lasry, Jim Mayo, Bill Peters, Bob Van Antwerp
For Information, Write or Call: Sharon Golden, P.O. Box 2280,
Hot Springs, Arkansas 71913 — Phone: 501-624-7274
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WISSCO
WIRELESS
SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Portable P.A. Systems
Lavalier Microphones

EVERYTHING
FOR
WIRELESS
CONVENIENCE

wireless
sound
sales coi Meeting Amplifiers

Hand Held Microphones

Winn
1599 Superior A-1 Costa Mesa, CA. 92627
(714) 645-1281 TOLL FREE (800) 854-3499
San Francisco (415) 777-4533

MAIL ORDER
MASTER RECORD SERVICE
Square and Round Dance
Catalog Upon Request
include $1.00 postage, handling

Telephone (602) 279-5521
Phoenix, AZ 85011
P.O. Box 7176

Bachelors N Bachelorettes
International, Inc.
Square and Round Dancing
For
SINGLE ADULTS
Thirty-one Years Experience
Inquiries invited for affiliation
or for starting new groups in the
U.S. and Abroad!
Jay M. Metcalf/SD
International Director
1039 W. Edgeware Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
(213) 623-6913

Bob Vinyard
253 W. Covered
Bridge Ct.
Fenton, MO 63026
(314) 343-5465

NEW RELEASES
JP 109 "See You In My Dreams"
JP 209 "Country Wasn't Cool"
JP 108 "Matador"
JP 208 - Friday Night BluesBEST SELLERS
JP 206 "I Feel Better All Over"
JP 107 "She Believes In Me"
JP 103 ' Selfish"
JP 201 When You Say Love"
JP 204 "Gonna Have A Ball"
JP 106 "Heartbreak Mountain"
JP 402"Fnur In The Morning"
JP 401 "Tennessee Sunshine"
JP 101 "Blue Moon Of Kentucky"

JOHN'S PATTER — Kalox 1263
Key: F
Tempo: 128
Caller: John Saunders
Comment: A good instrumental release with
John calling some nice figures on the flip side.
A well timed workshop record that dancers will
enjoy. The use of Plus I and II along with Quarterly movements are the majority of figures
used. Rating: ***

HOEDOWNS
HUMMIN' BIRD — Four Bar B 6044
Key: D
Tempo: 130
Music: The Bradsmen — Banjo, Bass, Piano,
Guitar
TATERS - Flip side to Hummin' Bird
Key: F
Tempo: 132
Music: The Bradsmen - Banjo, Bass, Piano,
Guitar
Comment: Two good hoedowns well recorded
and equally well played. Strong emphasized
beat and not too heavy melody line, These
could be useful to callers in their record case.
The Humming Bird side seems to the reviewer
as the better one. Rating: ****
SQUARE S ROMP — Kalox 1264
Key: A
Tempo: 140
Music: Lone Star Ramblers - Banjo, Bass, Piano, Guitar, Clarinet, Vibes, Fiddle
WHUP WHUP
Flip side to Square C Romp
Key: G
Tempo: 134
Music: Kalox Rhythm Boys Band
Comment: Two hoedowns, one a smoothy,
Whup Whup, and a more traditional one in
Square S Romp. Both well played and callers
have an opportunity to make a choice. The
Square S Romp may need to be slowed.
Rating: ***

More on page 76

JP 102 "Rhythm Of Rain"
JP 104 "Someone Like You V•
JP 105 "I Don't Know Why
JP 1977 "All I Ever Need Is You"
JP 202 "Tulsa Time"
JP 203 "It's Forever"
JP 205 "I Don't Drink From The River"
JP 207 - Love Has Made A Woman
Out Of You"
HOEDOWNS
JP 501 Jopat/Jolee
JP 502 Country Cat/City Slicker
ROUNDS
JP 301 "All Of Me-(Loehrs)
JP 302 "No Love At All" (Loehrs)

Joe Porritt
1616 Gardiner Lane
Suite 202
Louisville, KY 40205
(502) 459-2455
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You are invited to the first

J CKP T FEST11V
August 8-12, 1982

Square Dancing in Las Vegas
* Five of the country's top Callers, plus a
very special couple for Round Dancing.

Rounds by
Harmon 8: Betty Jorritsma

Ken Bower • Wade Driver • Bob Fisk • Jerry Haag • Lee Kopman

* The levels of dancing: Mainstream 2— Advanced 1 &
Challenge 1 & 2— Higher levels on request — Round Dancing
Round Dance Workshop
• Five nights and 6 days in fabulous Las Vegas, Nevada,
with deluxe accommodations at the Tropicana and
Marina Hotels, on the exciting Strip. • Pools and other
special features of the hotels at your service • There will be
an American breakfast, special food discounts, a special
party and many other extras given to each couple. • A Gala
Festival Poolside Party to climax the week of dancing and
excitement. • Dancing all five days and nights. Square dancing attire required at all dances.

Be among the first
to sign up:
All for only

$286.00
Per couple
Double occupancy
Tax included

Charles R. Supin, Exec. Dir.
ACKPOT FaTIEVAL 32
924 Niblick Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada 89108
Yes, I want to be among the first to attend the JACKPOT FESTRVAll, '82, August 842, 1982,
at the Tropicana and Marina Hotels in Las Vegas, Nevada.

My deposit of $75.00 (per couple) is enclosed. Please make check payable to
JACKPOT IFEETTVALc32. Cancellation may be received up to 30 days prior to arrival with
full refund of deposit. Any cancellation received after the cut off period will forfeit the deposit.
My preference for dancing is
Names
Mainstream
Advanced
Address
Challenge

Telephone (

REBEL RECORDS

Sam Atkinson

1829A TERRIER ST. • PT. MUGU, CALIF 93042 • PH. (805) 488-7613
SINGING CALLS:
REB 107 THAT'LL BE THE DAY — by Jeff Nelon
REB 106 BETTY RUTH — by Jeff Nelon
REB 105 I WANT TO WEAR MY HAT — by Sam & Rick
REB 103 WANDERING EYES — by Rick Boswell
REB 102 VEVAY INDIANA — by Sam Atkinson
COMING SOON .
AMIE
by Dale Miller
THUNDERBIRD
by Jerry Vance
DELTA DIRT
by Sam Atkinson
HOEDOWNS .
REB 104 LITTLE LIZA/CLOGGERS HOEDOWN
REB 101 CRAWDAD/LUCKY
REBEL RECORDS welcomes Jerry Vance of Willmington. III. and Dale Miller o
Dallas. Texas to its staff of callers and the Cohens on rounds.

Jerry Vance

—

—

—

Joe & Opal
Cohen

Produced by Sam Atkinson — Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.

MELODY HOEDOWN Melody 116
Tempo: 132
Key: G
Music: Lamon Staff Musicians ---- Piano, Guitar,
Drums, Bass, Banjo, Fiddle
Flip
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN MEMORIES
side to Melody Hoedown
Tempo: 138
Key: A
Music: Lamon Staff Musicians
Comment: Two variable tunes are offered on this
release. The option is a clog instrumental and
the other is traditional. Both are well played
and callers can decide their needs. The clogging instrumental is quite a mover.
Rating: ****

1
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IN MEMORIAM
Eveyln Burkepile, wife of caller, Bill Burkepile, passed away October 31. Together the
two were instrumental t() the growth of square
and round (lancing in the Nashville area. In
honor of Bill and Evelyn, the Nashville Area
Callers Association voted to sponsor an annual
dance for The Arthritis Foundation.
J. B. Dill, chairman of the Jekyll Island Fun
Fest and host of the Cal Golden-Dick Barker
Callers Colleges passed away in November.
Our sincere sympathies to both families.

ERS

NEED RECORDS IN
A HURRY?
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-237-2442 OR
1-800-237-2443

ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
3508 Palm Beach Blvd., Ft. Myers, Florida 33905
THE VERY FINEST "AUDIO CATALOG" OF THE NEWEST SOUNDS AND DANCES, TO
KEEP YOU CURRENT THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE USED BY
DISCRIMINATING CALLERS AND CUERS THE WORLD OVER. WE ARE IN OUR 10TH
YEAR OF SERVICE TO LEADERS WORLDWIDE AND WE WELCOME YOUR INQUIRIES.
• FAST SERVICE ON IN-STOCK RECORDS
• 3 YEAR S&R/D CALENDARS AVAILABLE, 1982, 1983, 1984
• 81/2" x 11", 3 RING YEARLY REFILLS AVAILABLE THROUGH 1985
Information call:
(813) 332-4200

76

IT DOESN'T COST 1O HAVE THE VERY BEST — IT PAYS!

The "Original" Subscription Tape Service

Orders call:
(800) 237-2442
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Ittetiep

presents

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet
$(1i/aAlj

•

NEW

type adjustable

T-buckle strap

.

Solid arch support
construction with the
newest type cushion
inner sole.

All shoes have matching
color covered heels.

Round Toe (22) only
FOR SQUARE AND
ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order
in all colors
.

Colors: Yellow, Orange,
Hot Pink, Lilac, Brown,
Bone. Lime, Red,
Purple, Navy, Black,
White, and Christmas
Green.

rnaster charge

1-11 VISA

104 WEMPE DRIVE

White
Colors
Gold or Silver
High or Low Heel
(high heel add $1.75)

$22.95
$23.95
$24.95
Add $1.75 for postage

Narrow, Medium & Wide Widths
4 thru 11 including half sizes.

wegent wear

ALL LEATHER

CUMBERLAND, MD.21502 — PHONE (301)724-2925

if au Mar
RECORDS

If unable to
obtain records
from your distributor, please
write to us for
information.

n
Letson

NEW RELEASES
LM 137 Nine To Five — Tom Miller
LM 138 Who's Cheating Who — Larry Letson
LM 139 Think I Could Love You — Mac Letson
LM 140 Baby's Waiting' — Bill Claywell
LM 141 Short Road — Bob Fisk
LM 142 The Square Dance Is On — Mac Letson &
Tony Oxendine

LOU-MAC RECORDS — P.O. Box 2406 — Muscle Shoals, AL 35660 — Phone: (205) 383-7585

CONGRESSIONAL S/D PARTY
The National Folk Dance Committee is
planning to host a gala square dance reception
for all members of the 97th Congress in Washington D.C. on April 27th. They are hopeful
that an evening of dancing and meeting with
square dancers will induce many Congressman to co-sponsor HJR #151, the bill designating the square dance as the National Folk
Dance of the United States. (The Senate has
already passed a similar bill.)
Congressman Leon Panetta of Carmel Val-

ley, California, is sponsoring the Folk Dance
Committee's use of the Longworth Cafeteria,
Longworth House Office Building, for the reception. Invitations were sent to each state
organization for one couple to attend and it is
hoped that each state will be represented.
Funds donated by square dancers in California will help defray the estimated cost of
$3,000. Any surplus will be used for square
dance promotion Donations may be sent to
Reception, PO Box 5775, San Jose, CA 95130.
front The Prompter, San Jose, California

KALOX- Veleta-Longhorn

Addir
C.O. Guest

NEW SQUARES ON KALOX
K-1266 THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS IN YOUR FACE
Flip/Inst. Caller: John Saunders
K-1265 FOOTBALL HERO QUADRILLE Flip/Inst. Caller: C.O. Guest
K-1264 SQUARE C ROMP (OLD JOE CLARK)/WHUP WHUP
Hoedown Instrumentals
K-1263 JOHN'S PATTER Flip/Inst. WRECK OF THE OLD 97
Caller: John Saunders
(WRECK OF THE OLD 97) Use for either patter or singing call

John Saunders

NEW SQUARES ON LONGHORN
LH-1035 LOVE POTION NUMBER 9 Flip/Inst. Caller: Josh Frank
LH-1034 IF YOU KNEW SUSIE Flip/Inst. Caller: Guy Poland

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-302-A PRIMROSE LANE Two-step by George & Joyce Kammerer
1st band music only; 2nd band with cues
B-302-B TINY BUBBLES Two-step by Bud & Shirley Parrott
1st band music only; 2nd band with cues
NEW SQUARES ON CROW RECORDS
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Crowson
C-001 CALENDER GIRL Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Crowson

Distributed by Kalox Belo Longhorn Records, Inc.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75150
78
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Toots Richardson

Red River Community House
David Hudson

Jerry Barnes

Dick Northum

Chuck Skaggs

James Pettus

Lee Walden

Toby Thomason

Join us for your summer square dancing fun in the beautiful
cool, mountain atmosphere of New Mexico. This unique,
non-profit organization, is located in Red River, New Mexico,
just fifteen miles from the Colorado Border. The town of Red
River has been for years a summer vacation spot of unsurpassed beauty and recreational opportunities.
At the COMMUNITY HOUSE, there's square, folk, country,
round and family dancing, movies, afternoon dance classes,
games, and worship services on Sunday.
IvAlithin the town there are cabins, motels, hotels, campsites,
restaurants, grocery, and National Park camping facilities
all available at very reasonable rates.

SUMMER 1982 SCHEDULE
June 1-5
James Pettus, New Mexico;
Rounds by Daryle & Bobbie
Stephens, New Mexico
June 8-12
Dick Northum, Texas
June 17-19
TRAIL-END FESTIVAL —
Bob Fisk, Arizona; Rounds
by Bill & Nona Lizut
June 22-26
Chuck Skaggs, Oklahoma
June 29-July 3
Jerry Barnes, Texas
July 6-10
Lee Walden, Oklahoma;
Special Entertainment —
Triple T Tappers (Cloggers)
with Carol Powers
(Instructor)

July 13-17
Toby Thomason, Texas
(Squares and Rounds)
July 20-24
David Hudson, Texas
July 27-31
Gerald McWhirter, Oklahoma
August 3-7
Buddy Jones, New Mexico
August 10-14
Vern Weese, Texas
August 17-21
Garey Smith, Texas
August 24-28
Bobby Jones, Texas
August 31-September 4
Jerry Barnes, Texas
September 3-4
END 0' SUMMER
FESTIVAL

For more information on the summer program contact:

Gerald McWhirler

Vern Weese

Garey Smith

Bob Fisk

Bobby Jones

Toots Richardson, Director/Resident Caller
Winter — Route 1, Box 42 Summer — P.O. Box 213
Red River, NM 87558
Clinton, OK 73601
(405) 323-5888
(505) 754-2349
Daryle & Bobbie
Stephens

Bill & Nona Lizut

ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING
A COMPREHENSIVE 188 PAGE
REFERENCE MANUAL
OVER 1000 BALLROOM AND ROUND DANCE
ARTICLES, DESCRIPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
A MUST FOR TEACHERS AND DANCERS
ORDER NOW $11.50 POSTPAID

FRED AND KAY HAURY
8810 Lagrima de Oro Rd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
THE
SUN-FUN
CAPITAL

Myrtle Beach B
Squares & Roun
April 16 & 17, 1982
and September 9, 10, 11, 1982
Convention Center, Myrtle Beach, S.C.
April: PAT BARBOUR & CAL GOLDEN
Rounds: HAROLD & JUDY HOOVER and
JACK & GENIE WHETSELL
Clogging: BILL NICHOLS
September: TONY OXENDINE, JERRY STORY
& LARRY LETSON
Also: John Inabinet Memorial
Golf Tournament
September 10 & 11, 1982
in the
"SEASIDE GOLF CAPITAL U.S.A."
For information: Barbara Harrelson
419 Hawthorne Road, Lancaster, S.C. 29720
Tel: (803) 285-6103

31st NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
JUNE 24,25 & 26, 1982
We have 4-5-6-& 7 day GROUND PACKAGES available,
starting at $255.00 per person, double occupancy. We will be
staying at the DETROIT PLAZA (Westin) Hotel, just 8 minutes
(walking) to COBO HALL.Our hotel space is limited, so do
not delay- write today. We can also make your travel
arrangements from any city toDETROIT - "THE
RENAISSANCE CITY"
HOLLOWAY TOURS OF CALIFORNIA
Norm & Joan Holloway
6871 Danvers Drive
Garden Grove, California 92645
(714) 894-3528

SQUARE
DANE p•
DATE BOOK
Feb. 4-6 — Mid-Winter Festival, Honolulu,
HI — 1736 So. Beretania St., Honolulu
96826 (808) 941-6015
Feb. 4-6 — Winter jubilee, Arizona State
Fairgrounds, Phoenix, AZ — 4149 West
State Ave., Phoenix
Feb. 5-6 — Belles & Buoys S/D Mardi Gras
Festival, Mississippi Gulf Coast Coliseum
Convention Center, Biloxi, MS
Feb. 5-6 — MASDA 22nd Dixie Jamboree,
Civic Center, Montgomery, AL — 5202
Surrey Rd., Montgomery 36109
Feb. 5-7 — Solvang Winterfest, Vets Hall,
Solvang, CA — 1165 Glines Ave., Santa
Maria, CA 93455
Feb. 6 — Foot & Fiddle Valentine Dance,
Larimer County Fairgrounds, Loveland,
CO
Feb. 7 — Parada del Sol Dance, 7502 E.
Osborn Rd., Scottsdale, AZ
Feb. 7-9 — Jamboree by the Sea, Oceanside,
CA
Feb. 12-13 — 11th Annual All Western
Snowbird Jamboree, Civic Auditorium,
Gatlinburg, TN
Feb. 12-13 Dixie Squares Jamboree, Dixie
"An Evening to Remember"
in
Lovett Hall
LOVETT HALL, the square dance hall built by Henry Ford in
Dearborn, Michigan, will be the place to spend this
memorable evening, Wednesday, June 23, 1982. Enjoy the
famous Henry Ford Museum, Dinner & an evening of Square
& Round Dancing at this historical site.JOHN SAUNDERS of
FLORIDA & DAVE TAYLOR of ILLINOIS will be calling;
HARMON & BETTY JORRITSMA of CALIFORNIA will cue
the rounds. Limited to 25 squares. For information, write or
call
HOLLOWAY TOURS OF CALIFORNIA
Norm & Joan Holloway
6871 Danvers Drive
Garden Grove, California 92645
(714) 894-3528

.111.00■
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SOUND SYSTEMS FOR ALL BUDGETS
T SERIES
Model T-100-2482

MODEL T-100-2482 consists of the powerful T-100
amplifier/turntable plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to provide terrific impact on
any crowd.
ALSO AVAILABLE — T-50-2461
T-40-2AF

AVT SERIES

WIMP! ❑ VT-I 97n-94A1

Light weight but powerful describes the AVT Series
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
The amplifier/turntable weighs just 17 pounds. Outstanding phono pickup and feather weight tone arm
from the T Series almost eliminate record wear.
ALSO AVAILABLE — AVT 1270V-2HF
(System with split-case back speaker assembly)

RT SERIES
Model RT-1270V-2H
MODEL RT-1270V — deluxe 4-speed, variablespeed monophonic 12" record player/p.a. system
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
Perfect for newer callers or home practice.
ALSO AVAILABLE RT 1230V with one speaker

The Choice Is Yours!
NOVI►

irft ififtet 414.ftabe.
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Other Models Also

6
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uuy
Send for Free Catalog
Write for Details

S1 nrA v

: Ca711ers' ,

FOB Los Angeles
Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax
,CIM

n

8459 EDMARU AVENUE • WHITTIER, CALIF. 90605 gj
TEL. (213) 693-5976 (ASK FOR BOB RUFF)

ELL

L

Check our date in the Vacation Institute listing in this issue of SQUARE DANCING magazine before
making your Square Dance vacation plans_ Motels nearby for Non-campers.

For information on any of the above call or write:
LAZY R CAMPGROUND, 2340 Dry Creek Rd. N.E.,
Granville, Ohio 43023. Phone (614) 366-4385
•■••••.•■
••••■

••••■■■
•••■
.■
•1..

Jr. High School, St. George, UT — (801)
673-5427
Feb. 12-13 — Annual Sweetheart Dance,
Community Center, Fultondale, AL
Feb. 12-13 — Winter Festival, Amarillo, TX
— 51 Chisholm, Amarillo 79100
Feb. 12-13 — Sweetheart Ball, Las Vegas, NV
Feb. 12-14 — 14th Annual Fur Rendezvous
Festival, Weridler jr. High School, Anchorage, AK — 4801 Becharof, Anchorage
99504
Sequoia Stomp, Visalia, CA
Feb. 12-14

Feb. 12-14
Ice Breaker IV Festival,
Beaumont, TX — 2300 Silsbee, TX 77656
Feb. 12-14 — Squar-rama, Fresno, CA
Feb. 12-14 — Snowflake Festival, Albuquerque S/D Center, Albuquerque, NM
Feb. 13 — 12th Annual Valentine Special,
North Little Rock Community Center,
Little Rock, AR — (501) 663-5790
Feb. 13 — 12th Annual B.C. Ball, Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B.C. — 12143 Dover
St., Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 7X9
Feb. 13 — Sweetheart Ball, Central School,

NEWEST

Creative Square Dancer Catalog

6 6 G9 9

Especially for the lady who Square Dances and sews!
Includes:

1) The newest square dance patterns from — Charelle • Authentic • C & C
Originals • and our own Docie Doe Interchangeable Pattern Pieces.*
2) Notions to ease and speed your sewing chores — Basting glue • Elastic
pull-through • fusible interfacings • Mark O'Magic (a marking pencil
whose marks disappear in 48 hours!) • and more.
\3)
Apparel including ladies shoes, petticoats, pettipants, skirts, blouses,
'''' belts; mens' shirts, ties, towels, jewelry. Novelties. 50c plus 25e post.

Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe, Box 423, Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537
*Dealers inquiries welcome.
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SQUARE/ROUND DANCE WEEKENDS
Spring & Fall
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

INTERLAKEN
NATIONAL CALLERS
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF . . . WOOD FLOOR
INDOOR POOL AND JACUZZI
WRITE: Bill & Jacque Blevins
1257 Franklin Lane
Buffalo Grove, IL 60090

PHONE: 312-634-0790

Valley National Monumet, CA
Williston, VT — c/o Stevens, Box 271,
PO Box
14701, Las Vegas, NV (702) 452-9642
Essex Junction, VT 05452 (802) 878-2562
Feb. 14 — Valentine Dance, Waikiki, Hon- Feb. 19-21 — Almond Blossom Festival,
— 1736 So. Beretania St., Honolulu
Durham, CA — c/o Smith, Rt. 3, Box 31,
of
Chico 95926 (916) 342-7325
96826
Feb. 14 — Sweetheart Ball, Retail Clerks Feb. 20-21 — Arizona Eights Weekend
Dance, Randolph Hotel, Oxford, England
Aud. , Buena Park, CA — (714) 327-2330
— 139 Bury St. , Ruislip, Middlesex
Feb. 16 — Pageant of Light S/R/D, ExhibiFeb. 26-27 — Carolina Capers S/R/D FestiLion Hall, Ft. Myers, FL
val, National Guard Armory, Columbia,
Feb. 18-20 — Sunshine Festival, Civic CenSC
ter, Lakeland, FL
Feb. 19-20 — Death Valley Reunion, Death Feb. 26-27 Blue Ridge Mt. Festival, Natu-

If you Dance all night, and
Stand on your feet all day,
you're gonna love us!
"HAPPY FEET"
These are the original, patented water and foam cushioned
innersoles designed to massage and comfort your tired feet.
They provide flexible and controlled arch support at all times—and
that's important comfortwise, whether you're working or dancing.
Guaranteed to never spring a leak under normal conditions—and
washable, too.

Women
Please send correct shoe sizes: Men
Calif. r6erysof dsea
Send $4.95 plus .754 shipping and handling to:
sa les tax.
STRIEGEL & Associates, Inc. • 1562-D Parkway Loop 6 • Tustin, California,
92680
Name
SD-1

Address
City
MASTERCHAF?GE or VISA #
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I would like details on
State

Zip
Exp

how I can become a
HAPPY FEET Dealer.
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Parrish reolth
Treat your family right with a Square and Round Dance Vacation
— There's much more than dancing at Parrish Ranch.

Vaughn & Jean Parrish
Rt. 2, Parrish Road
Berthoud, CO 80513
303-772-5118
••.•

■■■

T 14

a

PARRISH RANCH

May 15 Labor Day

ral Bridge, VA — PO Box 3176, Kingsport,
TN 37664
Feb. 27 — Hoedown, Tadanac Hall, Trail,
B.C.
Mar. 5-6 — 9th Annual Spring Fling, Norfolk
City Arena, Norfolk, VA — 3300 Ocean
Shore Ave., #1502, Virginia Beach 23451
Mar. 5-6 — TASARDA 3rd Festival, Old Armory, Tallahassee, FL
Mar. 5-6 — 1st Annual Louisiana H/D Convention, Harahan, LA
Mar. 5-6 — 9th Hoover Dam Festival, Boul-

New updated Edition lists over 8000 square, round,
clogging, and contra clubs. Includes type of club, level of
dancing, when and where to dance, and a person to
contact concerning the club. Great for traveling. $6.00
per copy (plus $1.00 postage)
Allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery
Send to: National Square Dance Directory
P.O. Box 54055
Jackson, MS 39208

der City, NV 881 Joy Lane, Boulder City
89005 (702) 293-4918
Mar. 5-7 — S/R/D Festival, Yuma, AZ
Mar. 5-7 — 8th Annual S/RID Festival, Palm
Springs Pavilion, Palm Springs, CA — PO
Box 1786, Palm Springs 92262
Mar. 5-7 — Wing Ding, Turlock Fairgrounds,
Turlock, CA — 3304 Stembridge Ave.,
Modesto, CA 95350 (209) 577-0725
Mar. 6 — Annual Sugar Off Dance, Knowlton,
Quebec — c/o Burnham, P.O. Box 628,
Knowlton JOE WO (514) 243-5480

C & C ORIGINALS
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
New square dance dress patterns from C & C
ORIGINALS. All patterns are multi-sized (5-7-9,
6-8-10, 12-14-16, 18-20-40). Patterns are complete
with layout, cutting, and assembly instructions. Ask for
this pattern and other C & C ORIGINAL patterns at one
of your local square dance shops. If unavailable order
direct.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
ti

I Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS
Rt. 8. Box 78
Harrison, Ark. 72601
Pattern #

Size

Amount per pattern $3.50 No. (

)$

Add $1.00 per order for postage
and handling.
Complete brochure 50e ea.
Total amount enclosed.
Name
Address
L

84

City

State

Zip
1
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Mar. 6 — Pine Squares S/R/D Anniversary
Lufkin Civic Center, Lufkin, TX — 209
Maplewood, Lufkin 75901 (713) 639-1614
Mar. 6 — 20th Annual S/R/D Carnival, Harborcreek High School, Harborcreek, PA
5560 Sebago Dr. , Fairview, PA 16415
Mar. 6 — 1st Annual Spring Festival, Boy's
Club in Carnes Park, Camden, AR
Mar. 6 — 5th Annual Pot O'Gold Special,
YWCA, 3410 Magnolia St. , Texarkana, TX
Mar. 6 — Annual Spring Fling, Martin St.
School, Milton, Ontario — 395 Pine St.,
Milton L9T 1L3
Mar. 7 — Winterwhirl, Kent State Univ. Student Union, OH — 3340 Hudson Dr.,
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
Mar. 7 — Benefit Dance for Friends of Handicapped, Souderton Area High School,
Souderton, PA
Mar. 11-13 — WASCA's 23rd Annual Spring
Festival, Sheraton Washington Hotel,
Washington D.C. — 4702 Locust Hill Ct.,
Bethesda, MD 20014 (301) 530-0018
Mar. 12-13 — Town & Country Club 13th
Sweetheart Dance, Community Center,
Fultondale, AL
Mar. 12-13 — MSDA 29th Azalea Trail, Municipal Auditorium, Mobile, AL — PO Box
6082, Mobile 36660
Mar. 13 — St. Patrick's Day Dance, Volcano,
HI — c/o Newcomer, PO Box 4354, Hilo
(808) 961-5065
Mar. 19-20 — Maple Sugar Festival, So. Burlington, VT — 128 Killarney Dr. , Burlington 05401 (802) 862-4764
Mar. 19-20 — Heart of America Singles
Spring Festival, Kansas City, MO — 722
Walnut, Apt. 901, Kansas City 64106 (816)
474-1506

TRAVELING
CALLERS
Let SQUARE DANCING make it easy for
you! Here is the perfect way to find a caller for a
club dance, festival or that "special event."

MIKE CALLAHAN, 147 North Avenue
Hilton,. NY 14468
Festivals: Calling Mainstream
thru A2

WALT COLE, 944 Chatelain Road,
Ogden, UT 84403
801-392-9078
Call for available dates

MICHAEL JOHNSTONE,

Michael's Calling'

430 North St., Milford, CT 06460
203-878-3962
Festivals and Weekends

DON MALCOM,

The Nkssouri Maverick'.

R.R. #2 Sheldon, Missouri 64784
417-884-2464 Available Year Round
rESTIVALSINEEKENDS/CALLERS CLINICS

r

CHUCK MARLOW, 3795 Pamela Drive,
Gahanna. OH 43230
614-855-9937
Call for available dates

VERN WEESE, 529 NW 22nd Street,
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
214-647-4387 or 214-254-4189
Call for dates
Traveling full time
—

DICK WAIBEL, 675 E. Alluvial. Fresno,
CA 93710
209-439-3478
Available for weekends year round —

*

Afeehilf Afeot 400/ melee
*are Awe Ofitets
in our new, expanded square dance catalog. Please send
$1.00 to cover increased postage and printing costs
deduct $1.00 from your first order. Send to:

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd., Denver, Colo. 80214
Phone: 303 238-4810
SQUARE DANCING, February, '82
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1st
Release

a•-\.A`t
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CROW

Record's

C-001 Calendar Girl by Bill Crowson
C-002 Oklahoma Hills by Bill Crowson
Rt. 7 Box 620, Pensacola, Fla. 32506
Ph. (904) 944-1472
Distributed by
Kalox & Belco Distributing Co.

Lawrence & Marian Foerster \AACWAi
Box 214
Fordville, ND 58231
Ph. 701-229-3633
Jewelry, towel holders and metal dancers available.
Send for catalog and wholesale prices on letterhead or
include calling card and tax number. U.S.A. only.

Mar. 19-20 — 13th Annual Louisiana State Mar. 19-21 17th Annual Spring Fling, IndiCovention, Monroe Civic Center, Monana University, Bloomington, IN — PO
roe, LA — 117 Martha Dr., Monroe 71203
Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517
(318) 323-8702
Mar. 20 — Spring Fling, National Guard ArMar. 19-20 — 27th Annual Sweetheart Festimory, Chipley, FL
val, Downtown Holiday Inn, Jackson, MS Mar. 20 — 13th State S/R/D Convention,
Mar. 19-21 — 5th Annual Texas Fling (ChalConvention Center, Monroe, LA
lenge), Houston, TX 13034 Hermitage Mar. 20 — 16th Annual ORA Spring Swing,
Bell Auditorium, Augusta, GA — 422
Lane, Houston 77079 (713) 464-7291
Kemp Dr. , Augusta 30909 (404) 736-2440
Mar. 19-21 — Bakersfield Fiesta, Kern
County Fairgrounds, Bakersfield, CA
Mar. 20 — 2nd Annual Live Music Dance,
Star Rt. 3, Box 3K, Tehachipi, CA 93561
Waugh Chapel Elementary School, Oden-

COMING SOON
GREAT RHYTHMIC MUSIC AND
UP-TO-DATE CHOREOGRAPHY
FROM

SQUARE

O
U
N
D

Recording
Company

SOUTH

WATCH FOR OUR NEW LABEL AND RELEASES in 1982
86
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ton, MD 21113 (301) 969-8526
Mar. 20 — Canal Barge Dance, Smith Falls &
District Collegiate, Smith Falls, Ontario,
Canada — (613) 283-1865
Mar. 20 — New Squares St. Patrick's Day
Dance, New River Community 'Center,
Dublin, VA
Mar. 21 — 15th Connecticut S/R/D Festival,
Wethersfield, CT — 185 Hewey St.,
Waterbury, CT 06708
Mar. 21 — Show Your Colors Festival,
Wakefield, MA
Mar. 26 — Cienega Valley Squares Anniversary, San Dimas Recreation Center, San
Dimas, CA — (714) 797-7874
Mar. 26-27 — Springtime Tallahassee Clogging Festival, FL — 703 Coble Dr. , Tallahassee 32301
Mar. 26-27 — 20th Iowa State S/R/D Convention, Five Flags Civic Center,
Dubuque, IA
Mar. 26-27 — IDA 3rd Fontana Spring
Frolics, Fontana Dam, NC
Mar. 26-27 — 23rd Tar Heel Square-Up,
Convention and Civic Center, Winston —
Salem, NC
Mar. 27 — Spring Frolic, Olean, NY — 222
Glendale Rd., Hampden, MA 01036
Mar. 27 — 20th Annual Spring Spree, Thomas
Stewart Secondary School, Peterborough,
Ontario, Canada — 164 Prince St.,
Peterborough K9J 2A4 (705) 742-1219
Mar. 27 — Grand Promenades 14th Annual
Square and Round Dance Festival, John
Waysland School, Bridgewater, VA — c/o
Mays, Singer's Glen, VA 22850 (703) 8335505
Mar. 28 — Starlighter's Annual Luau, Frem2120 Jaynes, Fremont 68025
ont, NE

pekrrish ranch
For the Best in Caller Education
Satisfaction Guaranteed

APRIL 16 & 17
1982
HONOLULU,
HAWAII

PINEAPPLE
PROMENADERS
5th Annual Hawaiian

MARDI GRAS
SQUARES BY
DARYL CLENDENIN
ERV PARRISH
ROUNDS BY
JAY & JUDY MULLEN
PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMED
MAN & WOMAN (COSTUME OPTIONAL)
UNIQUE FUN BADGES;
NUMEROUS DOOR PRIZES
IF IN HAWAII CONTACT:
ERV PARRISH (808) 523-0933
or (808) 455-8177
FOR TOUR INFORMATION CONTACT

Contact:
Vaughn & Jean Parrish
Rt. 2, Berthoud, CO 80513
Phone (303) 772-5118
OR
Village Square
RD #1 Downingtown, PA 19335
phnna (91 9AQ-9A91

SQUARE DANCING, February, '82

DARYL CLENDENIN
7915 CLARENDON AVE.
PORTLAND, OR 97203
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LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHitR grayS
HELP YOU 1-JI
More than 28,000 copies of SQUARE DANCING Magazine are mailed out to subscribers
every month. That means that for only $12.00
per month, a clothing store dealer may reach
in the neighborhood of 80,000 square

V...

CHEZ BEA SQUARE
DANCE CREATIONS

AUNTIE EMM'S SQUARE
DANCE APPAREL
9244 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

ELAINE'S

11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344

THE JUBILEE SQUARE
DANCE & WESTERN
WEAR SHOP

71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, Ca. 95008

McCREERY DANCE WEAR
214 Iowa Ave. (Highgrove)
Riverside. Ca. 92507

MORRY'S — CLOTHING
11911 Santa ivionica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

PETTICOAT JUNCTION
4700 Eastern Drive, Ste. 24
Bakersfield, CA 93309

ROMIE'S SQUARE DANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, Calif. 92105

* COLORADO

CHRIS' SQUARE DANCE
CORRAL

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs. CO 80918

650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, Fla. 33161

ELAINE'S KOLLECTIONS
2030 N. 12th Ave
Pensacola, Fla. 32503

LENORE'S PETTICOATS
P.O. Box 607
Deland, Fl. 32720

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park. Fl. 33565

THE QUALITY WESTERN
SHOP
1894 brew St.
Clearwater, Fla. 33515

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211

• GEORGIA

C R M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

• ILLINOIS

DON'S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL
107 E. Sangamon Avenue
Rantoul, II. 61866

THE MAREX CO.
5061.2 W. Columbia
Champaign, II. 61820

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago, IL 60634

* IOWA

SQUARE DANCE RECORD
ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214

n
lianLe

dancers — all potential clothing buyers. If
you're interested in a listing write to Dress for
the Dance, SQUARE DANCING Magazine,
462 N. Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90048.

* FLORIDA

* CALIFORNIA

at.

VIK-ARDIE'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
Park Fair Mall 2nd & Euclid
Des Moines, Iowa 50313

* KANSAS

DOROTHY'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
35021/2 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106

* LOUISIANA

DANCE RANCH
3860 Dublin
Carrollton Shopping Center
New Orleans, LA 70118
3413 N. Causeway Blvd.
Metairie, LA 70002
1180 Terry Parkway
Gretna, LA 70053

• MAINE

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP,
INC.

Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, Maine 04039

• MARYLAND

KROENING'S OF
BALTIMORE
4313 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21214

• MICHIGAN

ARROWHEAD WESTERN
433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND
PANTIES
8869 Avis
Detroit, Michigan 48209

• MINNESOTA

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE
SERVICE
7738 Morgan Ave. So.
Minneapolis. Mn 55423

Dress for the Dance

/sum

•
0
g

0

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.

MAGAZINE
MAY BE
Is PURCHASED
`s AT THESE
'■
STORES
•
•
VA

* NORTH CAROLINA

L4

DANCING

Iv la la "a.
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11.

IP IIWham

WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd
St. Louis, Mo 63128

* NEBRASKA

INDIAN VILLAGE
WESTERN SHOP
1244 High Street
Lincoln, NE 68502

WHEEL AROUND
COUNTRY WESTERN
WEAR
1116 S. Glenburnie Rd
P.O. Box 3055
New Bern. N.C. 28560

* OHIO

DART WESTERN SHOPPE
ELLIOTT'S WESTERN SHOP

* TEXAS

THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls, Tx. 76301

C BAR S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL & RECORDS
5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, Tx. 75206

41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, N.J. 07764

Rt. 2 Co. Rd. 14
New Concord, Oh. 43762

FAWCETT'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP

F & S WESTERN SHOP

HICKORY HILLS

1553 Western Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43609

412 W Sam Houston
Pharr, Tx. 78577

THE CORRAL

224 Highway 18
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

MADELYN FERRUCCI
CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds
Newfield, N.J.08344

.

• NEW MEXICO

SQUARE DANCE THREADS
608 W. Picacho
Las Cruces, NM 88001

SQUARES & FLARES
5517 Central Ave., N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS
3509 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY
1704 Moon NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

• NEW YORK

DO PASSO
203 Vermont St
Buffalo, N.Y. 14213
.

IRONDA SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave
Rochester, N Y 14617

I

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

RANCH HOUSE
WESTERN WEAR
105 E. Cuyahoga Falls Ave.
Akron, OH 44310
333 W. Liberty
Wooster, OH 44691

SQUARE TOGS

11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

* OKLAHOMA

MAINSTREAM PLUS SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
(Bruce & Rita Pagan)
7010 East Admiral Place
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112

• OREGON

PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or. 97220

• PENNSYLVANIA

FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
FASHIONS
1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex. Pa. 16159

* TENNESSEE

ONELL'S APPAREL
AND RECORDS

4818 Louisville Ave
Lubbock, Tx. 79413

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP

1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo. Tx. 79102

* VIRGINIA

LIW WESTERN APPAREL

Rt. 3. Box 5E
Elkton, VA 22827

PETTICOAT CORNER
The Wigwam Antique Village
Hwy. One Northe
Richmond, VA 23060

TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR
250 W. Broad St. (Rt. 7)
Falls Church, VA 22046

• WASHINGTON

RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall
Seattle, Wa. 98125

* WISCONSIN
PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED
4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

* CANADA

LOU-ANN SQUARE DANCING
ACCESSORIES

109-111 So. Main St.
Central Square, N.Y. 13036

THE DO-SI-DO SHOP

1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis, Tenn 38116

12348 — Fort Road
Edmonton. Alberta T5B 4H5

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP

McCULLOCH'S DANCE WEAR
CENTRE INC.

SKY RANCH SADDLERY

K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, NY 13211

245 E. Market St.
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

1140 Dundas St.
London. Ontario, Canada N5W 3A8

•

• 01 •

"A.Lj
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2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44306

* NEW JERSEY

ptit

'I

•

, 1,

PEARL'S OF RALEIGH

• MISSOURI

0111

—

The S/D Shopper's Mart

See box at far right for separate postage charges on
most of these items.

TWO NEW BASIC MOVEMENTS HANDBOOKS
1. Basic BASIC mrmmt,,,,,.,3
Movements a.voAtc DArnvo

SQUARE DANCING.
■
iNii.)0 .TRiNATIk..)
iANDROOK

2. Mainstream /
Plus
Movements

4 Indoctrination
Handbook

(30c each, $20.00 per 100)

50c per copy

$37.50 per hundred
Special Interest
Handbook Library
($1.00 each - 6 for $5.00)
5. Club Organization ($1.00 each)

ORGANIZATION

5

6. One-Night Stands ($1.00 each)

7

6

7. Party (Planning) Fun ($1.00
each)
IM

8. S/D Publicity ($1.00 each)

spiYOUTH
lAPIE

OANCINI:

9. The Story of Square Dancing Dorothy Shaw ($1.00 each)
11

10. Youth in Square Dancing
($1.00 each)

9

8

10

11. Plastic Record Sleeves $15.00 per 100, plus $2.50 postage)

lidAlTesilalord IIAMCS

17

11.

16

HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER?

LET'S DANCE!

_

• re

},-**• Dem..
Moyne Ina
T.. OH.e...1
pvnee
Airp.z•no

15
13. Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($4.00 per 100 Min. order;
$29.50 per 1000) (Postage $1.75 per 100)
14. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl ($4.25
each plus postage - 1 or 2 binders $1.75; Add 50c for each additional
binder)
15. Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the 2 Basic Handbooks $1.00 per
dozen) (Postage 60c)
16 & 17. Temporary Name Tags indicate 16 or 17 ($3.25 per 100; minimum
order 100) (Plus 70c postage per 100)
18. Learn to Square Dance Poster (blue & red ink) ($1.60 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
19. Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & white) $1.10 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
20. Learn to Square Dance Cards ($3.00 per 100; minimum order 100) (Plus
$1.00 postage per 100)

20

AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!

18
LEARN TO

19

SQUARE n
itintastic( Al•
Im

JOIN
BEGINNERS
GROUP i

LEARN
TO

f

DANCE

NEW

n 111.1••

IMPORTANT: Pay the amounts listed below and
we will adjust each order and bill customers for
the actual postage.

The Caller/Teacher Basic Manual is
out of print. A new Manual through
Mainstream is in the preparation stage.

24

Nrto III ‘1.1.
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IMPORTANT—POSTAGE COSTS1
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22

23

2
25

22. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Extended Basics
($6.00)
23. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($6.00)
24. American Round Dancing — Hamilton ($2.50)
25. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($6.00)

Please add the following postage on items listed:
BASIC & MAINSTREAM/PLUS HANDBOOKS 1 to 6
books 65e 7-12 90e; 13-26 $1.25; 27-50 $1.90; 51-100
$3.25; For quantities of 101 or more add 5c per copy.
INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOKS 1 book 350; 2-10
65e; 11-25 $1.10; 26-50 $1.45; 51-100 $2.30.
ALL MANUALS add 65c each.
DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 70c';
11-20 95o; 21-50 $1.50; 51-100 $1.85.
RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 &
6501) Add 90c for 1 or 2: $1.10 for 3; $1.35 for 4. Add
15e additional postage for each record over 4.
NOTE: In many cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number
to ship via UPS.
ALL OVERSEAS Shipments: due to increase postage
rates, actual postage will be charged on all foreign
shipments.

26
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26. Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Minimum order 10 (15C
eac h)
27. Round Dance Diplomas — Minimum order 10 (15q each)
28. Microphone Cozy ($7.80 plus $1.15 postage)
29. The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.00 each. LP 6001-Level 1; LP 6002-Level 2; LP
6003-Level 3; LP 6501-Party Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND ORDER FORM

C
No.

462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434
Qty

Description

Cost
Each

Total

No.

Qty

Cost
Each

Description

•

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $8.00 to The SETS IN
ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY.

New LI Renew I

Please include postage. See box above.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions)

Total

ZIP

(Enclosed) $

Total

Larry
Jackson

Bob
Augustin

RECORDS

NEW RELEASES
BC 114 Mid-Night Hauler — Larry Jackson
BC 115 There's No Getting Over Me — Jack Peterson
BC 116 Preachin' Up A Storm — Gary Kincade
BC 117 Seven Year Ache — Mike Holt
CURRENT RELEASES
BC 107 Ladies Love Outlaws — Mike Holt
BC 108 Queen Of The Hop — Gary Kincade

Jack
Peterson

BC 112 Baby Were Really In Love — Gary Kincade
BC 113 Near You — Mike Holt
BEST SELLERS
BC 101 Bob Cat Ramble — Bob Augustin
BC 105 Down On Bourbon Street — Bob Augustin
BC 109 Vicky Lee — Hoedown
BC 111 Dream Of Me — Lee Swain

See your favorite dealer for all Bob Cat Records or order direct from the Do-Si-Do Shop Toll Free 800-238-2490.

1138 MOSBY ROAD • MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38116 • PHONE: 901/398-4953
Meet Our Advertisers
A - Z Engraving, 54
Allemande Hall, 60
Anina's, 86
Alberta Square Dance Institute, 70
Armeta, 64
Atkinson, Sam, 66
Authentic Patterns, 57
B 'N' B's International, 74
B & S Square Dance Shop, 65
Badge Holders, 56
Blue Engravers, 55
Bob Cat Records, 92
Brahma Records, 59

C & C Originals, 84
Calico House, 54
Callers Supply, 81
Campau, 72
Charmz Reaction, 4
Chinook Records, 61
Clinton Instruments, 53
Crow Records, 86
Dancer's Corner, 54
Davis, Bill, 93
Dell Enterprises, 70
Derby City Festival, 64
Dixie Daisy, 71
Dress for the Dance, 88, 89

Elaine's of California, 6
Erin Records, 72
Four Bar B Records, 62
Golden, Cal, 73
Gordon Bros. Shoes, 96
Grenn Records, 57
Hanhurst's, 76
Happy Feet, 83
Haury, Fred & Kay, 80
Hi Hat Records, 63
Holloway, Norm, 80
Hilton Audio, 44
Jackpot Festival, 75
JoPat Records, 74

"If you're not a-doin' it with Leo's
Clogs. ,. you're just not a-doin' it!"
Leo's Clogs are specially designed
for that foot loose and fancy free
feeling when you're clogging.
They're made of supple, durable
patent leather uppers with rugged
I 1/4" heels and strong soles. Only $20
pair, in White or Black. Medium sizes
4 to 10; Narrow, 6 to 10. For that extra
sound to the call, add Stereo Ii double
action Toe Taps, with Jingle Heel Taps.
Call or write for the name of the dealer
nearest you.
Vor A 'leader in clancewear since 1924.
2451 North Sacramento, Chicago, Illinois
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THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK Second Edition

$12.95

125 page book, fully illustrated, with exercises and examples for self teaching. Learn from scratch or improve
your present ability. Chapters on: Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-Outs, Programming plus
now r a!!cr!ab (,A,PD) Arrangements twith, symbols and 10 other topics.

THE TOP TEN (1980 Edition)

$6.00

5 separate Dictionaries of the Callerlab levels (MS-C2); Choreo Analysis & Diagrams of Top Ten New Calls;
Callerlab Formations & APD Arrangements; & More.

SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE

With liability insurance $20/yr; Notes Only $12/yr
Definitions of ALL new calls & Concepts; Choreo Analysis and Figures MS thru A2; $1 Million liability ins. Also
available Equipment Insurance and Rented Premises Insurance. Bi-monthly, calendar yr.

DANCERS NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly)

....... $6/calendar year

Definitions of ALL the new calls & Concepts, Supplements the TOP TEN

Order From: BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Kalox Records, 78
Kopman, Lee — Tapes, 62
Lazy R Campground, 82
Leo's Advance Theatrical, 92
Lionshead Resort, 2
Local Dealers, 58, 59
Lou Mac Records, 78
McClouds Dance Country, 5
Mail Order Record Service, 74
Marex Badges, 56
Merrbach Record Service, 69
Micro Plastics, 60
Myrtle Beach Ball, 80
National S/D Directory, 64

Old Pueblo Trader, 56
Scope Records, 64
Ox Yoke Shop, 61
Shirley's S/D Shoppe, 82
Parrish, Erv, 87
Shopper's Mart, 90, 91
Parrish Ranch, 84, 87
Simkins, Meg, 68
Peters, Bill, 63
Smith, Nita, 95
Penma-Pennant, 93
Square Dance Rec Roundup, 85
Ranch House Records, 71
Square Sound South
Rebel Records, 76
Recording Co., 86
Red Boot Records, 66
Square Things, 68
Red River Community Center, 79 TNT Records, 54
Robertson Dance Supplies, 65
Thunderbird Records, 73
Royal Interlaken, 83
Weber Shoes, 67, 77
Roofer's Records, 70
Winnipeg Crocus Festival, 70
Ruff, Bob, 55
WISSCO, 74

NEW!

For Square Dancers
- THE -

BLACK RED GREEN YELLOW

PERMA-PENNANT

CLUBS
-FREE QUOTES ON
CUSTOM DESIGNS

CENT

Printed
With
Weatherproof
INKS

- GUARANTEED - For the Life of Your Car - Installed in Seconds - Center of Car Roof - No Damage to Finish - No Tools -

$8.95

Plus $1.50 Post. & Hdlg.
SEND CASH, CHECK OR M.O. TO

PERMA-PENNANT c/o W. Reinhardt
2231 Havana S.E.
nealer Inquiries Invited - Fort Myers, FL. 33905
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Marti Schwartz used green kettlecloth for her eight-gored skirt
and the cuffs and square neckline
of her polyester-cotton peasant
blouse. Th e cuffs, neckline and
scams of the gores were then covered with a white organdy trim.
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CLOUD NINE — Nylon Sh
rg 'za
The Bouffant everyone h • s been waiting for — it is wonderfully comfort
colors — any size.
40 yd sweep ....$34.50
50 yd sweep ....$37.95
70 yd sweep ....$45.95
80 yd sweep
$51.95
Solid Colors
Beige
White
Maize
Brown
Lime
Black
Apple Green
Peacock
Candy Pink
Peach
Blue
Royal
Yellow
Aqua
Cerise
Hot Pink
Gold
Red
Ivory
Purple

,

---A------,_

Light and airy — brilliant theatrical
604 sweep ....$39.95
100 01 sweep ...$65.95

Mint Green
Pink
Orange
Fluor. Cerise

*S

Fluor. Lime
Fluor. Orange
Fuchsia

Kelly Green
Lilac
Navy

-

GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUAREDANCING
I I

I

e•••-••r•

"Did he say they dance eight nights a week and twice on Sunday?"

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

AU Leather

—

Top Qualify

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE

!-IOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

